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EDITORIAL BOARD 

Dear readers, 

Scholars in the area of Oriental studies understand, perhaps better than others, that all calendars are rather 

arbitrary. Our work brings us into contact with texts that belong to the most varied cultures, dated in the most var

ied fashions. We constantly convert dates from one system of chronology to another ... We are well familiar with 

the arbitrariness of the dates chosen by humankind as starting points to order events of the greatest historical and 

cultural importance. This in no way reduces the significance of these events in human history, or the role of the 

calendar as a vital instrument that allows human civilization to link its past and present. 

One of the world's great civilizations - Christian civilization - is entering its third millennium. The millen

nial nature of events in our time has led many to reflect on the past and make projections about the future. Despite 

the diversity of their forecasts, futurologists stand united on one point: the "clock of civilization" is ticking faster, 

and future decades will usher in vast changes for all humankind and each one of us. These radical changes may 

cause growing contradictions and lead to conflict. One hopes that the lessons of history - the lessons of the not 

too much merciful 20th century - will not go unheeded and that the message of peace, justice, and love contained 

in all the great religions of the world will be heard in all hearts. 

The beginning of the third millennium marks a convergence of three holidays - Christmas according to the 

Gregorian calendar, which brings the Christian fast to an end, the Muslim holiday of 'Id al-fifr, which closes the 

fast month of Ramaqan, and Jewish Hanukah. The editorial board of the journal t>t:J11nu11eript11 Orient11li11 

sends greetings to all its readers, who today live in more than thirty countries, and wishes them peace, inner 

peace, peace in their families, and peace in the common abode inhabited by the people of our Earth. May the 

lovely Persian miniatures on the cover of our journal, which bring together the spiritual legacies of the Abra

hamic religions that stem from a common spiritual legacy, remind us all of the arbitrariness of difference and the 

indubitable unity of all shared values. We wish you a happy new year, new century, new millennium. 

E. Rezvan, Editor-in-Chief 



TEXTS AND MANUSCRIPTS: 
DESCRIPTION AND RESEARCH 

I. Ianbay 

NEW DATA ON THE LITERATURE AND 
CULTURE OF THE KRIMCHAKS* 

The stu<ly an<l publication of materials pertaining lo the 
Jewish Krimchak ethnolecl of the Crimean Tatar language 
started nearly I 00 years ago: Ephraim Deinard in 1878 was 
the first to publish the first 20 Krimchak words [I]. We 
know of eight books in Krimchak-Turkic published at the 
beginning of the twentieth century by the Krimchaks them
selves: they are listed first by Yizhaq Ben-Zvi [2] and then 
by Wolf Moskowitch and Boris Tukan [3] as well. Only 
one of these books. Sef'er Ruth published by Petrokov in 
1906 (52 pages). was given special study in a paper by the 
author of the present article and Erda! [4]. Some authors 
such as Kaja. Filoncnko. Keren. Khazanov. Polinsky [5] 
have published several short texts in prose and poetry in the 
Krimchak ethnolect. However. there are many other unde
scribed Krimchak manuscripts in various depositories. 

The survey presented here is a description of the Krim
chak manuscripts mentioned in the article by Lea Medve
deva [6]. Her article on the Karaite written sources in the 
collections of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of 
Oriental Studies contains also a short enumeration of six [7] 
Krimchak manuscripts discovered among them. These 
manuscripts from the St. Petersburg collection are available 
on microfilms at the Jewish National and University Library 
in Jerusalem. Their numbers are: 52845 (A 61 in St. Peters
burg). 52368 (A 128), 53591 (B 420), 53034 (B 98), 667836 
(C 77), and 69264 (C 18). All of them are written in Hebrew 
script, and they are works in prose or poetry, memoirs and 
philological descriptions, epic works and translations of 
books of the Bible. Nearly all of them were written between 
the mid-nineteenth century and the 1920s. 

Notes on transcription 

For all Krimchak forms cited in the article, that is, for 
single wor<ls and phrases. as well as for longer example 
sentences and passages of texts. the transcription described 
below [8] is used. The motivation for adopting a transcrip
tion into Latin. with the elements of transliteration, was to 
make the sources accessible to non-Semitologists. 

The following vowels - all fairly close to the cardinal 
vowels in their phonetic realization - are indicated: a. e. i', 
i. o. ii. u. ii. In the Krimchak manuscripts these are spelled 
by means of 5 letters (N. :i, 1, ', !7) and some nikud vowel
pointings. Both diacritics and letters are sometimes omitted. 
The vowels a. o, 11, i. which appear also in Hebrew. are pre
sented as in that language. For instance, in the first syllable 
the letter ale{ with kamas and the kama.1· and patah signs 
arc rendered in this transcription by a, for example, "N ay 
··month". Nl da "and", 11)10 sarnm· "song". At the same 
time. there are many cases, such as lllJ ha.v "head", N""1J 

har,'a "all. every", m11; .i:ahat "Sabbath, Saturday". The 
Jetter he is rendered by e, for example. :'ll ne "what''. The 
Jetter rod is rendered by i. for example. 1?'J hi/en "with", 

J'J'J kibik "like, as''. The combination alef-yod is also 
rendered by i, for example, )"N ii: "in", 1Nl'K inan- "to be
lieve". The letter 'ayin is used in the spelling for rendering 
the vowel a, for example, JPl7' yaakov "Jacob" as in He
brew. At the same time, there are cases of using 'ayin for 
rendering the vowel e, for example, ?l7?j11/' ismael "Ismael", 
"1l7JJ;o sever "beloved", llll7J beI "five" [9]. 

Palatal harmony. a characteristic feature of Turkic pho
nology, is evident in the spelling. There are many suffixes 
forming pairs by alternating the vowels a and e, for exam
ple, -a I -e (dative); -da I -de (locative); -dan I -den (abla
tive); -far I -fer (plural); -maq I -mek (verbal noun), etc. The 
a-suffixes are used in words with back vowels, the e
suffixes in words with front vowels, for example, '1N'?"NO 

sayi'/wi' "their quantity", "1l7'i'"lll'K isci/er "workers", etc. 
Besides, the letters kaf and gime/ are only used in words 
with front vowels, but the signs kof and gime/ with a stroke 
are used in words with back vowels only. Therefore, the 
combination xolam-vav is rendered in the transcription by 
either o or ii; similarly, the combination vav-shuruk is 

'I am grateful to Prof. Michael Zand. the Hebrew University, for helpful discussions of the present anicle, as well as to Michael 
Glatter. the Ben-Zvi Institute in Jerusalem. for his useful comments on it. My special thanks are also to the Ben-Zvi Institute for the Study 
of Jewish Communities in the East and to the Ministry of Absorption of the State of Israel for providing financial support. 

(<)I. lanbay. 2000 
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shown as u or ii, according to palatal harmony; for exam
ple, l'7l1J kiinler "days", lNnN axar "is flowing", OOl:llU 

gormesem "if I do not see", n'?T'otinN:i baxirsi'zli'x "misfor
tune", etc. 

There are 20 consonant letters in the Hebrew alphabet. 
By means of using dagesh dotting and various strokes the 
number of Hebrew letters in the Krimchak character inven
tory is increased considerably. For some Hebrew letters, 

Krimchak usage differs from Classical Hebrew. For exam
ple, the letter shin marks only the sound s; there is no sin. 
Sade is used for marking c. The letter xal marks three dif
ferent sounds: k, x, and h. Gimel with a point (sometimes 
with a stroke) marks affricate), and gimel with a slanting 
stroke marks both the nasal sonorant IJ and the fricative y. 
The letter vet with a stroke indicates fricative v; the letter pe 
with a stroke marks/ These diacritics are often omitted. 

Table 1 

A summary of the sound values of vowel and consonant characters 

Nos. letter name transcription 
I N a/el a,e 

2 :i het, vet b, v 

3 ) gimel g,j, y, I] 

4 , dalet d 

5 ;i he h,e 

6 , vav v, o, u, a, ii 
7 T za.vin z 
8 n het x 

9 tl tel I 

IO ' yod i, i' 
II J kaf; xal k,x,h 

12 ' lamed I 
13 1:l mem m 

14 l nun n 

15 0 samex s 

16 l7 a yin a,e 

17 ~ pe,fe p.f 

18 ;: sade c', (s) 

19 j? kol q 

20 ., resh r 

21 !JJ shin, sin s, (s) 

22 11 tav 

Before describing the manuscripts mentioned above, 
some technical notes are necessary. First, letters in round 
brackets refer to Hebrew proper names in the Krimchak 

I 

texts. Second, suffixes, which are sometimes written in 
texts separately, in the transcription are joined to their 
stems by means of hyphens. 

Manuscripts contents 

I. Bible translations and other religious works. 
There are the books of the later prophets in manuscript 
B 98 (microfilm No. 53034), which is a voluminous manu
script without a title page. The manuscript consists of 130 
folios, or 260 pages. The name of the translator has not yet 
been established. On fol. 27, there is a note in Russian: 
"Simferopol, 1930". This date is repeated on fol. 96. 

The Hebrew texts are absent in the manuscript. It con
tains translations into the Krimchak ethnolect of the books 
of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah and 
Micah. With the exception of the book of Jeremiah, which 
lacks an end, all these biblical books are complete. We give 
here the beginnings and the ends of each book: 

I. The Book of Isaiah (fols. 1-68). 

The beginning: J''7 N':Jl 'J )'l J'11:lN i'7:.1N ':.'l 1:1'l7!JJ' 'J''7 ':Jl 

N1 ]1;:1N 0''7!JJ1l' N1 ]1;:1N :111:1' 'tltlN 

Transcription: nahi-liki isayahu-ni!J oyfu amos-ni'IJ ki 
nabi-lik etti .vehuda iic'iin da yeru.i'alaim iic'iin. 

Translation: "The vision concerning Judah and Jerusa
lem Isaiah, the son of Amoz, saw". 

The respective Biblical verse in Hebrew (ch. I, v. I): 
o?Wr:i-1 :i71:i; ?l.I :iro lWl) yi1:ll$-P 1:i:¥IV' iiro 

The end: ]111:J!JJ N1 N1l'O'!JJ:J "N ]N1 ]'O'!JJ:J "N ]'0'71::1 N1 

011: ;'' 'tltlN N1:l''7N N')1:ll1N !JJ:J 1\1 N;:i:i ro':>J N1 1'11:J!JJ 
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Transcription: da bolsin ay basisin-dan ay basisi"-na da 
fobat-dan 5abatii1-da kelsin ban'a ten bas urma ya aliina 
eylli iyel): tam. 

Translation: "'From one new moon to another and 
from one Sabbath to another. all mankind will come and 
bow down before me', says your Lord". 

The respective Biblical verse in Hebrew (ch. LXVI, 
v. 23): ::i1:i: 11,115 'l~711in1:wi:i? 114'''.il ?~ Ki;i: in:;i\'i:;i 11:;illi ·11,11 

2. The Book of Jeremiah (fols. 69-96). 

The beginning: ]:1J ?1K 'n 1:1'ji?n 1?:.1K 'J.'l 1:1'1J1' •1'mo 

.':.'J ]'IJ'JJ K1l'1" Ktl mmo 'J 111'7 

Transcription: sideri yermiyahu-ni"IJ oylu xelkiyahu-ni"IJ 
of kohen-/ardan ki santot-ta yerinde benyamin-nil). 

Translation: "The words of Jeremiah the son of 
Hilkiah. of the priests in Santhoth (Anathoth) in the land of 
Benjamin". 

The respective Biblical verse in Hebrew (ch. I, v. I): 
: 11J:lJ YJ(!:;i 11i11;i.:;;i 1r;;'~ o·i~:i;:i JIJ 1:i:p7n-p 1:i:1n; 'J;ii 

The end: 0"11 ':.•J K11:1' •1? ]K'J 'l'1'7JTJ KC>1J ?11111K K1 

K1 'l1?K 1? ro?K K1 'l1'7K 1? ro?tl K1 'rn? ]IJll/11 K1l1?1ji 
.K:. '?JJ •n'?K 1? ]'Dtl'J'?K 

Transcription: da ufo/ barc'a xaziiia/arii1i' xan-lari' ye
huda-ni'IJ verevim qolunda du.~man-larini'IJ da ta/asin-lar 
alarni· da a/sin-far alarni' da alkitsin-ler alarni" bavi1-ya. 

Translation: "I will hand over to their enemies all valu
ables of the kings of Judah. They will take it away as plun
der and carry it off to Babylon". 

Actually. this is not the end of the Book of Jeremiah. 
The end of the text in this Krimchak manuscript corre
sponds to the following Hebrew verse (ch. XX, v. 5): ?:;i mq 
::i7:;i:;i Cl1K'J::J,1 01ni?';>1 01q;i1 O::)':J: K 1':;i ll'IK :i71:i: ':J';>1,111i1¥iK 

3. The Book of Hosea (fols. 97-106). 

The beginning: '1KJ 1?i.1K K:. Yll/1:111'71:i 'J .: ':.•i 'J." mo 

•1? lKJ 'n :l';?T'n' .: ':.•i mK 'n 001• .: ':.'l :i:m1 K1 r1'7J1J 'J.'l 
. : 'l,l K11N, 

Transcription: sozii iyel)-nil) ki boldu ose-ge oylu bari
nil) kiinlerinde uzi-nil) yosam-ni'IJ axaz-ni'IJ yexizqiya-ni'IJ 
xanlari'yeuda-ni'IJ. 

Translation: 'The word of the Lord, your God, that 
came unto Hosea, the son of Beeri, in the days of Uzziah, 
Jotham, Ahaz and Hezekiah, kings of Judah". 

The respective Biblical verse in Hebrew (ch. I, v. I): 
:i:prn: 1i:it1 oi:ii· :i:rll ·1,i·:i '1\<:;i-1:i JJ111i:i-'7(! :i:::i 1w ~ :ii :i;-1:n 

:i71:i; ':J7\1 

The end: 1? 111111110 1'7 ]"J K1 ]'7'J 1'7K 1'7 1111' 1'7 ji'1Cl K1 
011 .]'7'J 1'7K 

Transcription: da cadik-/er yoriir-ler afar bi/en da 
beyan-lar soru.for-lar afar bi/en: tam. 

Translation: "The righteous walk in them [in the ways 
of the Lord) and glad persons question them. The end". 

The respective Biblical verse in Hebrew (ch. XIV, 
v. 10): : o:;i 1?ip;r O'lltp~1 o:;i 1J7: O'P7l!l 

4. The Book of Joel (fols. 106-110). 

The beginning: KC>1J T':.K?'J.'tl K1 1'7tl1ji '71K 1l1J T'0J.'tl'll/'K 
.1'7 l'J.11tl1K 

Transcription: e.Wil)iz bunu of qartlar da ti"l)fal)iz barca 
oturyanlar. 

Translation: "Hear this, ye old man; and hear, all ye in
habitants [of the land]". 

The respective Biblical verse in Hebrew (ch. I, v. 2): 
YJl;(;:J ':;lllli' ?::> 1l'!t!;:I) O'lj:'J;:I nKHl11,1\V 

The end: )." K11'1 OIJ'iJ11K ]1C>1K '1'7lji oo?:tnK K1 ;:Jji'l1 

.K1]1'Cl1l1ji 

Transcription: ve niqah-da aruvlasam qan/ari' iic'iin 
aruvlamam-dir da iyel) qonar Cion-da. 

Translation: "Their bloodguilt, which I have not par
doned, I will pardon. The Lord, your God, dwells in Zion". 

The respective Biblical verse in Hebrew (ch. IV, v. 21 ): 
: ]i'¥:;i plli :1)71'] '11'j:')-K:? mn 'f1'j:'l) 

5. The Book of Amos (fols. 110-119). 

The beginning: K11'7 1 J."1ji n?1:i 'J .: 'J.'l omll •1'7110 
.: ]1l11jif1 

Transcription: sozleri amos-ni'IJ ki boldu qoyji-larda 
teqoada. 

Translation: "The words of Amos, one of the herdmen 
of Tekoa". 

The respective Biblical verse in Hebrew (ch. I, v. 1): 
JJijiJ;llJ 0'1i( l;I :i::J-1\P ~ DilJlj 'J;i! 

The end: rn ]'DK ]'711/tl K1 Kl'tlD1K '1'71" 'l1'7K O"J'tl K1 

011 : '1'J.tl J." 'tltlK KJ.1'iK 0'111 'J ]1 ]1tlD1K '1'71" 

Transcription: da tikeyim a/arni' yerleri iistiine da 
ta.5/an-asi'n degin yerleri iistiin-den ki verdim alarya aytti' 
iyel)tel)ri: tam. 

Translation: "I will plant them upon their own land, to 
be never uprooted from the land I have given them, said the 
Lord, your God. The end". 

The respective Biblical verse in Hebrew (ch. IX, v. 15): 
O::)'( '1'11Jl-1lP~ 0(11,17i'.( '7JJ1,l 1il1 1lliJ:lr K'i) 0(11,17i'.(-'7JJ 0'1'1\7t;l~1 

: 1'::) '7K :1) :i; 11,11;( 

6. The Book of Obadiah (fols. 119-120). 

The beginning: '1'J.tl J." 'tltlK "'71J" 'J.'l :1'1J1l1 'J''7 K'Jl 

: 'J.'l J." ]1l'tlji J'tltl'lll'K 1JJ ]1C>1K 011K 

Transcription: nebi-liki ohadiya-ni!J yaxoley elli iyel) 
tel)ri edom iiciin xaber esittik qatindan iyel)-ni'I): 

Translation: "The vision of Obadiah. This is what the 
Lord, your God, said concerning Edom". 

The respective Biblical verse in Hebrew (ch. I, v. 1 ): 
Oi1~7 ;ij;i: 'l.1t! 11,11;(-;:J:::i :i;7;i ll ]iTn 

The end: KJ.IJtlK tll11111" 'J.'l ]1'Cl K1l'J.11? p'71tl1ji ]'Dl'IJ K1 

.p''?JKJ '71K 'J.'l J." ]'D'7'J K1 'J.'l 111/K 'l'J.K1 '711111K 

Transcription: da minsin qutulyan-lar dayinda c'iyon
nil) yisraat etmege ufo/ dayi'ni' isav-ni'IJ da kelsin iyey-nil) of 
xanliq. 

Translation: "Saviours shall come up on Mount Zion to 
judge the mount of Esau; and the kingdom shall be the 
Lord's". 

The respective Biblical verse in Hebrew (ch. I, v. 21): 
: ;i~1'71,1;:i :ij:i''? :ii:i::Jl 1 lllll 1;:1- 11() tl 9tp'? 1i'¥ 1;:i:;i 0'\7!Qi1,11'7lJ) 

7. The Book of Jonah (fols. 120-123). 

The beginning: 'J.'l 'f11JK 1'7i.1K KJ. :1l1' 'J.'l J." mo 11'71:i K1 

Transcription: da ho/du sozii iye-ni 1J yona-ya oylu ami
tay-ni'IJ demege. 
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Translation: 'The word of the Lord to Jonah. the son of 
Amittai". 

The respective Biblical verse in Hebrew (ch. I, v. I): 
1\lK? 'f:11Jtl-P :iJi'-'7~ :ij;;;-1:;i7 ':1~] 

The end: 11 llJitl 'JN 11N .:m NiJK 1'i11 'J 1:11L' 1?1N '71K 
.:11J ]''n Ki .Nl'l' ';110 Ni 'l'l'l' 'l1N Nl'01N 'ilJ?•:i 'J .OiN ji'tl1K 

on 
Transcription: ol ulu frher ki vardi"r a11da kiih on eki 

tuman-dan arf(q adam ki hilmedi ara.1ina 017 yani"11i"17 da SOI) 

rani"na. da xayvan kob. 

Translation: "The great city [Nineveh[ wherein are 
more than a hundred and twenty thousand persons that can
not discern between their right hand and their left hand, and 
also much cattle". 

The respective Biblical verse in Hebrew (ch. IV, v. 11 ): 
in:-N:? iwl:( 071;t i:ii :iJ i;>l?-O'DW\1 :i;n::i CJ:;i TL;~ 1w1q?ii~:i Tll;:J 

: ;;:;ii :i1,1;i:;11 i?N i; f.'''7 irn:-r::i 

8. The Book of Micah ( fols. 123-130). 

The beginning: Kl ·nwim ?1K :"IJ'IJ 1i'71J 'J ';•J l" mo 
'l'l Ni1N' •1? lNJ 'l'l :"l'j?Tn' 'l'l TnN 'n onr Kil'1'7J1J 

Transcription: soztl iyel)-11il) ki ho/du mixa ol mora.fri"
ya kllnlerinde yotam-ni"IJ axa~-ni"IJ yaxzaqi\-a-ni"IJ xa11-lar( 
yeuda-11i"1J. 

Translation: 'The word of the Lord that came to Micah 
the Moresheth (Morasthite) in the days of Jotham. Ahaz. 
and Hezekiah. kings of Judah". 

The respective Biblical verse in Hebrew (ch. I. v. I): 
'J.7~ :i:prn: ri;ii;t or;ii• •1,i·:i ·11w111::i :1?'1J-?t; :i:;:i 1\lfl:( :ij:i;-1:;i7 

:i71:i: 

The end: 'l'tltl'ilN 'J Nl 0:11JN D1J Ni Kl Jjil)' 'D71J 1'11 

. Ni 17J1J nl111J Nll'IJ'1'7 NilK 

Transcription: verir hirlik11i yaaqob-ya da kerem a1•ra
ham-ya ki andettil) ata-lwi·mi"~)'" buru11y11 kllnler-de. tam 

Translation: "You will perform the truth to Jacob. and 
mercy to Abraham, which you has sworn unto our fathers 
in the old days. The end". 

The respective Biblical verse in Hebrew (ch. VII. v. 20): 
: OW '1,l'IJ 1l'/1 :It),? T;l:{;l\7 l-1\V t:\ D;:J';l;il'.'7 i\)I} J iili:7 l1\)~, 11111 

II. Poetry. Krimchak manuscript B 420 in the collection 
of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Stud
ies (microfilm No. 53591) contains the collected poems of 
the Krimchak poet Marcel Perich (]'1~ ?011;), who lived at 
the turn of the twentieth century. The title of the manuscript 
is: •1'71•w ]'1~ '?011; (Marse/ Peril' .i:irleri) "Marcel Perich's 
verses". This copy-book, which contains 53 pages, is writ
ten in one hand. Most probably. the text was written at the 
end of the 1920\ because the manuscript contains a poem 
dedicated to the tenth anniversary of the 1917 Russian revo
lution, that is, the poem could be written in 1927, not earlier. 
There are also 43 poems of various contents. including lyric 
and satiric verses. Almost all of them have titles. for exam
ple, JIJi Kl JIJi J1?J (Kluh demek ne demek) "What does club 
mean'!": lill7~11} 1N11i T111n (Xoro~. durar erke11de11) "A cock 
gels up early": Nl 071:' p •1?tJU1N p11 l'1K7tZl1ji (Qu.\:/wflJ 
Vl'l"Ken iiKLltleri ben-adem-Ke) "Birds requests for people": 
1'1L' (Sir) "Song": •i7n:JK' K1 KJN (Ana ve w11•rula1'() 
"Mother and her chicks": 7l71JIL'' K1 ltl'L' (Sata11 1•e Yismae/) 
"Satan and Ismael": ';10 Ptl'J '1'7N Nl :1ijil7 'Jjin~· D:11JK 

(Avraham yisxaqni" akeda-ya ahp-kitken sol}) "When Abra
ham has led lshaq to put to death"; !pl7'7 J'lll? ]'ll1';> (Lenin 
Lenin Le11i11) "Lenin, Lenin, Lenin 1 ": '1l7:l T1' T1ji1i r:i 
(Bin doku: yiiz he.i:) "Nineteen hundred and five": 1:1K'tlJ1N 

(Oktiabr) "October". etc. 
Even a brief glance at the orthography of the titles 

shows some distinctions from the other texts: the letter J 

(xaf! is used for rendering the consonant h, not x: the letter 
n (xet) with seKol in initial position and the letter l7 ( 'ayn) in 
a closed syllable are used here for rendering the vowel e '. 

In the poem by Marcel Perich. dedicated to the first of 
May, we find the following lines: 

Text 

'N;l 1'jiN~ '0''7Ku11K 
"Kl;l 11tl1N 'lNDKIJJKJ'K 

171n 17'K DKT'l 

. .. 'NIJ '1'J1~ 11i JU JNIL''l 
NllKi"IJ lNvn·~ 'O'~J 

l'D~ND'J '1N7"KO 
1l7'i'~IL''N ]Ni~N1tl 1'J 

... 1l!'71l7JN"~ N1'D 'i1K , 1N?'71?::10'J1J OJ Nl :1'7"1K 
?NJ1"~NJ ii;;::J'K ?m ?NJ 1NnN 1Nil'1N7T'lN 

Transcription 

Ni.fon giin-diir perroy may. [ .. J 

Hepisi lYxqan meydanya. ortahsi"_faqir. bay: 
sayi'lad hi.rnpsi":.. inanmasa~J. otur say: 
bir tarafdan i.fr'iler ni::.wn ilen ge::.er/er: 
iivle de hem komsmnollar. ardi sfra pioner/er r .. ] 
ayi"::.lwindan a.xar ha/: gti::.el intern<aiyonal. 

Translation 

"It is the special day - the first of May. [ .. ] 
Everybody is on the square. 
Both the poor person and the rich; 
They are countless . 
If you do not believe. please, count [yourself]; 
The workers are going in lines, followed by the [members of] 

Komsomol; 
The pioneers are after them [ ... ] : 
Like honey the beautiful [song ofj 'The International" 
h pouring out of their mouths". 

The poet's verses are evidently influenced by his concern 
for the circumstances of his ethnic group: he writes, for ex
ample: 'D'lllt:m'm 'l'tl'??•i; 7K1'L" (yisrael milletil) poloj.frni
si) "Status of the Israel people" consisting of 19 hemistiches, 
and 'nN1:?1K •7oN 'l'PN~i;·ip (qrimc'akil} ash olmaxn 'The 
origin of the Krimchaks" (18 strophes plus 2 lines). We cite 
here. for example, the first strophe of the latter verse: 

Text 

I N';KIJ tlN'i'lN ,N'lNO ON'l'1/,ONtlN1l7Jl7D !OKilK D'JN'; 

.jiK~IJ'1ji 1J lK'l?1K :"lil!~ •7oNJ OJ K1 ·?oK Jlli :n 

Transcription 

janim atam ! se\'l~r atam I rijam saya. al)lat ma~Ja I neden as!i 
\'f hem nask I peyde olyan Im qi'11'ml'aq? 

Translation 

"My dear father 1 My beloved father. I I have a favour 
to ask of you, tell me, I what roots the Krimchaks have I 
Jandl how they came into being')" 

The question about the Krimchaks is only a rhetorical 
device of the poet, since Marcel Perich seems to know the 
answer. and he answers the question himself. He says that 
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the Krimchaks originate from Palestine, their forefathers 
lived there some thousands of years ago. Then they came to 
the Kingdom of Bosporus and settled in the town of Panti
capeum and in the other cities of the country. The poet also 
says that every Krimchak knows these descent legends as 
well as the history of his people. The poem is an important 
document indicative of the historical self-identification of 
the Krimchaks. who considered themselves Jews by origin. 

We can also extract some biographical information, if 
scant. on the poet. During the 1920s Marcel Perich appears to 
have gone hungry just like everyone else in the Crimea in this 
period. The poem called 1921-22 101J11u n·?u•p (Qiilix 
1iirkiisii 1921-22) "The song about the 1921-1922 fam
ine" shows that clearly. Th e poet also lost his son. Four po
ems by him are dedicated to the death of the son. Three of 
them. written in Krimehak. are entitled o•:;ipi;• O'Jlllj n~ (Ah. 
mrnim rakol"iin) "Oh. my Jacob";11;:1!\ f1~ JjiY' 01'mK •?•;Ji;o 
(Sevgili orfwn rakm· pe1k iic'iin) "To my beloved son Jacob 
Perich"; and n•?r•oun!\J (haxiisi::ti:r) "Misfortune". One 
poem. called ?r yi~ Jpi;· 'lJ 111J'T'i and also dedicated to the 
memory of his son Jacob. is written in Hebrew. 

III. Songs. There arc two other collections of Krim
chak songs among the above-mentioned manuscripts pre
served on microfilm at the Hebrew University Library. 

I. MS A 128 (microfilm No. 52368) contains 324 short 
songs (or poems) on the folios 7-67. They consist of 4, 6 
or 8 lines. We give here. for example. a short song of a man 
who is in love (p. 18): 

: 0111?1!\ p11;;i K':-1?1· : orn?1J 11!\ 'JD p 
: o·?·n ·:-JK p orn:i : 0111?1!\ ooljin iu 1'J 

o·?·:-·1 •;i?" ll'K 

Transcription: hen seni arar hulurum I yoluIJa qurhan 
o/11r111n .1 hir giin giirmesem iiliiriim I turnam hen avji 
digilim i11a11 rnlanji digilim. 

Translation: "I am looking for you. I I shall find you, I I 
shall fall a victim on your way; I if I do not sec you [even] 
one day, I shall die. I My crane, I am not a hunter; I believe 
[me]. I am not a liar". 

Or another song (p. 13 ): 

: i1?1K T" Ko?•;:K ?u : i1'?1K m K11'? •m 
11'71!\ T!\ 111j1!\ : 0'11j"1 'm !\JD p 

Transcription: gemi-/erde vaz olur I giil ac'ilsa yaz olur 
I hen sana giil deymedim I iimiirii az olur. 

Translation: "Ships have balance; I if roses are blos
soming. I [it means] it is summer; I I do not call you 
a rose, I its lifetime is short". 

Some songs in the collection betray a philosophical 
bent. For example, on p. 35 we find the following lines: 

!\011'71!\ '}1111j1!( , .. l'J 
!\01''7;, !\lTn lU 1J 
!\01''7!\ 'n; 'i"1T!\ 

.1•'7p !\111J ';•')lj 

Transcription: hin .vii iimiiriiIJ olursa I her giin xazana 
gelirse I azrailjani'IJ alirsa I ma/ii) hurada qa/ii·. 

Translation: "[Even] if your life is a thousand years, I if 
your treasure is growing every day, I when Azrail will take 
your soul, I all your property will remain here". 

Or another example (p. 35 v): 

pi~· 11'71!\ !\tl :J1'1 
p'i~·;: i•'ip i1'ii:in 

T;: :J'11'} !\}1" lDl'!\ 
ji1~1tl f11!\ 1'J 1171!\ 

Transcription: direk-te olur yapraq I dokiiliir qalir ci
p/aq I insane yirge girdik caz I olur bir avuc topraq. 

Translation: 'There are leaves on the tree, I after they 
fell, [the tree] becomes naked, I when man is buried, I he 
becomes a handful of dust". 

2. MS 8 420 (microfilm No. 53591) includes 54 wed
ding songs on 11 folios, with the first page decorated with 
a drawing - an ornament made in ink, which has a note in 
Russian placed on the edge: "I love, I loved and I will love 
all my life". Within the ornament one can read in Hebrew: 
:mun? "For a wedding" (with the letter il). 

The first line: 0•1711i10 T"il'11l~ 0'1'7":;i ''7"0 •'iiJ'lj11':1 

Transcription: hiirmetli siyli biylerim e5itiyiz sarnav
/ariin. 

Translation: "My dear sirs, hear my songs". 

The end: O"i?. l'l'!ll! 1'171¥7;1 J i7;·~m1K :i:i111 •1'ii'71K 
1'77~"J11l: J11!\ i7:'i?.\11ll 

Transcription: olanlari' tora oxuyaylar da micvalerin 
tenrinin qayam tutqaylar aruv israeller. 

Translation: 'Their sons, the pure Israelites, will read 
the Torah and will fulfil commandments of the Lord". 

IV. Prayers and dirges. Prayers and dirges are also 
present since they were performed during the services. Al
though the language of the religious texts of the Krimchaks 
is Hebrew, it is important that the Krimchak dirges were 
also performed in Turkic. There is a prayer-book compris
ing 245 folios ( 490 pages in the microfilm No. 69264). 
It is Seder Tisha he-Av in Hebrew. There is no date in 
the text. Lea Medvedeva [I OJ thinks that the manuscript is 
written on Crimean paper manufactured in the seventeenth 
century. The book contains a number of religious hymns 
in the Krimchak ethnolect of the Crimean Tatars (I 03 
lines on pp. 133-143). We cite here one of them 
(fols. 139v-142r). 

The beginning: .: o•7:·~ il"?D K!'D o•-:i71,1911 0'"17\VT:li?. 
.: o"71K r::r;np l~ Kl''i1• i7'11l~~ .: 0•17:•10 no i•J p;9 -,7;•1 .,~,~ 

1¥ii . : !\1l'l7;l! 10'i?. llWJ !\ilil:J1 711/l . : 0"?11 1/l~' ''?li?. 0"7;.~ 0"7;.~ 
i7i i1; .: K1 •ni?; rn 'iK."J11l' •1r,i71K uo-:i .: KJl'?K. ;•i1K 'iK.W~ •:i 

.!\)'1/l:;l O'lj?IJ •71!\ 11!\ 71!\ '17~ 

Transcription: qarda.Hariin dost/ariin size xikayet ey
/eyim :. eger di'IJ/ar-saIJiz bir soz soylerim :. yax.~i1ar yolina 
)an qurban o/ayiin :. arfayiin iglayiin qanli yas dokeyim :. 
fol vakiita rafo kesar zamaninda :. qacan ki israel oni'IJ 
elinde :. raxal o/madi' israel hie' galuti-da :. gar neler geldi 
of on o/i'xaxamim ba.~ina. 

Translation: "My brothers and friends, shall I narrate 
something to you. I shall tell you if you listen [to me]. Let 
my heart be a sacrifice to a good people: I am crying bit
terly with bloody tears. It was at the villain king's time 
when Israel was taken in his hand [and] the Israelites had 
no peace at all in captivity. Look what happened to the ten 
great wise persons". 
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The end: 

Transcription: maqbu/ old( ii1Jiime of yax.\:i' i.\:leri1Ji:. 

Translation: "Your good deeds became accepted by me". 

Microfilm No. 67836 contains twenty various manu-
scripts. Three of them concern the mourning on the day of 
the destruction of the Temple in Jerusalem. It is a book 
and two fragments of the Seder Tisha be-Av. There is a note 
in Russian on the first page of manuscript No. 11: "The 
mourning on the day of the destruction of Jerusalem in 
Hebrew and with its translation, with neither beginning nor 
end. It was brought back by Wiener from Odessa in 
1887" [ 11 ]. The text in Hebrew is here divided into small 
parts. each of them followed by the Krimchak translation. 
The manuscript consists of 10 folios. i.e. 20 pages, 17-
18 lines per page. There are two dates on it: 1850 and 
1863. The name of Akiva Peysakh (ry) is written beside 
the colophon. 

The Hebrew beginning of the text: 1?•?•1.:11'J:J' :n ?•?:i 

u1:i' ?Kl\11' n•:i ?J1 . : 'l11:llK 1111Z1J• . : ·n·:i :i1n ?•? . : •i:i 

.: .: .: K" ')l\111\1/K :l~l\11:11J:J' .: 'l1l':J 

The Krimchak beginning of the text: I K1 Kl-:. 'l K D 1:i 

'll:l':JK l'i'tlP' / 'Jl:l "1 T'lllO I D'l'7tl011 0•1?t1111p / •m '1:1 T''l'nK 

: 'll:l '1:1 T''l'ilK K1 K.ll 'l KD 1:1: 'l1:lt111P1:l l'7'tltlK 11'1 / 

Transcription: bu geje-gi geje-de I ayla1Ji': hep meni I 
qardaslwfm dostlarr'm I sarnw1i'z var meni I yaqti'/ar evimni 
I veran ettiler miqda.\:i'mni' I bu geje-gi geje-de ayla1Ji'Z hep 
meni. 

Translation: "On this night I everybody will mourn over 
me. I !both] my brothers [and] my friends; I oh. grieve, over 
this: I they have burnt my house, I they have devastated my 
temple; I at this night everybody will mourn over me". 

The end: 1850 0•11•n•:i :J'T' 'l n1l'P 1:i 

Transcription: bu qinot-ni· ya:i'h bitirdim 1850. 

Translation: "I finished my writing of this kinot 
(dirge - I. /.)in 1850". 

Manuscript No. 12 in this set of 20 manuscripts (the 
same microfilm) is the Seder Tisha be-Av, which consists 
of 11 folios. The Hebrew text appears together with the 
Krimchak translation. The Krimchak text starts on page 4. 
This manuscript has an owner record (in Russian): "From 
the W. Radloff collection". It also bears the same date -
1850. 

The Hebrew beginning of the text: '1K u? :i•:i :ll:l K" 111:1 
u? ;;•:i :ll:l '1K '1K / 1in~1n nK :iK11 :iti•:i:i 

The Krimchak beginning of the text: n?1:i Kl K:' p'lt\ 

~ll':J 11?1:i Kl ') ')1 ·ipmJ1?·:m '71'71K 1Ul1J K7 l'P~:;I ') K~T':J 

Transcription: alJ)l'n ya ne boldu bi:ge vay baxqi'n da 
kiirgiin ufol xorluxumu:ni· vay var ne boldu bizge. 

Translation: "Do realize what has happened to us 1 Oh, 
look and see our disgrace. what has happened to us 1 " 

The end: T'':.•1?.v•K 'illP' ?1K 11?1K ?1:ip1:l 

Transcription: maqbul a/du of yaq.\:i' i.\:leril}i:. 

Translation: "Your good deeds became accepted". 

V. Epic literature. Turkic destans of the sixteenth -
eighteenth centuries "Ashiq Gharib", "Dahir and Zoxra" 
and "Kor-oghlu" have penetrated Krimchak literature. Love 
stories and adventures connected with two persons in 

love with each other constitute the basis of the destan 
plots; they were equally popular in the Caucasus, in the 
Volga area, in Central Asia and Asia Minor [12]. The pres
ence of these epic works in the Krimchak manuscripts 
proves that the members of the Jewish community had 
a vivid interest in their neighbours' oral heritage. and it 
was not a local phenomenon characteristic of the Krim
chaks solely. 

I. "Ashiq Gharib" in manuscript A 128 (microfilm 
No. 52368, pp. 67-202) is an anonymous folk destan 
believed to date from the sixteenth - seventeenth centu
ries [ 13]. 

The beginning: l':J K1l'l:l\ll T'l11tl : K1 1m l':J 1?·K 1m 

l':J K1 '!'1? l':J K1 'O'lv l':J 'l'l D1K 1 K K1 : '1K lK1 IJ1K l"tln'K 
: '1K lK11?':.1K 

Transcription: zaman ilen bir zaman-da : tevriz Jeher
inde bir ixtiyar adam var edi : ve o adam-nilJ bir qwfsi· ve 
bir qi'zi' ve bir oylu var edi. 

Translation: "Once upon a time an old man lived in the 
city of Tebriz. This man had a wife, a daughter and a son". 

The end: p•'7•i111?'' J''i"K l'?1tl'711Kp '1'1K l1J1i11 p1;; KP :l':>?K 

.l':>'tl\ll'tl" Kl'lK'71Kl11:l 1'7'K 

Transcription: a//ah-qa c'oq siikilr edip qavu!itular 
iyilik yaqsihq ilen moradla11'na yetistiler. 

Translation: "They thanked the Lord very much and 
joined together, [and] they achieved what they searched for 
by their good deeds". 

2. There is also a fragment of "Dahir and Zoxra" in 
manuscript B 420 (microfilm No. 53591. pp. 24-27) lack
ing neither beginning nor end. 

The beginning: m1J 'J'K lKD"10 lK' 'l'KP 111:i : 110?1K 

.110'71K l1J 

Transcription: a/sun: ben-den qayri yar siiyselJ eki 
kiiziilJ kiir olsun. 

Translation: "Let it be [so]: if you fall in love with 
someone except me. [then] let both your eyes become 
blind". 

The end: 

Transcription: diindiir bana yiiziigii. 

Translation: "Give me back the ring". 

. um• KJK:i l11J11 

3. Among the manuscript texts. we also find "Kor
oghlu", which is an epic destan popular both in the Middle 
East and Central Asia. It is dated approximately to the 
seventeenth century [ 14] and is known in various versions. 
A further study of the Krimchak version may shed some 
additional light on the history of the text. 

Manuscript B 420 (microfilm No. 53591, pp. 18-24) 
contains a large fragment (beginning) of the destan "Kor
oghlu" in the Krimchak ethnolect. 

The beginning: •1'7•tJK lK'~KO K1 tll11 ·':>?·K Kl'O .1?':.1K l1J 

Transcription: kiir oylu. sene e//i diirt-de safar etildi. 

Translation: "Koer-oghlu. It is written down in [ 18154". 

The end: 110'71K :.1'71• T'l'1 K'l'1 

Transcription: derya del}i: yolulJ olsun. 

Translation: "Let a river and sea be your way". 
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4. Tales. which like epic works, constitute a part of oral 
literature, arc represented in our Krimchak manuscripts by 
three different talcs. All of them are found in manuscript 
B 420 (microfilm No. 53591. pp. 28--47). Each of them 
begins with the traditional beginning l'l'K 'JKIJ'T (:::emani 
i/rn) "once upon a time". 

Manuscript C 77 (microfilm No. 67836) contains 
memoirs about the Russo-Japanese War ( 1904-1905) 
written by Menahcm Berman and Yonah Pcysakh, who 
took part in it as soldiers. Both wrote in the same copy
book, but each wrote his own memoirs separately. The 
notebook, made of bad ink-absorbent paper, consists of 
124 folios and has neither cover nor title. Menahem 
Berman's memoirs take up 74 folios in the note-book, 
but the text is written on one side of each folio only, which 
constitutes 74 pages of text in prose. Of the author, 
Mcnahem Berman, we know that he lived in Odessa. In 
1904, he was called up and dispatched through Siberia to 
the theatre of operations. There he was taken prisoner and 
spent some time in captivity in Japan, like many other Rus
sian soldiers. In his memoirs, he depicts all his misadven
tures on his way through Siberia, in the army and in Japan. 
His impressions of the war and his life in captivity are re
flected in the memoirs. 

The first page of the text: Kl KJO 1 ;,m111 T1' T1j?11 l'J 

NJ"'1lii.i' D!.'1N 1JU .. ·:.rJN ':."'J :iJi:t':i C'N1 1JU i:.JH1j?n "i'J1")." UOU::lN 

"'JDD1'1N "'J 1""NiN"' 1?"'N t:H\). "1"'i'JN 1 :.."rilt"11N~ "'N'?1J"J .. ,,,. i::in 

K';,w11 :.JKIJ '1";, TD'IJ;, '1K? ilKl?KO '1JD19KT 1K?1K Kl':-nJ1K 

;;o'K1 'J ilKD ';,JK 't::KD 1K K"llilK ;z;im K':.K1JK?'71' 'iZl1Kj? K';, 119K' 

1'i'ilil''-"K lK;;Kj? : . ':JKD 1K'71n1K '1Ki'1n ;-JJOJ1 K\l '1KD11J 1)1;, ;-JJi/1;1 

';,'J ;i?m;, iu;;,·11 t::1K Kln'K ?;i;o iK? i/111K,? ?K1i/I' ;i??J1;, 

;;i?Kn jK':.?1K Kll':l'K ?;i;o nn?1K 1m ;ii;;,·;i i//Kl 11?1il1l1K ;"IJ':l'K 

n?1il1l1K J'J'J 1 m JKJ K1Zl'il K"KIJK?T'O K"IJK?:." i?'lK?i/IKJ 

KJ'ili:KJ '11KIJK1ZI 'llK'-'1J ?;i;> K':.?J?''~Kl v?Kn 1K'7'1K?i/IKJ '1KD11J 

;1J1' T'IJ'JK Kll'J 'll'iZ/ :. Kl'JK 'ilil"Kj? 'J ?;i;> 1t::il11K 'llKi/11J ';>;ij? 

: . K:.T'll'JK l'i'K '0'1'';,K J11' j?'ilil"Kj? 11 ?;i;o 11J1J l:lnJIJ llJ K1 no9 

Kj? '1K1Kt:: 1'J il11l '1'7';,Kl 'l'7JK'J1K 1JU '';,'ilj?':l ;-JJ;z;;i i/IK1 'll'1Z! 

KDY11K KD'K 1K1 ;::1'JKO '1JOK9KT 11K:-J 1"KTK' 'J1J KJ';i'K KDYlK 

KDt::'JK' KJ'OKJOK;i1K 'lJ;, Kl 'JK ]1K ilKO K·;,;, l'1K' TJ1K Kll':l'K 

j?1l'71K KDi:'JK' K';, KJt::OK:l1K T'IJ'?J;, n?1K l:lK1Z!nK : . 1"1 ro?1K 

'11'JKJ T1l''91Ki: ;::in 1K'7'11KD ·i'?T'J 1K'7'1") lK\lilDK;i 'll'i/I 

.1K'i'lK'i"K 'T'IJ?IJ1;, J'J'J ;JJKilDK1K l'i'K 

Transcription: bin doqu:: yii:: dordiinju sene-de avgust 
yigirmi doquzunju g1l111I ros-a-.fona-ni"y ekinji gilnu Ades 
frerine xaber geldi nikulay padisini"y amiri gaze/ ilen ya
::ayir ki Adesski okrugda a/an zapasnoy saldat-lari)amisini 
j(rip manjuraya vapun-ya qar.ff yo/lama ya dugu.i: etmeye o 
saati" angi .rnat ki ro.i:-a-.fona giiml musafta unetene toqe/ 
oxulan saati": qal'an i.i:illiler jumle israel qarda.i:lar qahal 
iCinde ot du.i:til jiimle-niy iCine unutuldu ro.i:-a-.i:ana g1/nu 
oldurgu qahal iCinde olyan xaliq ba.i:ladilar yi"ylamaya 
si"::lamaya tifo-be-Av gun ii kibik unutuldu musa/ ba.i:ladilar 
dajilmaya qahal ho.fondi".i:amas halliqa qahal bo.i:andi" or/11/ 
qahal-ni" qaylli" el'ine : .i:indi hiz da ekimi::: Yona Peysax ve 
men Menaxem Berman qahaldan qayttilt yiirek agii-i:1·i" ilen 
evimi:::ge .. . i:indi ro.i:-ha-.i:ana ciqti)1" giinu obyavleni dajildi" 
d6rt hir rarafqa Adi.1·a iCine hu ki yaza.ifr neqadar zapas-
1101· saldad var ise Odesa iCinde arke:: yarill geje saa/ on 
ekf-de gendi Ul'astkasi"na _vavitsa olsun diyir : ax.i:am oldu 
yamimiz Ul'astka-ya yavitsa o/duq .i:indi casl/an j(vdiJar 
hizleri saridilar diirt tarafimi"zi" kanvay ilen arastant kibik 
jiimlemizi ayaladilar. 

Translation: "It was on the 29th of August of 1904, the 
second day of Rosh-ha-shanah when a piece of news came 
to the city of Odessa. Tzar Nicolas' order was published 
in newspapers. It was written in newspapers that all the 
soldiers who were kept in the reserve of the Odessa military 
district were to be mustered together and [then] to be sent 
to Manchuria to fight against Japan. It was the time of 
musaf of the day of the Rosh-ha-shanah that they read 
the prayer of Unetane Toqe/ When the Israelite brothers in 
the synagogue heard [the prayer], fire broke out in their 
hearts. [All] forgot about the day of Rosh-ha-shanah [and] 
those present in the synagogue began to cry and to weep 
as ifit were the day of Tishah he-Av. The musa/was forgot
ten [and all] began to break up. The synagogue became de
serted [and] it was [entirely J empty by the time of sunset. 
They closed the synagogue and [all] came back to their 
houses. At that time the two of us, Yonah Peysakh and me, 
Mcnahcm Berman, [too], came together back to our houses 
with a heavy heart. On the day after Rosh-ha-shanah, an 
announcement appeared throughout Odessa, which stated 
that each reservist soldier in Odessa should come to his 
assembly place at twelve o'clock in the midnight. Evening 
fell. All of us had come to our assembly place. At that time, 
soldiers took us in custody from the four sides as if we were 
prisoners, [thus] putting us in a state of shame". 

The end: j?''71Z!K' 1::1 K':.KIJ '1'7l1JOK1 Jl11J?l1JOK1 lKIJK' 

.Kl 1J'1l'j?K1 

Transcription: yaman raskelmek raskeldi maya bu 
ya.i:liq vaqi"tim-da. 

Translation: "Bad meetings took place in my youth". 

This final sentence of the memoirs of Menahem Ber
man may be regarded as a sort of summary of his memoirs. 

The memoirs of Y onah Peysakh mentioned by Mena
hem Berman arc in the same manuscript (the same micro
film). It is almost impossible to discern the first half of the 
text written on two sides of the folios. The second half of 
the text is written only on one side of the folios. The folios 
of the beginning and of the end of the memoirs are absent. 
The subject matter of the notebook is similar to Menahem 
Berman's memoirs (see above). 

The beginning: mmm j?'lK?1Z!:i K'?'9I1 .n'111 N';, ?n;> 

n'71K ''?J1J 'l?J K"JK 11N \lKKO n'lK'71Z!KJ '1KD11J n'1lDK .K1lKKD 

'JN '9K011J j?'1lj?K11:J '1lNK1Z! 11/l K"IJ\l'J '1'j?K11J l K':-K1l11K 'l9011J 

j?'1lj?KJ .;"IJ j?'J'?K:!Kl 'J0'11 J'1l1l'J no9 Kl1' K1 l1J1J DJJIJ 1Z!K1Kj?1K 

.1K'? 1Z!l1Kj? '7K11ll' K'?IJU KJ 

Transcription: qaxal-ya vardiX tfi/a ha§/adiq 
gozumu::il saata. astix musa/ ba.i:ladiX saat on ekiye keldi 
korxli" oldu musafni" orraya da boraqip kitmeye .fo saati" bo
raqtiq musafi" eki arqada.i: Menahem Berman ve Yona Pesax 
killik voyski nacalnik-ka baqtiq ki jum/e israel qarda§/ar. 

Translation: "We came in to the synagogue [and] 
began to pray, not letting [however] our watches out of 
our sight. We started musa/ and we began to read it. The 
clock showed almost twelve. It was terrible to break off 
the musaf in the middle and to go away. At that time, we 
two friends, Menahem Berman and Jonah Peysakh, went to 
the military chief. There we saw that all [of us] are Israelite 
brothers". 

The end: 1'J K':-NIJ11K 1J'lK'?1Z!:J "l 1l11j? n'??K 11'1lKKD1K 

11l1J 
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Transcription: o saati' ver al/ax quvet diye basladi'm 
urma)tl bir danesi qol kdtermedi. 

Translation: "At that time, I thought, 'God help me', 
and I began to beat them [so that] no one [could] lift his 
hand [against me]". 

The final part of the text contains a description of 
a scandal. The author of the memoirs recounts that some 
Japanese accused him of stealing money, but this accusa
tion appears to have been false. 

Manuscript C 77 (microfilm No. 67836) also contains 
fragments of two linguistic works. One of them is the be
ginning of a Hebrew grammar written in the Krimchak eth
nolect. Some points connected with the Hebrew vowel 
sounds and letters are discussed in this part. The text breaks 

off in the middle of the sentence: NiJ1';10 ';'J :i::iri N0'71N N NIJN 

(ama a/ef o/sa teva-liing sof}unda) "if the [letter] a/ef is at the 
end of [the word] teva ... ". 

The other is a fragment of a Hebrew-Krimchak diction
ary organised in alphabetical order (N - n). It contains about 
1, 250 individual Hebrew words along with their translation 
into the Krimchak ethnolect: for example, 1:1N::l ::l'::ll;\ (bahar) 
"spring"; 'il'ON ]liN (ejendi) "sir"; •?oi Tl:.\ (nas{i') "how"; 
im;N' 01(1~ (ya}mur) "rain", etc. Some Hebrew words are 
translated in the dictionary by Hebrew words, such as, for 
example, J''ii :111N1,1 (dlik) "flammable", which indicates the 
presence of Hebrew loan words in the Krimchak ethnolect. 
The value of the Hebrew-Krimchak dictionary is that it 
has preserved many words of the Krimchak ethnolect of 
Crimean Tatar. 
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Sh. M. lakerson 

HEBREW INCUNABULA COLLECTION IN THE LIBRARY 
OF THE JEWISH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY OF AMERICA IN NEW YORK 

Hebrew incunabula [2] form a comparatively small group 
of books, approximately 125-130 editions [3], which 
were printed in four countries - Italy, Spain. Portugal, 
and Turkey (Constantinople, one edition) - over the last 
30 years of the fifteenth century. The history of European 
Jewry in the second half of the fifteenth century has been 
relatively well documented, the Hebrew manuscript book in 
the regions under discussion already had a firm tradition of 
colophons (with bibliographic information) by that time, 
and Hebrew incunabula themselves have received study for 
more than two hundred years [4]. Nevertheless, to this day 
a large number of questions remain about the emergence 
and genesis of Hebrew book-printing. At present, we still 
do not know where and when it arose, and in which of the 
countries enumerated above, not to mention who was the 
first Hebrew book-printer and which book was the Hebrew 
editio princeps [5]. Also, we do not possess a single serious 
monograph on Hebrew incunabula [6], a composite cata
logue of Hebrew incunabula that meets contemporary 
scholarly standards, or even print catalogues of the largest 
collections [7]. Besides, the study of Hebrew incunabula 
has its myths and legendary figures. For example, we have 
documentary evidence of book-printers and publishers that 
has not been confirmed by information from books them
selves, and books of anonymous production the origins of 
which cannot be clarified [8]. Many methodological prob
lems still remain unsolved: how is one to distinguish inc u
nabula from early paleotypes, how to identify individual 
bibliographic units in editions that have been preserved 
only in fragments, etc. Against this backdrop of a develop
ing discipline, it seems especially timely to study and cat a
logue the largest collection of Hebrew incunabula, that of 
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"I have honoured thee by providing an extensive library 
for thy use. and have thus relieved thee of the necessity 
to borrow books. Most students must bustle about to seek 
books. often without finding them. But thou. thanks be to 
God. lcndest and borrowcst not. Of many books. indeed. thou 
owncst two or three copies. I have besides made for thee books 
on all sciences ... " [I] 

the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in New York 
(henceforth, the JTS). The Hebrew incunabula of the 
JTS [9] are known primarily through the composite cata
logue of F. R. Goff "Incunabula in American Libraries. 
A Third Census of Fifteenth-Century Books Recorded 
in North American Collections" (New York, 1964; hence
forth, Goff), and the University Microfilms International 
guide to the collection - "A Reel Guide to Hebrew 
Incunabula from the Library of the Jewish Theological 
Seminary of America. Reels 1-20" (Michigan, 1978). The 
Goff catalogue is in alphabetical order, but the descriptions 
of Hebrew incunabula are placed in a separate section 
(Goff, Heb, pp. 316-22). A brief description of each edi
tion is accompanied by an indication of which American 
libraries hold copies. This has served and continues to serve 
as the basis for referring to the presence or absence of vari
ous incunabula in the collection of the JTS, or to the com
pleteness of defectiveness of an edition. 

In 1993, I was invited to the JTS to prepare a scholarly 
description of the collection and to work through unident i
fied print fragments with the aim of identifying fragments 
of incunabula and integrating them into the collection. In 
1999, the work was completed and the catalogue was ready 
for print. Now, basing myself on the results of this 
work [IO], I can confidently state that the infonnation 
found in Goff and in "A Reel Guide" on the JTS collection 
of Hebrew incunabula is no doubt needs serious revising: 
books were bought and sold; some editions and fragments 
categorized by Goff as incunabula were shown by analysis, 
in my view, to be palaeotypes. Besides, the integration into 
the collection of more than 200 folios significantly changed 
the number of fragments listed by Goff [ 11 ]. 
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As I have noted above, the collection of the JTS is 
at present the largest collection of Hebrew incunabula in 
the world and contains 127 editions. This is especially 
remarkable if we take into account that the library, for ob
jective historical reasons, is significantly younger than the 
famed Hebrew collections of Europe (such as, for example, 
the Bodleian Library in Oxford, the British Library in Lon
don, Bibliotheque Nationale de France, the Biblioteca 
Palatina in Parma, or the collection of the Russian Acad
emy of Sciences in St. Petersburg [ 12]), and it does not re
ceive any state support, being merely the library of an edu
cational institution that prepares, for the most part, special
ists in Judaic studies and religious figures within 
conservative Judaism. Surely, one must admit that all quan
titative information about Hebrew incunabula is rather con
ditional for both objective and subjective reasons. Since 
certain editions have survived only as unicums (single 
copies, usually defective), fragments, or simply individual 

folios, it is not always possible to draw a line between parts 
of an edition or editions printed at the same printing-house 
in close chronological proximity. This is especially relevant 
when we discuss works which were known and published 
as parts of large collections and as individual books [ 13]. 
Moreover, there are individual editions and fragments 
which some specialists hesitate to attribute to the incunab
ula period (i.e. before January 1, 1525) [14]. It is even 
more complicated to determine the actual number of copies 
and fragments in any collection, and naturally this is true of 
such a "young" and diverse collection as the JTS. It con
tains no small number of "composite" books (that is, defec
tive editions augmented by former owners or even by the 
library itself, by folios from other copies, usually with dif
ferent margins and physical condition) and individual folios 
from various copies of the same edition which were 
grouped together in order to keep track of materials more 
easily, etc. [ 15]. 

The history of the collection 

The foundation of the incunabula collection under 
discussion (and the entire collection of manuscripts and 
rare books) was laid by the judge Mayer Sulzberger (b. in 
Heidelheim 1843 - d. in Philadelphia 1923), a faithful 
friend and sponsor of the JTS library. In 1903, he donated 
his personal library to the JTS; it included 500 manuscripts, 
2,400 rare print books, among them 45 incunabula (at 
that time, the fifth largest collection of Hebrew incunab
ula in the world [ 16]). At the same time, Sulzberger 
acquired for the JTS the library of Solomon Joachim 
Halberstam from Bielitz (1832-1900). who was described 
by Prof. Alexander Marx as "one of the most scholarly col
lectors of the 19th century" [ 17]. The Halberstam library 
contained 5, 500 books, around 200 manuscripts, and at 
least one incunabulum, a full copy of a luxurious edition of 
the Mishnah (Naples, printed by Joshua Solomon ben Israel 
Nathan Soncino, 1492; Goff, Heb-82, Census 92). Judge 
Sulzberger was not only a highly educated bibliophile, but 
also an enthusiast who dreamed of developing Judaic stud
ies in the New World, where the Jewish population at that 
time was on the rise. He saw the creation of a Jewish 
library no less significant than the largest collections of the 
Old World as a way of making his dream come true, and he 
turned all his energy and capital to this aim. In donating 
two collections (his and Halberstam's), he wrote to Cyrus 
Adler, president of the JTS: "I hereby give to the Seminary 
a collection of about seventy five hundred (7, 500) Hebrew 
and Jewish printed books and about seven hundred and fifty 
(750) Hebrew manuscripts [ 18], all of which I have lately 
caused to be placed in your building. They fairly represent 
the various branches of Jewish learning ... My hope is that 
the Seminary may become the center for original work in 
the science of Judaism, to which end the acquisition of 
a great library is indispensable" [ 19]. 

Mayer Sulzberger was especially interested in creating 
a collection of Hebrew incunabula. Questions of acquiring 
incunabula were discussed quite often in his correspon
dence with the library's director, Prof. Alexander Marx, and 
in library reports on Sulzberger's specific donations [20]. 
Among the early-print books which made their way into 
the library thanks to Sulzberger's donations, one should 
note three examples of early Roman print [21], a unique 

fragment from Reggio di Calabria [22], an Italian prayer
book, a Passover Haggadah by the printers Soncino [23], 
and others. 

The next library to add a substantial number of incu
nabula to the collection of the JTS was that of Elkan 
Nathan Adler ( 1861-1946) of London. It was acquired by 
the JTS in 1923. Elkan Nathan Adler belonged to one of 
England's best-known Jewish families. A lawyer, traveller, 
scholar, and collector. Adler gathered his unique collection 
of Judaica not only at European auctions and through book
sellers, but during his numerous travels too [24]. Adler's 
collection, which became a part of the JTS, is known 
mainly by virtue of the materials it contains from the Cairo 
genizah [25], but the very size of the collection, which con
tains approximately 4, 200 manuscripts and 300, 000 print 
books, commands respect. As for incunabula, according 
to Adler himself, among these were "sixty incunables 
and leaves or fragments of other twenty-five" [26]. It is 
important that Adler's collection brought with it several ex
tremely rare books: the only fragments in the world of two 
Neapolitan editions of the books of the Bible [27], a Rome 
edition of Moreh nevukim ("Guide of the Perplexed") of 
RaMBaM (Goff, Heb-80, Census 86) with extremely inter
esting manuscript glosses in the margins, first editions of 
treatises of the Babylonian Talmud in the Italian editions of 
Joshua Solomon Soncino and Spanish editions of Solomon 
ben Moses Halevi Alkabiz [28], etc. 

In addition to these two large collections, incunabula 
entered the library from other sources. I note here the most 
important of these: 

1. The personal library of Moses Stenschneider 
( 1816-1907), founder of Jewish bibliography. It was 
acquired for the JTS by Jacob H. Schiff (1847-1920), 
Life Director of the JTS. The Stenschneider collection 
contained 4, 500 print books, 30 manuscripts, and several 
incunabula, in particular, a book of poems by lmanuel of 
Roma Mahharot (Brescia, 30 Oct. 1491; Goff, Heb-43, 
Census 58). 

2. Financial contributions from the son of Jacob H. 
Schiff, Mortimer L. Schiff ( 1877-1931 ), thanks to which 
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the library acquired two extremely important incunabula -
the only copy of the Sephardic prayer-book Mahzor /eyiom 
hakippurim ("Prayers for the Day of Atonement"; Goff, 
Heb-72, Census 84) and a fragment ( 17 folios) of the codex 
Tur voreh de 'ah (Teacher of Knowledge) of Jacob ben 
Asher, published in Guadalajara in around 1480 (Goff, 
Heb-57; Census 71 ). 

3. The collection of Hyman G. Enelow (1877-1934), 
rabbi of the New York synagogue Temple EmanuEI 
and one of the founders of reform Judaism in the US. This 
collection holds editions by the printers Soncino, in particu
lar, the treatise Hui/in (of profane things), published 
by Joshua Soncino in 1489 (Goff, Heb-109; Census 126), 
and others. 

Many people and various factors played a notable role 
in shaping the JTS incunabula collection, but I have no 
doubts that the key figure who made possible the creation 
of such a collection was the library's long-time director, 
Prof. Alexander Marx ( 1878-1953). His figure deserves 
a few biography remarks. Marx was born in Eberfeld 
(Germany) and grew up in Konigsberg, where he com
pleted gymnasium and university, and later finished his 
religious education in Berlin at the famed Hildesheimer 
Rabbinical Seminary. Among his teachers there were mem
bers of the German "wing" of Jewish studies, Abraham 
Berliner (1833-1915), the rector of the Seminary and 
Marx' future father-in-law, David Hofman (1845-1912), 
and, of course, the above-noted Moses Steinschneider, un
der whose direction Marx worked for two years in the 
Staatsbibliothek of Berlin. In 1903, the 25-year-old scholar 
received an advantageous offer from the President of the 
JTS, Prof. Solomon Schehter ( 1847-1915), to occupy two 
vacant positions: professor of history and librarian. Marx 
accepted the offer and came to New York in late 1903 [29]. 
I must confess that while studying the collection and draw
ing up a scholarly description, when I encountered Marx' 
comments on incunabula and his notes in inventory books 
or read the reports of the library and his scholarly articles, 
I could not help thinking of him. I tried to imagine the inner 
world of the man whose selfless labour gathered all of these 
books together into a single collection. The young Marx, 

who began his long career at the JTS, strikes me as 
a scholar who inherited all of the best that had been accu
mulated at that time by the German school of Oriental stud
ies: a broad grounding in history, philosophy, religious law 
(halakhah), a profound knowledge of the sources, both 
classical and modern languages, and a certain pedantry and 
scrupulousness in his work. 

Marx was the director of the JTS library for 50 years 
and succeeded in realizing Sulzberger's dream of creating 
in the New World a library not inferior, but in some ways 
even superior, to the well-known European collections. 
As a student of Steinschneider and a Hebraist with broad 
interests, all written works were important to Marx - frag
ments from the genizah, documents, manuscripts and early
print books. But as director of the library, Marx had 
a firm policy on shaping a collection in which he indubita
bly granted incunabula an important place. Clearly, it 
is impossible to gather in one place all Hebrew manuscripts 
or print books, but one can try to create as full as possible 
a collection of Hebrew print books of the fifteenth century 
(the period when not only the manner of production, but the 
form of books, underwent gradual change). For this reason, 
Marx was especially interested in acquiring incunabula. 
One should note that Alexander Marx, like his brother 
Moses Marx (1885-1973) [30], had a scholarly interest 
in the study of incunabula. Alexander Marx was the author 
of a number of interesting articles [31] and the first 
bio-bibliography in this area - "The Literature of Hebrew 
Incunabula" (in his Studies in Jewish History and Book/ore, 
New York, 1944, pp. 277-95). As I have already written, 
before Marx, there were only two incunabula in the library; 
Marx succeeded in creating a collection that numbered 
more than I 00 editions. But in addition to this, Marx per
sonally donated to the library one of the rarest incunabu
lum-unicums, Maimonide's Hi/hot shehitah ("Laws of 
Slaughtering"; Goff, Heb-75, Census 85). The significance 
of Marx' work for the JTS was accurately described 
by Herman Dicker: "Shcchter's invitation to Alexander 
Marx to come to New York and become professor of 
history and librarian must have struck the young man as 
a great honour, but ultimately the honour redounded to the 
Seminary" [32]. 

Basic description of the collection 

The significance of the JTS incunabula collection 
is naturally not limited to its size. The collection displays 
a number of qualities which have made it, in essence, the 
main scholarly basis for studying the emergence of Jewish 
book-printing. The collection contains in full (e.g. editions 
from Rome, Lisbon, and Lciria) or almost in full (e.g. edi
tions from Brescia, Mantua, Soncino, Guadalajara) the pro
duction of all currently known Jewish printing-houses and 
nearly all individual editions [33] (anonymous editions 
which cannot be identified on the basis of indirect evidence 
as the production of any particular known printing
house [34 ]). As a result, the JTS collection can be seen 
today as a unique thesaurus of Hebrew typefaces and deco
rative graphics used in the fifteenth century. The collection 
contains a number of books not found in other American 
libraries [35] (sec Appendix, numbers marked with one 
asterisk) and nine unicums (see Appendix, numbers marked 
with two asterisks): 

I. [Mishneh torah]. Hilkot shehitah ("Laws of Slaugh
tering"). [Lisbon: Eliezer Toledano], ca. 1492 (Goff, 
Heb-75, Census 85). Only one copy and one fragment of 
this small and extremely popular book have survived; both 
arc in the collection of the JTS [36 ]. 

2. Mahzor /eyiom hakippurim ("Prayers for the Day 
of Atonement"). [Spain or Portugal?], ca. I 490 (Goff, 
Heb-72, Census 84) [37]. An elegant edition in elongated 
form. This copy belonged to a member of the illustrious 
Italian Jewish family Finzi from the city of Carpi in north
ern Italy [38]. 

3. Leaf from the book of Aharon haKohen from Lune! 
'Orhot hayim (Paths of Life) [Spain or Portugal?], 
ca. 1490. (Goff, Hcb-2, Census 2) [39]. 

4. RaShi's Commentary on the Pentateuch. [Zamora: 
Samuel Musa],('!) 1487 or 1492. This copy has an unusual 
history. It belonged to a famous Italian bibliographer and 
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collector, Leon Vita Sara val ( 1771-1851) [ 40]. In 1853, 
the Saraval family's library was acquired by the Judisch
Theologisches Seminar of Breslau (today's Wroclaw, 
Poland). The library was looted during the fascist occupa
tion and the copy in question was considered lost for many 
years [41]. Jn 1950, it was acquired by L. Rabbinovich 
from Mr. A. Ochs [42] and donated to the JTS library. 

5. Pentateuch with hafiarot. [Napoli: Jehoshua Solo
mon ben Israel Nathan Soncino], ca. 1492 (Goff, Heb-17, 
1, Census 20). In-folio. 13 individual folios (9 folios from 
the book of the Pentateuch and two from the hafiarot). 
Folios from the Adler collection are bound together [43]. 

6. Pentateuch? [44] [Napoli: Jehoshua Solomon ben 
Israel Nathan Soncino], ca. 1492 (Goff, Heb-16, I, Census 
21 ). In-oktavo. Three folios (one from the book of Genesis 
and two from Exodus). 

7. Book of Psalms [Napoli: Jehoshua Solomon ben 
Israel Nathan Soncino], ca. 1492 (Goff, Heb-31, 1, Census 
40). In-12°. 13 folios, Adler collection [45]. 

8. Calendar for (5)257/(1497) [Barco ('?): Gershom 
ben Moses Soncino ], ante l 497 (Goff, Heb-3, Census 5). 
Sulzberger collection. 

9. Mahzor (Festival Prayers) [Italy: Gershom ben 
Moses Soncino ], ante 1500 (Goff, Heb-127) [ 46]. ln-12°. 
18 folios ( 14 from the treatise 'A bot and 4 from the liturgy 
of Judgment day. Adler collection. 

In addition to indicating the uniqums listed above, 
some important things must be taken into account in the 
modem study of Hebrew incunabula. First, this is unique 
examples of the employment of certain materials for print
ing certain editions. We know that books were copied and 
printed in Europe during the period on two types of mate
rial: parchment and European paper. There are also cases 
when the print run of an edition was printed partly on 
parchment (a more solid, long-lasting, and naturally, ex
pensive material) and partly on paper. Today we know of 
parchment copies of 35 editions [47], of which 10 are held 
in the JTS, and four of which are found only in our collec
tion. These are: (i) the second volume (Yoreh de 'ah) of 
the four-volume compendium 'Arba 'ah turim of Jacob 
ben Asher [Solomon ben Moses Soncino, ca. 1490; Goff, 
Heb-48, Census 62]; (ii) the first three books of the medical 
Canon of lbn Sina (Napoli: Azriel ben Joseph Ashkenazi 
Gunzenhauser, 1492; Goff, Heb-4, Census 6]; (iii) a frag
ment (2 folios only) from the Book of Psalms (Spain or 
Portugal: Shem Tov Ibn Halaz (?),ca. 1490; Goff, Heb-126, 
3]; (iv) a fragment (2 folios only) from the Mishneh torah 
of Maimonides (Spain or Portugal: Moses Ben Shealti'el, 
ca. 1491-92; Goff, Heb-78, Census 89]. 

Among paper copies we note the only copies of 
the prayer-book Tefillat yahid and the Passover Haggadah 
published in Soncino, apparently by Joshua Solomon ben 
Israel Nathan Soncino in 1486 [48]. They have been pre
served only in two defective copies, a parchment copy at 
the British Library and a paper one in the JTS. 

Second, certain extant Hebrew incunabula are repre
sented in the JTS collection in the most complete copies. 
The best example is an edition of the Commentary on the 
Pentateuch by Bchai ben Asher [Spain or Portugal: Shem 
Tov lbn Halaz, 1491; Goff, Heb-5, Census 7]. This rare 
example of Sephardic printing has been preserved only in 
three defective copies: a copy at the Jewish National and 

University Library in Jerusalem (around 100 fols.) (49]; 
a copy at Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati (124 fols.) (50]; 
and our copy, which is more than three times as complete 
and contains 411 folios. The size of our copy permitted 
me - correctly, I hope - to reconstruct it and rectify cer
tain inaccuracies in the structure of the quires as given in 
the Hebrew Union College description (51]. 

Third, the collection contains various copies and frag
ments of the same edition. As I wrote above, the collection 
took shape on the basis of two large private collections that 
were pooled and a relatively large number of individual 
copies and fragments. This composition allows us to con
duct an effective comparative analysis of typographic 
changes (mainly in the type-setting of the text) within 
a single edition. For example, an edition of the Pentateuch 
with Aramaic translation Onkelos and commentary by 
Rashi [Lisbon: Eliezer Toledano, 1491; Goff, Heb-20, 
Census 17] is found in the library in four copies: two paper 
and two parchment. A comparative study of these copies 
shows that there are significant differences between the 
parchment and paper copies in the form of additions, cor
rections. the use of various typefaces, running titles, etc. 

Hence, it becomes clear why the JTS collection was 
and is such an important source for the multi-faceted study 
of incunabula, book-printing, and philology. I note here 
several studies: first and foremost, the work of A. Marx 
himself and his deputy Isaak Rivkind (1895-1968). 
Rivkind was a folklore specialist, Yiddish specialist, and 
ethnographer who published a series of articles under the 
general title Dikdukke sefarim ("Details about Books"). In 
these, he based himself on copies from the JTS collection 
and studied the typographic variant readings in incunabula 
and palaeotypes (52]. Copies from the JTS were used by 
Louis Finkelstein to prepare a critical edition of the com
mentary of David Kimhi on the Book of Isaiah (53], by 
Elazar Hurvitz to publish a critical text of Maimonide's 
Mishneh torah [54]. and by Isaak Penkover to study the 
Masoretical tradition of the Biblical text (55] and others. 
Alexander Marx frequently stressed in his library reports 
that the collection's materials were actively employed by 
A. Freiman and Moses Marx in drawing up an encyclopaedia 
of typefaces and decorative clements in Hebrew incunabula, 
the Thesaurus typographiae hehraicae saecu/i XV, and 
in preparing the description of Ht:brew incunabula in the 
"Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendrucke" (56]. I note also that our 
materials were one of the main sources for a composite of 
Sephardic print fragments of the Talmud drawn up by Haim 
Dimitrovsky (57]. A relatively large number of copies have 
been published in facsimile. For example, the Sephardic edi
tions of various parts of the Mishneh torah [58], the richly il
lustrated Mes ha I hakadmoni (Proverb of the Ancients) of 
Isaak Ibn Sahula, A Book ofEldad ha-Dani [59], etc. 

To conclude our discussion of the JTS collection, it is 
important to mention the accessibility of the collection to 
readers. The JTS library is open to the broadest circle of re
searchers, and virtually all of the incunabula have been mi
crofilmed and, consequently, are available for viewing out
side the library. The staff of the Special Collections reading 
room arc extremely competent and, what is no less impor
tant, eager to help. One can only hope that the catalogue 
I have prepared will be published in the near future and that 
this publication not serve as an end in itself, but rather 
an impetus for renewed study. 
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Comparative table of the collection [60) 

No. Goff/Guide Update data No. Goff/Guide Update data 

I copy copy & leaf[61] 64 2 copies idem 

2** I leaf idem 65 copy idem 

3** leaf idem 66 2 copies idem & leaf 

4 2 copies. 3 copies & 2 fols. 67 2 copies idem & 3 fols. 

5 copy & 4 fols. idem 68 copy idem 

6 copy 2 copies & 5 fols. 69 copy idem & leaf 

7 2 copies idem 70 copy idem & 2 fols. 

8 [62] 14 fols. copy & 18 fols. 71* copy idem 

9 copy & 14 fols. 2 copies & 64 fols. 72** copy idem 

IO copy & 23 fols. copy & 30 fols. 73 
3 copies, I-comprising 

idem & 14 fols. 
'Pirke A bot' only 

11 copy copy & 9 fols. 74 
copy. After 13 Oct. 

not included 
1503 [63] 

12 24 fols. idem 75** copy idem & 2 fols. 

13 3 fols. 5 fols. 76 copy 2 copies 

14 [64] 4 fols. idem 77 copy 2 copies & 19 fols. 

15 18 fols. 17 fols. 78* copy & 2 fols. copy & 3 fols. 

16,l 3 fols. idem 79, I* IO fols. 21 fols. 

16,2 fragm. idem 79,2* 25 fols. 26 fols. 

16,3 6 fols. 8 fols. 80 2 copies copy 

16,4 leaf unconfirmed' 81 copy copy & 2 fols. 

16,5 2 fols. unconfirmed 82 3 copies idem & 13 fols. 

16,6 2 half leaves unconfirmed 83 copy idem 

17,1 ** 11 fols. idem 84 copy idem 

17,2 33 fols. 33 fols. & half leaf 85 copy idem 

18 2 [ 65] copies copy & 6 fols. 86 copy idem 

19 copy & 25 fols. copy & 27 fols. 87 copy idem & 9 fols. 

20 3 copies 4 copies 88 copy idem & 11 

21 copy & 8 fols. copy & 11 fols. 89 copy idem 

22 2 [66] copies copy & leaf 90 copy copy & 2 fols. 

23 copy copy & 4 fols. 91 copy idem 

24 3 copies 2 copies & 6 fols. 92* copy idem 

25 copy copy & leaf 93* 2 fols. idem 

26 
copy & separates of 

idem 94* [67] 3 fols. idem 
Job and Chronicles 

27* 26 fols. 33 fols. 94a [68] copy idem& 11 

28 copy idem 94b [69] ** copy idem 

29 2 copies idem 95 copy idem 

30 [70] 19 fols. missing 96* copy idem 

31,1 * 13 fols. idem 98 2 copies & 23 fols. 2 copies & 28 fols. 
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Continuation of the comparative table 

No. Goff/Guide Update data No. Goff/Guide Update data 

31,2* I leaf missing 99 copy & 2 fols., var idem 

31,3* 2 fols. see No. 124 100* 3 fols. copy & 3 fols. 

32* 5 fols. idem 101* copy idem & 4 fols. 

33* copy idem 102* copy idem 

34 copy copy & 5 fols. 103,1 * leaf idem 

35 copy copy & 13 fols. 103,2* leaf idem 

36 copy copy & 11 fols. 104* 45 fols. 43 fols. 

37 copy copy & 5 fols. 105 - 2 fols. 

38* 2 fols. copy [71] & 2 fols. 106* copy idem 

39 copy idem 107* 11 fols. 13 fols. 

40 2 copies 2 copies & leaf 108* 7 fols. 6 fols. 

41 copy idem 109 copy idem & 9 fols. 

42* copy idem 110,1 2 fols. -

43 2 copies idem 110,2* 3 fols. 4 fols. 

44* 7 fols. 15 fols. 111 copy copy & 6 fols. 

45* copy idem 112* 2 fols. 7 fols. 

46 copy idem 113* IO fols. 14&I[72] 

47 
I, 2 copies; II; IV; 

I, II, IV & 2 fols. 114 3 fols. 
& 2 fols. 

-

48 I-IV; also II idem & 12 fols. 115 copy idem 

49 copy copy & 14 fols. 117* 23 fols. 23 & I [73] 

50 copy idem 118 6 fols. -

51 copy copy & 2 fols. 119* 17ff 12 fols. 

52* 5 fols. 7 fols. 120* copy idem 

53* copy copy & 4 fols. 121* 3 fols. unconfirmed 

54* copy 2 copies & 2 fols. 122* copy idem & I fol. 

55* fols. 1-40 idem & leaf 123 2 copies unconfirmed 

56 copy idem & leaf 124 copy idem & 6 fols. 

57* 17 fols. idem 125 copy unconfirmed 

58 2 fols. 3 fols. 126,1 10 fols. unconfirmed 

59 [74] 21 fols. idem 126,2 8 fols. unconfirmed 

60* [75] 23 fols. missing 126,3* 2 fols. idem 

61 2 copies copy 126,4 4 fols. unconfirmed 

62 copy idem 126,5 leave unconfirmed 

63 copy idem 127* 18 fols. 24 fols. 

1 In the Appendix, one asterisk is used to indicate the only copy in America, while two asterisks - a unique copy in the world. 
2 The word 'unconfirmed' is used to indicate an edition which, in my opinion, is not an incunabulu.m. 
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Supplement 

The list of Hebrew incunabula in the library of the JTS, which are absent in Goff and Reel Guide: 

1. Jedaiah ben Abraham Bedersi ha-Penini, Behinat ha- 'olam ("Examination of the World"), [Mantua: Estelina, the 
wife of Abraham Conat, and Jacob Levi di Tarascona], ca. 1474-1478(?), (Census 75). This incunable is preserved at the 
Schoken Institute for Jewish Research of the JTS in Jerusalem, and, for this reason, it has not been included in Goffs 
catalogue despite the fact that the incunable is the property of the library of the JTS. 

2. (Biblia Hebraica) Torah (Pentateuch), hamesh megillot ("Five Scrolls"), hajiarot (Readings from the Prophets). 
[Brescia: Gershom Soncino], 1493 (Census 22). One copy of this edition is preserved in the Library of the JTS but is not its 
property. 

3. Fragment, only part of one leaf of Moses ben Maimon (RaMBaM; 1138-1204), Mishneh torah ("Codification of 
Talmudic Law"), [Yad Ha-Hazakah ("Strong Hand")]. Introduction (without continuation?). [Spain or Portugal: press of 
'Orhot Hayyim'], ca. 1480-1490. The exact number of leaves is unknown (at least 16 leaves). The edition was not included 
either in Census of Offenberg. For facsimile edition of surviving leaves, see in E. Hurvitz, Mishneh Torah of Maimonides. 
A facsimile of an unknown edition printed in Spain before the exile ... (New York, 1985), pp. 1-32. 

Notes 

I. "The will of Iehuda Ibn Tibbon" (approx. 1120 - after 1190), Hebrew Ethical Wills. Selected and Edited with Introduction by 
Israel Abrahams (Philadelphia. 1954). p. 57. 

2. I remind readers that incunabula are books printed with the so-called Gutenberg method (with the aid of moveable metal letters) in 
the period before January I. 150 I. Hebrew books in the context of bibliographical, codicological and palaeographical studies are books of 
any content and in any language copied or printed in the letters of the Hebrew alphabet. 

3. The exact number of printed books is not known. One can only note that P. Tishby (Jewish National and University Library) 
remarks in the foreword to a description of Hebrew incunabula that he "already [has] (in the original or on microfilms from various librar
ies) more than 140 Hebrew incunabula which have been identified without any doubt". 

')11>:,jJ 1500 nl\!.I ')10 1)) 1t:>!l1ll!! 0"1J))'1 0'1!ltm JI!! l:l11!lr.l >!J1)1>JJ>J 11N>n .0"1J)) (0'J1Jl1jJl'N) 1!!1))->t'1!J1' .!l ,'Jl!!l'1) 

(.808 ·r.iy ,([1985-Jl 983) m i!lo l'1'1P ,'Nr.in-n>Jl:l'N .[lJ .0>1rnm 0>1my JI!! O'J'r.l'OiJ!l1 O'r.l 'lr.l'O OlJ':,j 

A. K. Offenberg (Bibliotheca Rosenthaliana) includes in his inventory of Hebrew incunabula 139 editions (1-114. l 14bis. IO-I38). See 
Hebrew Jnrnnabula in Public Collections. A First International Census. Completed by A. K. Offenberg. In collaboration with C. Moed
Van Wakraven (Nieuwkoop, 1990); henceforth - Census. 

4. The study of Hebrew incunabula began with the work of the Italian Hebraist Giovanni Bernardo De Rossi (1742-1831 De 
hebraice typographiae origine ac: primitiis seu antiquis ac rarissimis hebraicorum librorum editionibus seculi XV disquisitio historico
critica ... (Parmae, 1776); Anna/es hebraeo-npographici sec. XV. Descripsit fisoque commentario illustravit . 1795, etc. For a detailed 
description of the development of Hebrew incunabula studies. see the overviews of A. Marx "The literature of Hebrew incunabula", in his 
Studies in Jewish Historv and Book/ore (New York. 1944). pp. 277-95; A. K. Offenberg. "Literature on Hebrew incunabula since the 
Second World War", in his A Choice of Corals (Nieuwkoop. 1992). pp. 1-41. See also the bibliography of Hebrew incunabula: .!l ,'Jl!!l'1 

.602-579 'r.l)) ,(N"ll!Jl'1-l"l!Jl'1) Jim 1!JO l'1'1jJ .'0"1J)) (O'J1Jllj?l'N) 1!!1))-'01!l1 l'1111N J)) l'1JJ1J '1'!l1)1'JJ'J' 

5. We can today state with some confidence that Hebrew book-printing arose at the end of the 60s in Rome and that the first Hebrew 
printers were Obadiah. Menasseh and Benjamin of Rome (for more detail. see M. Marx "On the date of appearance of the first printed 
Hebrew books". Alexandr Marx Jubilee Volume. l: English section (New York. 1950). pp. 481-50 I). There is no consensus on the order 
in which books were printed in the first Roman printing-house; in my view. we do not have sufficient information to solve the problem. 
But one should note that the author of the above-mentioned "Census" of Hebrew incunabula, Dr. A. K. Offenberg, feels that the first 
Hebrew incunabulum was the dictionary of rabbi David Kimhi Shorashim ("Roots"). see A. K. Offenberg. "The earliest Hebrew printed 
books". Newsletter [of' the] British Librarv. Oriental and India Office Collections. XLVIII-XLIX (autumn 1993). pp. 10-1. 

6. One should note that an attempt at a comprehensive description of Hebrew incunabula was undertaken by the above-mentioned 
Israeli scholar P. Tishby in a series of articles in the journal Kiryat Se.fer (Nos. 58. 60-64) and in the journal Ohev Se.fer (No. I). Unfor
tunately. the work was not completed; only 40 descriptions were published. The most important reference work on Hebrew incunabula is 
Offenberg's Census. It contains. however. only brief bibliographic descriptions of editions. 

7. There is. it is true. hope that this gap will be filled in the future: Prof. A. Offen berg has nearly completed a catalogue of the collec
tion in the British library. and the author of the present article - a catalogue of the JTS collection. 

8. I provide a few examples: we know of a 1446 agreement reached in Avignon between the Prague jeweller Procopius Waldfoghel 
and the Jewish fabric dyer Davin de Caderousse that the former would prepare the letters of the Hebrew alphabet from metal and teach 
the dyer the "art of artificial writing" (ar.1· artificialiter .1·cribendi). But, naturally. no traces of any book-printing activity were preserved 
in Avignon for the period (for more detail. see P. Pansier. Histoire d11 livre et de /'imprimerie a Avignon. Du XIV au XVI sii!c/e, i 
(Nieuwkoop. 1966); in the Rome archive, documents from 1485 and 1497 have been preserved in which several names are mentioned 
that are entirely unknown in the history of Hebrew book-printing. Cf. R. Di Segni. "'Nuovi dati sugli incunaboli ebraici di Roma'. un 
Pontificato ed una citta Sisto IV ( 1471-1484 )". Atti de/ convegno Roma. III-VII ( 1984 ), pp. 291-304. In the history of the Spanish 
Inquisition. we know of a marmw. Juan de Lucena, who was accused in absentia, on the basis of testimony from numerous witnesses. of 
printing Jewish books in Toledo and Montalban. But we have no serious cause to believe that his printing-house actually existed. About 
him see J. Bloch. "Early Hebrew printing in Spain and Portugal", Bulletin of the New York Public Library, 42 (1938), pp. 370-420. 
Reprinted in Hebrnr Printing and Bibliography (New York. 1976). pp. 5-54. 

9. The JTS library also has a fairly interesting collection of Latin incunabula, mainly on topics linked to Judaism. In particular. the 
collection contains a fragment (the Book of Esther. 8 folios) of the famed 42-line Gutenberg Bible (Goff. B-526). This collection. of 
course. lies beyond the bounds of this article. 

I 0. That is. January I. 2000. 
11. Sec the Appendix (Comparative table of the collection) in the present issue. 
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12. One should note that the JTS library also has the largest collection of Hebrew manuscripts in the world. According to the latest 
count, it holds more than I 0, 620 manuscripts and 40, 000 genizah fragments. I thank the library's curator of special collections. rabbi 
Schwarzbard. who conveyed this information to me. See B. Richler, Guide to Hebrew Manuscript Collections (Jerusalem, 1994). about 
10,000 manuscripts and 24,000 leaves (p. 132). 

13. For example, the Book of Psalms, Passover Haggadah or Mishnah treatise 'Avot ("Saying of the Fathers") was printed separately 
and in prayer-books. 

14. For example, an edition of a 31-line Bible which is identified by some researchers (myself included) as an Italian incunabulum 
(Goff, Heb-I I; GW (Add) 4199/ IO); others believe it to be an early palaeotype. Cf. L. Goldschmidt. Hebrew lncunahles. A Bibliographical 
E.l·sav (Oxford, 1948), p. 68. 

15. A sample of this type of editions can serve the fourth volume - Hoshen ha-mishpat ("Breastplate of Judgement") - of Halakhic 
codex by Jacob ben Asher 'Arha 'ah turim ("Four Orders of the Code of Law") [Piove di Sacco: Meshullam Quzi and his sons. 3 July 
1475; Goff, Heb-47, Census 61]. The copy of JTS consists of 161 leaves, lacking the blank fols. 41, 151, 163, 165, 166. Originally 
the copy consisted offols. 1-149, 164. The additional leaves were added later in two grouping: (I) fols. 150-158; (2) fols. 159-162; 
the margins of these leaves are wider and were folded to fit the dimensions of the other leaves in the copy. 

16. The British Museum - 75 editions; Oxford - 67; Frankfurt - 56; Parma - 61 (data according to J. Jacobs, "Incunabula", 
The Je\\'ish Enqclopaedia, vi, p. 577). 

17. A. Marx, "Some Jewish book collectors". in his Studies in Jell'ish Historr and Book/ore, p. 230. 
18. I note that at that time the entire collection of the library was approximately 5.250 books. of which two were incunabula (I was, 

unfortunately, unable to identify them) and three manuscripts. 
19. Cited according to A. Marx, Bibliographical Studies and Notes on Rare Books and Manuscripts in the LihrmT o( the Jell'ish 

Theological Seminarv o(America. ed. with introduction by Menahem H. Schmelzer. Foreword by Gerson D. Cohen (New York. 1977). 
p. 90. 

20. The Mayer Sulzberger Alexander Marx Corre.1pondence 1904-1923, edited and annotated by Herman Dicker (New York. 1990). 
Cf.. for example, Sulzberger's letters to Marx Nos. 2. 4. 9, 17, 26. 67, 76a, 80, 137, 145. 149, 186. 246 and Marx' letters to Sulzberger 
Nos. 3, 11. 21, 25, 27-30, 32, 33, 35, 39, 63, 73, 75. 87. 91. 97, 99, 124, 125. 

21. Commentary on the Pentateuch of RaMBaM [Rome: Obadiah, Menasseh and Benjamin of Rome. ca. 1469-14 72; Goff. Heb-86. 
Census 96]; Commentary on the Pentateuch of RaSHI [idem. Goff. Heb-92. Census 111 ]; Great Book of Precepts of Moses ben Jacob of 
Couey [Rome: ante 1475; Goff, Heb-84, Census 94]. 

22. Commentary on the Pentateuch of RaSHI [Reggio di Calabria: Abraham ben Isaak Ben Garton, 17 February 1475; Goff. Heb-93, 
Census 112]. This unique edition has been preserved only in a single copy (held in the Biblioteca Palatina of Parma) and in the fragment in 
question. 

23. Te/ii/at yahid ("Personal Prayers"). Roman rite, [Soncino: Joshua Solomon ben Israel Nathan Soncino. 7 April 1486: Goff. Heb-
120. Census 138]; Passover Service. [Idem. Goff. Heb-42, Census 54]. Both of these editions have been preserved only in two copies. The 
second is in the British Library. 

24. In the foreword to the catalogue of manuscripts from his collection. Adler described the geography of his travels as follows: 
"Egipt and Palestina were visited in 1888, 1895-6, 1898 and 1901. .. In 1892, 1894 and 1900 visits to Morocco ... Visits to Algiers in 
1905 ... to Persia in 1896. and Central Asia in the following year ... Aleppo in 1898 ... to Constantinople and the Balkans an 1888 and 1913: 
to Spain and Portugal in 1892, 1894, 1900. and 1903; to South America in 1902-3. to North America five times during the present 
century. to Russia also six times, and to India and Aden in 1906". See [E. N. Adler, A. Marmorstein]. Catalogue o(Hebre11· Manuscripts 
in the Collection of' Elkan Nathan Adler (Cambridge. 1921 ), p. V. 

25. Gcnizah (m'll) - a place of "burying" out of use Jewish books and ritual items. The most famous genizah was found in 
an ancient synagogue (known as the Shamyin, Elijah. Moses or Ezra Synagogue) in Fustat (Old Cairo, Egypt) in the late nineteenth 
century. The Cairo genizah numbered more than 200,000 leaves. fragments and manuscripts. The discovery of this genizah caused a real 
revolution in the field of Hebrew studies which can be compared only with the discovery of ancient manuscripts in the Qumran caves. 
E. N. Adler visited Fustat in 1896. a few months earlier than the discovery of the genizah was made by Solomon Schehter, who had then 
a chance to visit for a short time the genizah and to bring to England about 30. 000 fragments. 

26. E. N. Adler, "The Hebrew treasures of England". Jell'ish Historical Sociel\' a/England. Transactions, Vlll ( 1915-1917). p. 16. 
27. Pentateuch with ha/iarot (selections from the Prophets) [Naples: Joshua Solomon ben Israel Nathan Soncino. ca. 1492: Goff. 

Heb-17, I, Census 20]; Book of Psalms [idem: Goff. Heb-31, I, Census 40]. 
28. For example, from the Soncino editions of Joshua Solomon Soncino: Ketubbot (on marriage Settlement: Goff. Heb-I I I, 

Census 129}, Gittin (on divorces; Gof[ Heb-106, Census 123), Niddah (on menstruation: Gofl: Heb-115, Census 131 ): unique fragments 
from the Guadalajara editions: Bcrahot (on blessings: Goff. Heb-103. 2. Census 118). Yoma (on Day of Atonement: Goff. Heb-119. 
Census 137). I note in passim that Adler wrote scholarly works on the treatises of the Babylonian Talmud, see Adler. "The Hebrew 
treasures of England", pp. 1-18; idem, "Talmud incunablcs of Spain and Portugal". Jell'ish Studies in Memon· o( Gemge A. Kohut 
(New York, 1935). 

29. It is interesting that Marx' work on forming the JTS library in fact began even earlier. in Europe. Judge Sulzberger appealed to 
him with a request to visit Bielitz and convey his opinion of the above-mentioned library of Solomon Joachim Halberstam, which he 
intended to acquire for the JTS. 

30. Moses Marx was a professor at Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati. He wrote the above-mentioned article on the emergence of 
Hebrew book-printing (seen. 4). an excellent "Catalogue of the Hebrew books printed in the fifteenth century now in the Library of the 
Hebrew Union College", Studies in Bih/iographr and Book/ore, I (1953), pp. 21--47. and a number of other works on the history of 
Hebrew books. 

31. Sec, for example, A. Marx, "Die Soncino-Haggada und das Sidorello 1486", Zeitschri/ifiir Hehriiiche Bihliographie. Vlll ( 1904). 
p. 58: idem, "Notes on the use of Hebrew type in non-Hebrew books, 1475-1520", in his Studies in Je11·ish Historr and Book/ore. 
pp. 296-345; idem. "The choice of books by the printers of Hebrew incunabula". To Doctor R.: Essays Here Collected and Published in 
Honor o(the Seventieth Birthday o/Dr. A. S. W Rosenbach ... (Philadelphia. 1946). pp. 154-73. 

32. H. Dicker, O(learning and Libraries: The Seminarr Lihrarr at One Hundred. Foreword by Ismar Schorsch (New York. 1988), 
p. 18. On the history of the fonnation of the library in general and on Marx' role in the process. sec: M. Schmelzer. "Building a Great 
Judaica Library - at what price?", Tradition Renell'ed. A Historr o(the Je11·ish Theological Seminary. Vol. I: The Making of an Institu
tion of Jewish Higher Leaming, ed. Jack Werteimer (New York. 1997). pp. 6 79-715. 
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33. For example. represented entirely is the production of printing-houses from Rome, Lisbon. Leiria, and almost in full editions from 
Bresia. Mantua. Soncino. Guadalajara. 

34. For example. an edition of the Halakhic collection Kol Bo (Complete Ritual; Goff Heb-67, Census 81 ); an edition of the 
Pentateuch by the printer Isaac ben Aaron d'Este (Goff. Hcb-13. Census 25); an edition of Mislmeh torah by the printer Solomon ben 
Judah and Obadiah ben Moses (Goff, Hcb-76. Census 87). and others. 

35. Data according to Goff. 
36. On the acquisition of the copy in question. sec A. Marx. "Einc unbekannte lnkunabel". Zeitschrifi/iir Hehriiiche Bih/iographie, 

XII (1908). pp. 5-6. 
37. For more detail on the copy in question. see Marx' article "Eine unbekannte spanische lnkunabel". Soncino-Bliitter, III (1930), 

pp. 97-106. 
38. In accordance with the signature on the inner side of the binding's outer cover: '!l1Nj? 1'YY.l >!j)>!l o»n l11J (Baruch Hayim 

Finzi from the city of Carpi). 
39. This Halakhic work was printed in an anonymous Sephardic printing-house. Only a few books printed in this script and on paper 

of this type have been preserved. The anonymous printer in question is known in incunabula studies as Drucker des Orhot hajjim thanks 
to the identification in Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendnicke, Hrsg. van der Komission flir den Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendriicke. Bd. 1-8 
(A-Fluhe) (Leipzig. 1925-1978). p. 486. 

40. A description of the copy in question was completed by Moses Steinschneider in Catalogueus lihrorum hebraeorum in hiblio
theca Bodleiana (Berlin. 1852-1860). No. 6924. 4. See also the catalogue of the collection drawn up by the collector's son 
V. Leon Saraval. Catalogue de la Bihliotheque de litterature hehrai£1ue et orientate et d"auteurs hehreux de Jeu .. (Trieste, 1853), 
No. XXVll. 

41. On the vicissitudes of this book's fate. sec also A. K. Offenberg. "The earliest printed editions of Rashi's commentary on the 
Pentateuch". in his A Choice of Corals (Nicuwkoop. 1992). pp. 139--41. 

42. On the basis of an ex /ihris on the inner side of the binding's outer cover and a note in the inventory book. 
43. On the basis of a note on the inner part of the binding's outer cover. 
44. It is not out of the question that we have here an edition of the Pentateuch with hafiarot (Selections from the Prophets) or even 

an edition of the entire Bible. but the extant fragment does not allow for an exact determination. 
45. On the basis of a note in the inventory book. 
46. The identification of this edition as an incunabulum. and not an early palacotype, evokes doubts in a number of scholars (for 

example. it was not included in the Census). In the catalogue I prepared. the edition is included in the section "Doubtful identifications". 
47. A. Freimann note only 29 incunabula on parchment ("Die hebriiischen Pergamcntdrncke", Zeitschrififiir Hehriiiche Bih/iographie, 

XV ( 1911 ). pp. 46- 57.) while Offen berg (Census. pp. 199--206) - 34. Offen berg does not take into an account a fragment from the 
Book of Psalms (No. 3 before us). 

48. The edition of the prayer-book is dated 2 imr 5246 from the Creation of the World (April 8. 1486). The edition of the /-/aggadah 
printed in the same set of typefaces docs not have a colophon. An analysis of the paper in these two editions allowed me to conclude that 
they were published not only at the same printing-house. but in the same period. 

49. .4 'OY.l .[1986~]1984) IJ) 1!l0 n>1p ,''JN11!J'J D"1JY o>J1J)1j?)>N" .!l ,>Jl!Jn Tishby does not indicate the exact number of 
folios. only the sections: from Bereshit to Mikke= (i.e. Genesis 1-44. 17 ). 

50. M. Marx. "Catalogue of the Hebrew books printed in the fifteenth century now in the Library of the Hebrew Union College", 
pp. 21 -47. No. 3. 

51. The structure of the quires was reconstructed on the basis of extant entire middle folios (the copy was sewn together and bound in 
our day without any correlation with the original structure of the quires; nonetheless. entire middle folios have survived: 27 /28, 47 /48, 
77 I 78. 87 .' 88) and in accordance with the location of watermarks on folios. The reconstruction showed that a standard quire contains five 
double folios (ten folios). and not four, as Marx indicates (1-15[8], 16[4]; idem, No. 3). 

52. .491-490 'Y.JY (1"!j1n), ill\!! ;276-275 'Y.JY (n"~1n) i ill\!! ;58-55 'Y.JY ,(il"!l1n) J i.!JOJ7'ip,'0>1!lo >p11p1· ·' ,1l>pJ>1 

53. The Co111111e11tarr of Dai-id Kimhi 011 Isaiah. Edited, with his unpublished allegorical commentary on Genesis, on the basis of 
manuscripts and early editions by Louis Finkelstein (New York, 1966). - Columbia University Oriental Studies, XIX. 

54. IN:YJJJf!J' f!J1i'J,7 'J!J7D .0')1\!JN1il . 7i!)[l 11n17,7JJJJ D'Jl17' 'J77:J 0'!)7 71!1 0'7'if!J .)11J'D p nf!JD IJ':Ji7 n;m nJf!JJJ .N ,'PJ11il 

il"Y.ll!Jn ,j?11' 1') .0'01!l1i1Y.l rnNn01) "1l'l!J 0}'1 N1JY.l OY ... mJ>nf!J '01!)7 71!1 J7J:J7,;v D71Jl:J 7'n> [l!))IJ Pl ,D'i!JOn 111-''i-':JI ;>nNp nrw:i 

55. '101Y.l i!JO l1'iP 11.!J10N ,'"1mr[':1 onrr.iil on1nJ ':1Y l!.ln>!l"il 1m 'JN il) ,l") nml!.l':1 il1'l1N ,, ':1N1Y.ll!.I '1 >1J1 >':1n':1i ':1y' ·' ,1J1pl!l 

.149-127 'r.iy .(n"ll!.ln) no 11)':1 

56. A. Marx. Bibliographical Studies and Notes 011 Rare Books a11d Manuscripts in the Li/wan· of" The Jewish Theological Seminal)" 
ofA111erica. pp. 481-2. 

57. . l'inN7f!J il7:JI f!J1i'J,7 'J!J7 7NJllJil!JI 7i!)[l '71'7' '7' 7JJ )[7!)7Jf!J ?"'in J7J:J7m JlnDJ '7'if!J .'7:i:i '7'if!J .l"n ,>j?OJ111J'Y.l'1 

. 1J"':1l!.ln ,p11> '1l 

58. \!.111Y.lil n>J n>1!lOJ\!J j?n1Yil Q1Jl!j .1"n 1N J"n 011j? Jl1\J11!l 1N 11~0 JN>nJN\!J p il\!JY.l '1 01!l1Y.l O":J.Y.l1J ;nm il)l!JY.l 

.1975/il"Jl!Jn ,O'Jl!J11' ·1'JJil .l.\!J J1il nNY.l N1JY.l '1J1 .ilj?'1Y.JNJ Ql)J1J 

A facsimile of part of the Mish11eh torah hilkot shehitah has been published by E. Hurvitz (sec above, n. 54). 
59. Q1Jl!j) ilJ1i10 pN ilY.lJ\!J p pn!j> '1 ')1Y.l1j?il J\!JY.l •OY in>) .1981 ,p11>-1') .(il)1\!JN1il il111i1Y.lil 01J>!j) l)1il 11JN 1!l0 

.(i1)1\!.IN1i1 i1111i1Y.lil 01J>!j) m1N p ilY.lJ\!J '1 n1J1\!Jn1 rn':1Nl!.I ;(ill1\!JN1il i1111i1Y.lil 

60. The condition of the copies is not specified. 
61. This folio was bound into the end of the copy. The folio has certain typographical distinctions. Cf Thesaurus A 60, 4. 
62. Noted only in Goff. 
63. This early palaeotypc (Mah=or keminhag. Roma. 2nd edn.) was naturally not included in the collection of incunabula. But 

one should note the interesting fact that the printer Gcrshom Soncino used in it folios from the first edition [Soncino-Casal Maggiore, 
1485-86; Goff: Heb- 73, Census 83 ]. Specifically in the JTS copy - fols. 83-86 (I st volume, quire 11. fols. 3-4). For more detail, see 

.1447-1435 'Y.l}J ,(1993-1992) 10 i.!J(l J7'iP,'1"011)N!l-1"Y.l11Jl!j)1\!J ,NY.l11 ')J lil)Y.J) Ql)1\!JN1il 0>1nnY.Jil' ·' ,J1J11' 
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64. Only in Goff. 
65. There were two copies of this edition in the collection - one paper, one parchment. The paper copy was exchanged in 1998 for 

a manuscript and in the same year sold by the new owner at Christi's. See his description in A. K. Offenberg, "Bible (Humash or Torah) 
with Aramaic paraphrase (Targum Onkelos) and commentary by Rashi ... ", Valuable Illuminated Manuscripts, Printed Books and 
Autograph Letters. Cristie's, London, 22 (Monday 23 November 1998), pp. 47-52. 

66. A single (defective) copy was sold by the library at the beginning of the 1990s. 
67. Only in Goff. 
68. Only in A Reel Guide. 
69. Only in A Reel Guide. 
70. Only in Goff. 
71. A copy of this unique incunabulum (possibly the first Hebrew incunabulum, seen. 5 above) was acquired by the library in 1995. 
72. Under No. I a collection of small fragments of various leaves. which are as a rule duplicates of the above-mentioned 14 leaves. 

a shown. Unfortunately, the identification of these fragments cannot be made yet. 
73. A fragment of the leaf: 12 lines (recto) and 15 lines (verso) corresponding to the text on fols. 86b (lines 31--42)-87a 

(lines 25--46) of a standard edition of the Babylon Talmud. 
74. Only in Goff. 
75. Only in Goff. 
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A FRAGMENT OF THE PRATIMOK~A-SUTRA 
FROM THE P. I. LAVROV COLLECTION AT THE ST. PETERSBURG 

BRANCH OF THE INSTITUTE OF ORIENTAL STUDIES* 

The study of the Prtitimok.ya-s1/tra in Russia and Europe 
began with the Pali version, evidently recorded in Ceylon in 
the first century B.C. The Pali Ptitimokha-sul/a belongs to 
the Theravada school of the Hinayana, the southern branch 
of Buddhism. This text was first introduced into scholarly 
circulation by the Russian scholar l. P. Minaev in 1869 [ 1); 
an English translation appeared in 1881 [2]. Scholars 
gained access to the Sanskrit text later, and its study began 
only in 1912-1913, when L. Finot published the text pre
served in a manuscript from P. Pelliot's collection [3]. 

Despite the long tradition of studying the Prtitimok:ja
s1/tra, many questions regarding its terminology remain un
clear to scholars. Moreover, the Sanskrit text of the s1/tra 
recorded in the earliest known manuscripts during the first 
half of the first millennium A. D. has survived only in 
fragments discovered in the late nineteenth - early twenti
eth century in Eastern Turkestan. For this reason, the intro
duction of each new fragment of the sutra into scholarly 
circulation fills lacunae in its text, confirms readings of al
ready published fragments, and adds to our understanding. 

The story of the Prtitimok~·a-s1/tra's composition has 
been the subject of numerous works [4]. Scholarship is fa
miliar with texts and fragments of the sutra accepted by 
various Buddhist schools: Sarvastivadin. Miilasarvasti
vadin, Mahasanghika-Lokottaravadin. The earliest manu
scripts preserve the texts of the Sarvastivadins. As was 
noted above, they were first published by L. Finot. He pub
lished fragments of 24 folios from a manuscript from 
P. Pelliot's collection discovered by the latter in the oasis of 
Kucha (in the ruins of Duldur-Akur). When the German 
Turfan collection was being described, numerous fragments 
of the Sarvastivadin version were also identified. Many of 
them were included in Valentina Rosen's book as notes be
neath the line [5]. The remaining fragments, together with 
fragments from the English and French collections, were 
published by Georg von Simson (6], whose work was not 
completed and continues to the present day. Fragments from 
the collections of M. M. Bcrczovsky and N. N. Krotkov from 
Kucha, held at the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute 
of Oriental Studies, were published by G. M. Bongard
Levin and M. l. Vorobyeva-Dcsyatovskaya [7]. In publish
ing a newly discovered fragment from the P. I. Lavrov col-

lection [8], we have tried to correlate its text with the Prtiti
mokya-sutra of the Sarvastivadins. Despite a large number 
of lacunae and variant readings in our text, it mainly fo f
lows the version of the Sarvastivadins; there is much, how
ever, that binds it to the version of the Mahasanghikas. The 
criterion for a final conclusion was the absence in our text 
of the examples which serve in the Mahasanghika version 
to buttress various rules in the Prtitimokya-sutra. The 
similarity of many grammatical forms and stingha rules in 
our text to forms in the Mahasanghika text suggests that 
the written fixation of both texts took place at the same 
time, probably in India, in monasteries located close to 
one another. 

In order to confirm our thesis, we identified readings at 
variance both with the Sarvastivadin version and with the 
Mahasanghika version. 

The Mahasanghika version is known to scholars thanks 
to a single manuscript on palm leaves held in the Tibetan 
monastery of Salu near Shigajie (9]. It was discovered in 
1934 by Rahula Sankrityyana, who made a copy and 
brought it to India. The writing in the manuscript was 
identified as close to eleventh-century pa/a writing. G. Roth 
refers to it as proto-maithill[ I OJ. The text of the manu
script was published in devantigarl by W. Pachow and 
R. Mishra [l I]. The text was studied and translated into 
English by Ch. Prebish [ 12]. Since his edition also includes 
an English translation of the Miilasarvastivadin version 
from a Gilgit manuscript of the fifth - sixth centuries writ
ten in Indian Gupta on birch-bark, we were able to juxta
pose our text with the Gilgit manuscripts as well. Their 
Sanskrit text, also in print devantigarl, was published by 
A. Ch. Banerjee (13]. But a comparison showed that the 
Miilasarvastivadin version is much shorter and differs 
significantly from our text. 

We now turn to our fragment (call number SI L 9). It is 
written on paper, and consists of a si nglc folio of po{ hf, 
18.0 X 7.0 cm, with 8 lines of text on each side. The right 
and left edges arc slightly damaged; there is a lacuna in the 
upper right section that encompasses 5 lines and widens 
toward the centre. There is another small lacuna in the left 
part. The text has been heavily abrascd in places. The pagi
nation has been preserved: folio No. 2. The writing is 

•This article was prepared with the financial support of the Russian Humanitarian Scholarly Foundation. project 98-01-00094. 

( M. I. Vorohyo\'a-De:-.yato\·~kaya. E. N. Tyomkin. 2000 
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Indian briihmf of the Gupta type, probably fifth - sixth 
century A. D. 

The fragment has preserved the piiriijika section, which 
lists 4 transgressions, and a part of the sarrighiivasqa sec
tion, which lists 2. The distinguishing characteristic of this 
fragment is the title of the second section, which has not 
been attested in a single text. Until now, two variants of this 
title were encountered in texts: sarrighiivafr$a (the Sarviisti
viidin and Miilasarviistiviidin versions) and sarrighiitise$a or 
sarrighiidifr~a (the Mahiisiil'lghika version) Our text pre
serves the title sarrighiidideiya!J (verso, line 7). 

At present, scholars are not of a single mind on the 
translation of the section titles in the Priitimoksa-siitra, al
though the content of the sections themsel~es is clear 
thanks to commentaries. The piiriijika section [ 14] lists 4 
transgressions which cause a monk to be expelled from the 
community. The sarrighiivase$a section [15], 13 transgres-

sions for which a monk is expelled from the community 
for a certain time, depending on the severity of his misdeed, 
after which he has the right to return. Scholars note that 
this is the only section in the Priitimo4a-siitra which pro
vides at the end the duration of the monk's expulsion [ 16]. 
In comparing the attested terms - sarrighiivafr$a, 
sarrighiitisqa - one can conclude that the second part con
tains a form derived from the root frs ("to remain") with 
the prefixes -ava= or -ati=. The te~ sarrighiidideiya!J 
derives from a different root: dis+ ii, which here can mean 
"indicate, place in view" or "expel". The form -didesya!J 
itself can be read as the part. fut. passivi of the perfect
ive root. 

We provide below a transliteration of the fragment, 
an English translation, and readings at variance with the 
published texts of the Sarviistiviidin and Mahiisiil'lghika 
versions [ 17]. 

FOL. 2 r. 

TRANSLITERATION 

1. X anva[r]ddha[mii]sa[rri] pr[ii]t[imo J4[e] 1 [iiga]ccha[n]t[i]. ya!J 
puna[r]-bhik~u bhi4ubhi!J siirddha[rri] 2 [si]k~ii 
s[ ii]m[i]c[isamii]panna!J [si]k~am-apratyiikhy[ iilv[ a ]XX 3 

2. dorbalyamaniivi$ki:tvii 4 abrahmiica1yarri kla:yyiit 5 -maithunarri 
dharmarri pratisevetanta[ta!J] 6 tiryag[y ]o XX tayii[ rri] pi siirddham
ayarri bhik~u!J piir[ ii]-

3. jiko bhavatyasarriviisa XXX [bh]i4u griimiid-viirmJyiid-vii hyadattarri 
stenyasarrikhyiita ii XXX 7 yathii riipe1Jiidattiidiinena XX 

4. riija mahiimiitro vii gi:hye XX badhnfyiid praviihayet 8 hambho 
puru~a 9 coro si ba XXXX si stenyo sil:ti] 10 X rii(parri] bhik~u X 

5. dattam-iidadyiit-ayam-api bhik~u [pii]r[ii]iiko bhavatya sarriviiXlva]IJ 
punar-bhik$ur-manu~yarri 11 XXXXXXXX jivi[ta ]dvyaparo X 

6. yecchastrarrihiirarri viisya paryeXta mara1Ja-var1Jarri 
viisyiinusarrivar(iayet mara(iiiya vainarri samiidapii XXX-mbho puru~a 
ki[111] X viinena pii X 

7. ke X-rjivitena mi:tante bho puru$a)fvitiid-varam iii cittiinugatarri 
citta[rri] smrika/pitam-aneka paryiiyelJa XXXXXX 

8. XXXXXXX vaina samii[da]payet XX te[no]pakrame(ia kiilarri XXXX 
mapi bhi[k~u!J] piiriiiiko bha XXXXXX 

TRANSLATION 

I. [four transgressions of the piiriijika dharmii in the Priitimok~a[siitra] follow [below for reading every] half 
month. That monk [who] together [with other] monks has received instruction in the doctrine [and] practice [of 
it, and] 

2. has demonstrated weakness, has violated chastity, had intercourse, even if it were only with an animal, that 
monk is piiriijika, 

3. [subject to] expulsion ... [If] a bhik$u has [taken] from a village or the forest [a thing] not given [to him], 
be longing to another, in such fashion that because of this appropriation of an ungiven [thing] 

4. the riijii or [his] prime minister has seized [the bhik~u], may he ... be put into prison or expelled, saying at this 
time: "O you, person, [you are] a thief ... ", [if] the bhik~u in such fashion ... 

5. has taken that which was not given [to him], this very bhik$U is piiriijika, subject to expulsion ... And also. [if] 
the bhiksu ... has taken the life of a man 

6. or found a knife for him or incited him to die, describing his nature, [saying]: "Oman, how is this sinful 
7. life better than death, o man, it is better to die". [If the monk] consciously, intentionally by various means 
8. incites [a man to die or if] expressly because of this [the person] should die, [that] very bhik~u is piiriijika, 

[subject to expulsion]. 
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Variant readings 

1 We reconstructed the reading priitimok!fe, Loe. sg., on the basis of the fact that between this word and iigacchanti 
the lacuna seems to lack space for inserting the text of the siitodde5aJ?1 as in the Sarvastivadins (see Fino!, p. 476) or 
Mahasal'lghikas text: siitre priitimok!fe udde.s'aJ?1 (Pachow, p. 5). 

2 In the Sarvastivadin text: hhik!fur hhik.yubhir siirddham (Rosen, p. 5 I); in the Mahasi'inghika: bhik!fu bhi~unii 
(Pachow, p. 5). 

3 The word .iik.~ii is repeated in the Sarvi'istivadins text after 0apratyiikhyiiya (Rosen, p. 5 I). 
4 Our text here follows the text of the Mahi'isi'inghikas; the Sarvi'istivadins have: daurbalyaJ?1 tv aniivi!fkrtvii 

(Rosen, p. 51 ). 
5 The words abrahmiicaryaf!1 kko:viit are absent in the Sarvastivadins, Miilasarvi'istivadins, and Mahi'isi'inghikas texts. 

This is surprising, as the first piiriijika transgression is called abrahmiicaryam in the commentaries, 
•The Sarvastivadins have the same, the Mahi'isi'il'lghikas: prali!feveya antama5ato (Pachow, p. 5). 
7 The Sarvi'istivadins have iidadyiid (Rosen, p. 53), the Mahi'isi'il'lghikas stainyasaJ?!skiiramiidiyeya (Pachow, p. 6). 
8 The Sarvi'istivadins have praviisayed (Rosen, p. 53), the Mahi'isi'il'lghikas pravrajem (Pachow, p. 6); cf. Fino! -

pra[vrajayed], p. 477. 
9 The manuscript follows the text of the Mahi'isi'il'lghikas, the Sarvi'istivadins have evaJ?I vainaJ?l vadet (Rosen, p. 53). 

111 The Sarvi'istivadins have steyo slty (Rosen, p. 53), the Mahasi'il'lghikas stainyoslti (Pachow, p. 6). 
11 The text of the third transgression in the main follows the Sarvi'istivadins version published by Rosen, pp. 53--4, but 

contains a number of minor variant readings. Significant lacunae and damage make it impossible to reconstruct it fully, but 
it is evident that it is shorter than Rosen's text and probably closer to the Miilasarvi'istivadins version (Pachow, p. 51-2). 

FOL. 2 v 

TRANSLITERATION 

1. (The line is unreadable; only the lower parts of the ak.~aras have remained). 
2. XXXXX v[ ii]samanugriihya 12 XXXnna vi.vuddhi prek!fl evaJ?l 

mdet aiiinahyetaviiyu!fmanta& avocaJ?l jiinahy XXX 
3. XXSyami tuccha mn·aJ?I viliipadanyatriidhimiiniid-ayamapi bhik!fu& 

piiriijiko hhavatya.rnJ?!Vii X 4. uddi[~{]ii& yiivadatas 1.1-catviira[&J X 
4. Xjikii dharmii ye.yiif!1 hhik!furanyatamiinyatamaJ?l dharmam-iipanno na 

labhate hhik~·uhhi& siirddhaJ?1 .rnJ?1vii[.rnJ?1] yathii pilrve lath[ ii] XX 
piiriijiko bhavatya XX 

5 . . rn!1 aham-ayu.ymanlaJ?I prcchiimi ka.l:cid-atra pari5uddha& dvir-api trr
api prcchii[mi] XXX pari5uddha& pari5uddha& ii-

6. lvuhmanto y[a]smiintu.~nlm-e[va]me[laJ?I] [dhii]rayata 14 II ime punar
vadantas-trayoda5a& sa XXXXXanvarddhamiisaJ?I priitimoXXXX 

7. 5am-iigacchanti. saJ?lce(va 15 5ukravisr!f{ir-anyatra 16 svapniintariit
.rnJ?lghiidide.iya& 17 I. ya[ & ] fpunar-bhi]k!fur-edir!1yaviparinatena 18 

cittena XX 
8. griimena siirddhaJ?1 kiiya-saJ?1.rnrgaJ?1 samiipa[~v]eta. hastagraha1JaJ?1 vii. 

ve1Jigra[ha](WJ?1 viinyata XX tamasya viingajiitasyii vii 19 mr5aXX 

TRANSLATION 

I. ( ... ) 
2 .... or, without being asked, [that] unfortunate [hhik.yu], wishing to cleanse himself, says thus: "O noble ones, 

not knowing about this, I said [that] 1 know 
3 .... [did not sec] ... [spoke] a lie, empty words out of pride. This bhik.~u is piiriijika, [subject to] expulsion. 4. In sum: 

the following four 
4. piiriijika-dharmii: whichever hhik.yu should violate one of these dharmiis, he does not receive [the right] to live 

together with other bhik!fuS, at all times (literally: "both before and after"), he is piiriijika, [subject to 
5. expulsion]. I ask the noble ones, who is pure in this [matter]? A second [time] also, a third [time] I also ask. 

Pure, pure 
6. are the noble ones. For this silence is maintained [by them]. Now here are given 13 saJ?l[ghiididdya& dharmii&J 

which [arc part of the readings] of the Priitimo~a-siitra [for each] half of the month. 
7. They are given [here]. The conscious ejaculation of semen at any time other than during sleep, this is saJ?!ghiididesya&. 

I. Again, if a hhi~u, seized by passion, his consciousness undermined, 
8. should enter into corporal contact with a woman, take [her] by the hand or touch [her] hair, or [should touch] 

any other of her members in deceipt ... 
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Variant readings 

12 The text of the fourth transgression, despite a line-length lacuna, is clearly different than the Sarvastivadins version 
published by Rosen (p. 57) and Simson (p. 211, manuscript DCb). It appears to be shorter. Instead of the forms samanuyu
jyamano va asamanuyujyamano ("being asked or not asked"), our text probably had [samanugrahyamano] vasamanugra
hya[mano] as in the Mahasanghikas text (Pachow, p. 7). The text goes on to follow the Mahasal'lghikas version with a few 
variants: va apanno visuddhiprok~o evamvaci. ajanannevahamayu~manto avaci janami. ayarrz pi pasyamfti iti tuccharrz 
mr~avilapamanyatrabhimanat. ayarrz pi bhik~u& parajiko bhavatyasarrzvasyo ... . 

13 Finot's text has mayayu~mantas= (p. 478), the Mahasal'lghikas kho punarayu~manto (Pachow, p. 7). Lacunae in the 
texts published by Rosen and Simson make it difficult to reach a final conclusion on the variant readings in our text. On the 
basis of various extant words one can assume that both versions - of the Sarvastivada and Mahasal'lghika - are not signifi
cantly at variance with each other or with our text. 

14 In Finot's (p. 479) and Pachow's (p. 7) texts - dharayami. 
15 In Finot (p. 479) sarrzcintya, in Pachow (p. 8) - sa111cetanika. 
16 In Finot (p. 479) fokravisargonyatra, in Pachow (p. 8) -fokra;ya vi.5r~t~ve anyatra. 
17 Finot, Simson - sarrghava5e~a(1, Pachow - Slll[lghati!ie~o. This is evidently the future participle of the perfect root 

dis+ a - adide~ya& - and should mean "will be expelled" or "[he] will be placed in view". See above. 
18 It seems that our text contains a slip of the pen or an error. Cf. Fi not, Simson - udfn;avipari1Jatena; Pachow -

olflJIJti vipari1Jatena. 
19 The text of the manuscript follows the Finot's and Simson's texts in full. The particle va is encircled by dots. which in

dicates that the copyist crossed it out. 

Notes 

I. I. P. Minaev, Pratimoksha-siitra. Buddiiskii shd1ebnik (Priitimokrn-s1/tra. Buddhist Services Book) (St. Petersburg, 1869). 
2. Piitimokha, trans. and ed. by F. Max Mu/lier (Oxford, 1881 ). pp. 1-69. - The Sacred Books of the East, vol. 13. 
3. Priitimok~asiitra des Sarviistiviidins. Texte sanskrit. Par M. Louis Finot, avec la version chinoise de Kuniirajiva, traduite en fran

cais par M. Edouard Huber, JA (novembre--Oecembre, 1913), pp. 465-547. 
4. We note one of the early ones - W. Pachow, "A comparative study of the Pratimoksa", Sino-Indian Studies, IV I 1--4, VI 1 

(1951-1955). 
5. V. Rosen, Der Vinayavibhmiga :um Bhik~upriitimok~a der Sarviisti1·iidins (Berlin. 1959). 
6. G. von Simson. Priitimok~as1/tra der Sarviistiviidins. Tei! I: Wiedergabe bisher nicht publizierter Handschriften in Transkription 

(Go/ttingen. 1986). - Sanskrittexte aus den Turfanfunden. XI. 
7. Pamiarniki indiiskoi pis'mennosti i: Tsentra/'noi A:ii (Texts in Indian Writing from Central Asia). Fasc. 2: Publication, study, 

translation, and commentary by G. M. Bongard-Levin and M. l. Vorobyeva-Desyatovskaya (Moscow, 1990), pp. 185-206. 
8. On the inclusion of this part of the P. I. Lavrov collection in the manuscript collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute 

of Oriental Studies. see E. Tyomkin, "Unique Sanskrit fragments of the 'Sutra of Golden Light' in the manuscript collection of 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies (Russian Academy of Sciences)". Manuscripta Orientalia, I I I ( 1995). p. 29. 

9. The fate of the manuscript after the political changes that occurred in Tibet after its annexation by China is unknown. 
IO. G. Roth. "Bhik~univinaya and Bhi~u-Pratimoksa and notes on the language". Journal of the Bihar Research Societ:r. Lil/ 1--4 

(1966), p. 30. 
11. The Priitimoksas1/tra of the Mahiisiinghikas. trans. by W. Pachow and R. Mishra (Allahabad, 1956). 
12. Ch. S. Prebish. Buddhist Monastic Discipline: The Sanskrit Priitimoksa S1ltras of the Mahiisii~1ghikas and Mlllasarviistiwidins 

(New York-London. 1975). 
13. Priitimok.rn-s1/tram (M1/lasarviistiviida). ed. by A. Ch. Banerjee (Calcutta. 1954). 
14. On various interpretations of this title. see S. Le:vi, "Sur une langue pre;canonique du Bouddhism", JA. IOeme serie, XX 

(novembre--Oe;cembre 1912), pp. 505-6. G. Roth, "Tenninologisches aus dcm Vinaya dcr Mamsarpghika-Lokottaravadins". ZDMG. 118 
(1969). pp. 341-3. 

15. On this term. see Le;vi, op. cit., pp. 503--4: Roth. op. cit., pp. 343-5. 
16. Prebish, op. cit., p. 12. 
17. The following abbreviations are used: Finot - text of the manuscript from the P. Pelliot collection. published in 1912 by L. Finot 

(seen. 3): Pachow - text of the Mahasailghikas version. published by Pachow and Mishra (seen. 11 ): Prebish - study and English trans
lation of the Mahasanghika version (see n. 12): Rosen - Sanskrit text of the Sarvastivadin version, published by V. Rosen (see n. 5). 

Illustrations 

Fig.1. A fragment of the Priitimok~·a-s1/tra (call number SI L9). the P. I. Lavrov collection at the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, fol. 2 r, 8.0xl 9.4 cm. 

Fig. 2. The same fragment, fol. 2v. 8.0xl9.4 cm. 



N. I. Serikoff 

IDENTIFYING "ACEPHALOUS" MANUSCRIPTS 

Since Arabic manuscripts began to be collected over the 
last five centuries in Europe, European librarians seem to 
have come to distinguish between "good" and "bad" manu
scripts. A "good" manuscript is a complete manuscript, 
with the beginning and the end, written in clear handwrit
ing, and preferably a holograph copy. A "good" manuscript 
traditionally must have a beginning containing information 
on its provenance and authorship. Such information in
cludes an invocatio (or in Arabic basma/a), followed by the 
name of the author (or his pen-name) introduced by the 
word qii/a ("said"), definition of the subject of the book, 
and its title after the words wa-samaituhu (" ... and I called 
it ... "). All manuscripts lacking these features are automati
cally considered deficient or "bad", since the lack of the in
dications enumerated above for a "good" manuscript im
pedes unambiguous identification of manuscripts and their 
classification. In other words, such "bad" manuscripts can
not be easily catalogued because of the lack of necessary 
data about their authors, scribes, and exact titles. 

However. in contrast to a modem researcher, the pres
ence or lack of this information has never been terribly 
important to an Arab reader. Unlike a European collector, 
the most important thing to him was the text itself, and 
only after that the name of the author and the title. That of
ten the name of the author was not so important is seen 
from an example of the tenth-century Arab geographer al
Muqaddasl. In the introduction to his Ahsan at-taqiisfm fl 
ma 'rifat al-aqiilfm ("The Best Divisions for Knowledge of 
the Regions"). he made an interesting observation about 
this particular feature: 

"Also I saw a book in the library of al-.wihih. [whose] 
authorship was ascribed to Abt1 Zayd al-Balhl. and with 
maps. I also sm\- a copy of exactly the same book in Nayffi
hUr. ... the namL' of the author \\·as not given. though some 

credit its authorship to lbn al-Mauuban al-Karhl. I saw a 
copy of the same book in 81d1iira [too]. [and its] authorship 
was ascribed to lbrJhlm b. Muhammad al-Farisl. This latter 
ascription is most correct. for I have met with a nLDnber of 
persons who were acquainted with him and actually saw him 
composing [the book J ..... [I]. 

Second, the fact that Arab readers were primarily inter
ested in the texts themselves and only after that in their 
proper attribution is attested by a great number of convo
lutes kept in various libraries. These convolutes usually 
consist of fragments of various works written on a particu
lar subject, sewn together. The same holds true for manu-
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scripts which lack the first and the last page. Anonymous or 
"acephalous" for a modem European reader, these manu
scripts were regarded by the Arabs themselves exactly like 
those including information on their titles and authorship. 
Because of the specific nature of Arabic learning the lack of 
the title or the name of the author was not a crucial matter. 
In the course of learning, Arab students usually mastered 
texts by heart. For this reason, for the readers who were 
familiar with a particular subject, the "acephalous" books 
or convolutes were not at all anonymous. Knowing by heart 
a number of books on a particular subject, they usually 
were able to identify a "bad" copy, while for a modem 
European cataloguer or researcher, this sort of manuscripts 
is among the most difficult to identify, since he/ she usually 
is not so well-versed in Arabic texts. Even if the authorship 
of a particular passage is established, uncertainty still re
mains concerning whether the whole work may be unambi
guously identified on the basis of the passage. It was quite 
a common practice for Arab scholars to compile their 
sources in extenso, including large parts of works which 
belonged to other authors; thereby they composed new 
writings of their own. Such a method of compilation, in 
their view, had nothing to do with plagiarism, which can be 
confirmed by another quotation from al-Muqaddasl: 

"I saw his (al-Ghayhanl's - N. S.) work in seven 
volumes in the libraries of 'Ai;!ud al-Daw la, though not as
cribed to him. True, some ascribe the authorship to Ibn 
Khurradadbih. Also I have seen in Na~abiir, two succinct 
works. of which one is ascribed to al-Ghay!)anl [and] the 
other bears the name of lbn Khurradai;lbih as the author. 
They agree with each other in substance, except that a~ 
Ghayhanl has provided some additional matter [2]. 

This specific method of compilation, along with miss
ing beginnings and endings, makes the cataloguing of the 
"acephalous" manuscripts an incredibly difficult task for 
a modem scholar. Often such manuscripts are not even 
included in published catalogues. However, this is far from 
reflecting the genuine Arabic manuscript tradition, for it 
does not in fact take into consideration numerous manu
scripts which were read and known. Therefore, the aim 
of the present article is to suggest some methods of cata
loguing "acephalous" manuscripts. These methods have 
been worked out and used in the course of preparing the 
"Wellcome Catalogue of the Arabic Medical Manuscripts''. 
If applied consistently, it can facilitate the identification 
of such difficult manuscripts and consequently to include 
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them in the existing co1pu.1· of identified Arabic manu
scripts in Europe. Such identification is highly desirable 
since it enables one to introduce a considerable number of 
hitherto neglected Arabic manuscripts for the first time. It 
may also help to cast more light on the Arabic manuscript 
tradition as well as to elucidate the real use of manuscripts 
in the Arab world. 

The method suggested here can be called chapter direc
tory. It should be noted that Arab scribes and authors who 
took care of possible damage to a manuscript - the loss 
of the beginning or pages (wholly or partially). etc. - tried 
to "defend" it by placing information about the work not 
only at the beginning but also in other parts of the text. 
Thus the title of the work, and sometimes the name of the 
author. might be mentioned as well in the colophon or 
at the beginning of the major divisions of the text, such as 
sections or chapters. However. this was not always consis
tently practiced, which is why a possible way of identifying 
an "acephalous" manuscript would be comparing the 
sequence of its chapters with that of already known and 
identified works. In this case. an ideal instrument for estab
lishing the sequence of chapters may be to create a chapter 
directory. In such a directory. all headings and chapters 
incipits of the manuscripts under identification are to be 
listed in alphabetical order. This chapter directory should 
be accompanied by a full description of the relevant manu
script. the chapters being indicated in the order as presented 
in the manuscript. In applying this directory, the reader is 
able to compare chapter titles found in an "acephalous" 
manuscript to those cited in the index and to find coinci
dences. after which he can compare them to the descrip
tions themselves. Thus an "acephalous" manuscript's identi
fication can be conducted not only if the chapters coincide 
but also iftheir sequence coincides too. 

Surely. compiling such directory lists on the basis of 
manuscripts themselves (but not their editions) is linked 
with a number of difficulties. These are: (i) words frequently 
encountered; (ii) orthographic variability; (iii) possible dif
ference between the title of the chapter as quoted in the 
manuscript table of contents and its actual title inside the 
text; (iv) deficient titles. 

Let us consider all the cases here. 

I. Words frequently encountered. 
Chapters in Arabic books are usually introduced by the 

following words: kitab ("book"), maqiila ("chapter"), bah 
("chapter"). fas/ ("division"), etc. Then, as a rule, comes 
the number, frequently accompanied by the exact informa
tion about the larger division, to which the chapter belongs. 
Alier that the actual title of the chapter is provided, being 
introduced by the prepositions Ji or 'an ("about"). In order 
to avoid a possible confusion in the directory arrangement 
under the letters kaf(for kitiib), mlm (for maqiila), ha' (for 
bah). fa· (for fas/ or fl) it would be logical to arrange the 
alphabetical list of the chapters under the first contents
communicative word. For example, a chapter entitled -

~I :;J.Jl..1 .• __.,; 0.Jy.t...ll.J '-"""b JI ,,_,i~J 

(Al-bah al-khtimis irn-1- 'ashnlna F Madawat al- 'fshq) -
"Chapter twenty-five. About treatment of love" - should 
not be placed in the directory list under the letter a//f; 
but under the letter mlm, with which the word madawa 
("treatment") begins. Consequently, the original sequence 
of chapters, as given in the manuscript, needs to be altered. 

For example: 
Al-MaghiisT, Kami/ al-Sina'at a/-Tihhiyya al-ma 'riif' 

hi-I-Malak/ (3]. 

I. An original sequence: 

015 I.ii o)~I .:,,.o .:.,.1WI tl..iu:JI :;l.Jl.1.o __.,; ._.;lill ..,.,WI 
.(fol. 87a. I 7) o.1l.o y.,t .:,,.o l.1fa dl..i 

~I o)_p. ~ .!.>.1Wl tl..iu:JI :;l.Jl.1.o __.,; .:.Jlill ..,.,WI 
.(fol. 87a.32) 

o.1fa o)_p. ~ .!.>.1WI tl..iu:JI :;J.Jl.i.o __.,; tilJI ..,.,w1 

.(fol. 87b.IO) 0~1 J=-,l.1 .:,,.o .;:£ _p.:; 
o.1l.o ~ .:.,.1WI tl..iu:JI :;J.Jl.1.o __.,; '-"""WI ..,.,WI 

.(fol. 88a.4) ~.ill tl..iu:JI ~.Jl.J 

clJ.o •.J-LU ~ .:.,.1WI tl..iu:JI :;l.Jl.1.o __.,; vu.11......JI ..,.,WI 
.(fol. 88a.22) .1fa .1..>4 

2. Chapter sequence in alphabetical order in the index: 

o)_p. ~ .!.>.1WI tl..iu:JI :;l.Jl.1.o __.,; til)I ..,.,WI 
.(fol. 87a.32) 0~1 J=-,l.1 .:,,.o .;:£ _p.:; o.1fa 

clJ.o •,J-LU ~ .!.>.1WI tl..iu:JI :;l.Jl.i.o __.,; .._,.,.11......JI ..,.,w1 
.(fol. 88a.22) .1fa .1..>4 

o.1l.o ~ .!.>.1WI tl..iu:JJ :;l.Jl.1.o __.,; '-"""WI ..,.,WI 

.(fol. 88a.4) ~.ill tl..iu:JI ~.Jl.J 
I.ii :;)~I .:,,.o .!.>.1WI tl..iu:JI :;l.Jl.1.o __.,; ._.;lill ..,.,WI 

.(fol. 87a. l 7) o.1l.o y.,t .:,,.o l.1fa dl..i 015 

II. Orthographic variability. 
Although it would be logical to maintain in manu

scripts catalogues the original orthography, in the alpha
betic list of chapters it is necessary to correct orthography 
according to the rules of standard Arabic grammar in order 
to facilitate the search. 

III. Possible difference between the title of the chapter 
as quoted in the manuscript table of contents and its actual 
title inside the text. 

Arab authors frequently supply their works with tables 
of contents. The titles of the chapters quoted there should 
also be included in the alphabetic index. But it frequently 
occurs that the title of a chapter as it appears in the table of 
contents does not correspond to that found in the text itself. 
For example, the chapter title in the table of contents in MS 
A 294 from the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of 
Oriental Studies [4] appears as ~~.J ~ _,...,.,g __.,; 

~ ~ -S't....J 
while in the actual text the chapter title is give~ slightly 

different: ~ ~ \?t....J ~~.J :;~I _,...,.,g .}· 
In this case, the alphabetic list should contain the title of the 
chapter as it is present in the table of contents, with a vari
ant from the main body of the text in square brackets: __.,; 

·~ ~ \?t....J ~~.J (:;~I]~~ 

To cite only two examples [5]: 

:[.::.._,11] '4J,I l,Jli 0-'~ 01.J .::.._,11 i....J~ .j 
4;.Jll .j y..4]1 \?.:?3J ~I 4,)4]1.J ~l..i..J:JI .j 

.[vuWI ~ .U.WJI 4,)4]1] 
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IV. Deficient titles. 
It occurs sometimes that there is no special title of 

a chapter available, and the title is denoted only by the 
words like a/-biib al-awwal ("Chapter one"), and so on. In 
this particular case, the chapter title should be invented arti
ficially by adding some words from the beginning of the 
chapter, which could be called "an artificial incipit". 

Concerning the preliminary results of the manuscript 
identification method suggested I must say that at present 
I have compiled an alphabetical list of chapters for more 
than one hundred hitherto uncatalogued manuscripts which 
are preserved at the Wellcome Library for the History and 
Understanding of Medicine. The method has enabled me to 
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establish the correct titles of the following works, repre
sented by manuscripts with neither beginnings nor ends: 

1. WMS AR 191, al-ShaizarT, Kitiib mihiiyat al-rutba fi 
{a/ab al-!Jisba (Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam, Leiden
Koln, p. 196). 

2. WMS AR 219, Naghlb al-DTn al-SamarqandT, Kitiib 
al-asbiib wa-1- 'a/iimiit (ibid., p. 170). 
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TEXT AND ITS CULTURAL 
INTERPRETATION 

D. Kimmage 

SURA 106 IN TAFSIRS: QUR'ANIC COMMENTARY 
AS A HISTORICAL SOURCE 

The original Arabic text of the one-hundred-sixth s1/ra of 
the Qur'iin, the "Quraysh", consists of a mere eighteen 
words: Li-I/ii/ Quraysh, lliifihim ri~lat a/-shitii' wa-1-.yayf 
/a-l-1·a 'hud1/ rahh hiidha al-ba\'/, al-ladhl at 'amahum min . . . . 
ja\\' · ll'a-iimanahum min khaw/; which can be translated as 

' ' 

follows: "For the /Iii/ of the Quraysh, their //cl/ of the jour-
neys in summer and in winter, worship the Lord of this 
House, who fed them when they were hungry and who de
livered them from fear". I have left the term //cl/ untrans
lated here: the dispute surrounding its meaning will be 
discussed later. In their efforts to clarify the meaning of 
those eighteen words. Qur'anic commentators produced 
many pages of exegesis. The s1/ra itself represents the tip of 
an inverted pyramid of exegetical writing that spans hun
dreds of years and encompasses a variety of important 
issues. I will survey a stratified section of that pyramid, 
analysing the works of four major commentators in the 
hope of charting the evolution of exegetical discourse and 
evaluating the usefulness of tafi·Tr as a historical source. 

The comparative analysis will concentrate on Abu 
Ja'far al-Tabar! (d. 923), Abu al-Qasim al-Zamakhsharl 
(d. 1144), Fakhr al-Din al-Raz! (d. 1209), and al-QurJubl 
(d. 1272). These commentators were selected for no reason 
other than that each wrote several pages of commentary 
on the four lines of siira I 06 and that their lives encompass 
a period of roughly four hundred years. Each commentator's 
approach will be evaluated individually before an overview 
of exegetical discourse - as represented by this small sam
ple, of course - is presented. 

The ambitious goal of appraising Qur'anic commentary 
as a source of information about historical events was 
inspired by Patricia Crone's comments on the ambiguities 
of tafi·/r in "Meccan Trade and the Rise of Islam". The 
commentators relate the content of s1/ra I 06 to various facts 
about the tribe of Quraysh (their trading practices, in par
ticular). In her chapter on sources, Crone exposes the many 
contradictions in the commentaries. After a barbed sum
mary of the ensuing confusion, she concludes that the exe
getical tradition is unreliable as a historical source, saying 
that "it is ... clear that the cxegctes had no better knowl
edge of what this s1/ra meant than we have today" [I]. In 
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reference to a specific event, she concludes that "what 
the sources offer are fifteen equally fictitious versions of 
an event that never took place" [2]. If Crone's assertion about 
the unreliability of the sources is correct, the implications for 
the writing of Islamic history are clearly troubling. 

The debate on the historicity of the sources for early 
Islamic history lies beyond the scope of this paper. An at
tempt will be made, however, to sec whether Patricia 
Crone's dismissal of siira I 06 and its attendant commentar
ies as historical sources is justified. Crone reads the tafsir 
as a modem scholar in search of hard facts; awash in con
tradictions, she finds it wanting and rejects it, concluding 
that the ta/:S·/r does not contain any reliable factual informa
tion. Is it possible, however, to weigh it on a different 
scale 9 

In "Islamic Revolution and Historical Memory", Jacob 
Lassncr discusses the changes that have taken place in 
the reading of texts over time [3]. He notes that while the 
modem reader, confronted by vast numbers of books, reads 
extensively, readers of an earlier age read intensively. The 
pre-modem author embedded myriad subtleties in his text, 
confident that the reader would unearth them through 
painstaking scrutiny. "The reading of the text became an in
tricate game that succeeded in delighting as well as tantaliz
ing each and every player" [4]. 

As the product of a different age and intellectual cli
mate, the twenty-first-century scholar is left with a variety 
of imperfect approaches to the interpretation of pre-modern 
Arabic texts. Borrowing a term from geology, Lassner 
advances the idea of "establishing the stratigraphy of 
a text" in order to "impose a semblance of chronological 
order on multi-layered traditions" [5]. That idea will be ap
plied here to the above-mentioned commentaries on siira 
I 06 in the hope of excavating from those texts a mecha
nism for better apprehending their contents. Perhaps 
a deeper understanding of the texts' internal dynamics can 
parry the revisionists' assertion that tafsir is useless as a his
torical source. And even if a stratigraphy of the taf.sir does 
not provide convincing grounds for its rehabilitation as 
a historical source, it can certainly bear fruit in the elucida
tion of Islamic intellectual history. 
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I. The siira 

Before turning to the individual commentaries on the 
siira quoted at the beginning of this paper, I will outline the 
basic issues addressed in those commentaries. Some of 
them are questions naturally arising from the content of the 
verse: what were the destinations of the journeys and why 
were they undertaken, what is "this House," why did the 
Quraysh suffer from hunger and fear. Other issues are lin
guistic: what is the function of the introductory particle Ii, 

how does it affect the meaning of the word "worship" later 
on in the verse, what is the precise meaning of the word 
Ila/; and what is the origin of the term Quraysh. Through
out, the commentators tend to treat these issues not simply 
as questions to be answered, but as points of departure for 
wide-ranging discussions of broader themes, or as opportu
nities to introduce their readers to the spectrum of thought 
within the Islamic community on each individual matter. 

II. The commentators 

I. Tabari. Abii Ja'far al-Tabarl was born in approxi
mately 838. Although his family was from a remote section 
of Persia, he spent most of his life in Baghdad, the intellec
tual centre of the Muslim world at the time. He was a pro
lific scholar who wrote a history of the world as well as 
a multi-volume work of taf.~lr. He is credited with having 
drawn together in his commentary nearly two centuries of 
exegesis. Jane Mcauliffe describes his basic approach as 
"commensensical," adding that Tabarl had "very little pa
tience for those who strayed too far from the literal 
sense" [6]. In his commentary on siira I 06, Tabarl concerns 
himself with the following questions: the meaning of the 
term Ila{, the function of the introductory lam in the Arabic 
text (and the attendant issue of whether the siira should be 
read in conjunction with the preceding verse), the precise 
nature of the journeys in summer and winter, and the details 
of the hunger and fear from which the Quraysh were deliv
ered by the "Lord of this House". 

Tabar) opens his commentary on the verse with 
a somewhat technical question - variant readings of the 
tenn //al He agrees with the majority opinion that the first 
occurrence should be read as li-1/af; yet he reads the second 
occurrence as ilfihim rather than //iifihim [7]. The point is 
not entirely technical - Ila/is the ma~dar of a fourth-form 
verb; ii/ is the first-form ma.ydar. The fourth form is causa
tive, and its use here implies that some agent caused 
the Quraysh to undertake a journey in the summer and 
winter; the first-form ma.ydar preferred by Tabarl conveys 
simply that the Quraysh journeyed regularly in the summer 
and winter. 

Tabarl supports his variant reading of the second occur
rence with a reference to 'Ikrima [8] (d. 723). In addition 
to reading ilfihim for iliifihim, 'Ikrima reads lita 'al/uf in
stead of li-1/iif at the opening of the verse. Thus, Tabarl 
demonstrates a plurality of opinion among estimable au
thorities while at the same time buttressing his own reading. 
Furthermore, he cites a Prophetic tradition which states that 
the Prophet was heard to say ilfahum [9]. 

Tabarl's eventual conclusion is implied rather than 
stated, which is not surprising. After all, it is unlikely 
that his readers - educated speakers of Arabic - would 
have needed much additional explanation in order to grasp 
a grammar-based argument. His reading may be summa
rized as follows: the first occurrence of the term /Iii/ is 
a fourth-form ma~·dar, the second (read by him as ilfJ is 
a first-firm ma.rdar; both arc derived from the root '/l The 
first usage is causative; the second is not. 

But before attempting to discern the meaning of the 
verse, a brief digression is necessary to determine Tabarl's 

interpretation of the introductory lam. A lam can mean sev
eral things at the beginning of a sentence - "for" and 
"marvel at" are the two most likely meanings in this con
text. Tabarl's conclusion here is clearly stated: "My reading 
of the passage is correct, for it is said that this lam is used 
in the sense of wonderment" [IO]. The lam of wonderment: 
Marvel at the Ila/ of the Quraysh. Following Tabarl, we 
may therefore understand the meaning of the opening line 
as "Marvel at the /Iii/of the Quraysh, their ii/of the journey 
in the winter and the summer". 

A great deal has been written about the confusion 
surrounding Ila/ and its meaning. If, however, we use the 
simplest meanings of the root for the first and fourth forms 
provided in the lisiin al- 'arab, we obtain the following: 
alifa means lazima, "to stick to, frequent", as in "someone 
frequented this place" [I I]; the fourth form is purely causa
tive [I 2]. Lane translates the first form as "he kept. or clave 
to it ... he frequented it. .. he became familiar with it" [ 13]. 
Updating Lane's usage, we arrive at "get used to". The 
causative fourth form becomes simply "to make [someone] 
get used to [something], cause [someone] to keep doing 
[something]". If one assumes that God is the implied agent 
of causation in the verse, a literal. if decidedly inelegant, 
English translation runs as follows: "Marvel at God's accus
toming of the Quraysh, at their being accustomed to a jour
ney in the winter and in the summer". 

Both Lane and the lisiin al- 'arab, however, list multi
ple meanings for the fourth-forn1 ma.ydar. The most 
detailed discussion is dedicated to the use of the term in the 
sense of a covenant of protection during a journey. The 
Lisiin, citing lbn al-'Arabl (767-846), a Kufan philolo
gian, explains that four brothers of the Quraysh tribe were 
the bearers of this covenant: 'The holders of the lliif were 
four brothers... they would organize the protection and 
would follow one another, guarding the Quraysh and their 
provisions; they were called the protectors" [ 14]. Tabarl, 
who demonstrates great sensitivity to linguistic nuances 
throughout his commentary, does not mention this secon
dary meaning, and it seems therefore reasonable to assume 
that he interpreted the root in its basic sense of "becoming 
used to". As for the journeys, Tabarl provides a string of 
isniids and mains about their purpose and destination. Be
cause the passage is a classic example of Tabarl's method 
of textual presentation, it will be analysed here at some 
length in an attempt to clarify the author's intent in the 
absence of any obvious authorial comment. The entire pas
sage is reproduced in Appendix. 

lbn ·Abbas is cited to the effect that the journey was 
a necessity (iu::iimuhum). The next main, also attributed to 
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lbn ·Abbas, states that the journey was forbidden to the 
Quraysh, presumably by God, and that they were ordered 
to worship the Lord of this House [ 15]. To this end, God 
provided them with food and freed them from fear; con
sequently, they were able to make journeys of their own 
volition rather than out of necessity [16]. A number of 
isniids with curt matns follow. 'lkrima explains that 
the Quraysh frequented Busra and Yemen before they 
were ordered to settle in Mecca. Abu ~alil) says only that 
they were traders and that God knew of their love for 
al-Sham. Qatada affirms that they travelled in the winter 
and in the summer. al-Qal)l)ak seconds Qatada. The next 
two mains (presumably attributed to al-Qal)l)ak since 
no new isniid is introduced) make a grammatical point 
and fix the destinations of the journeys as Syria in 
the summer and Yemen in the winter, a view supported by 
lbn Zayd. Sufyan says they were traders. Al-Kalbi reaf
firms the aforementioned destinations. Finally, lbn 
·Abbas has the Quraysh wintering in Mecca and summer
ing in al-Ta'if. 

The passage consists of twelve pieces of information 
with source references. Although Tabari docs not comment 
directly on the veracity of the information he presents, 
the author's presence can be detected in two facets of the 
text - its organization and its sources. The twelve mains 
are not in random order; when read as a structured text, 
they form a coherent account of a shift in Qurayshi trade 
occasioned by the appearance of Islam. Originally, they 
traded out of necessity, driven by hunger and beset by fear. 
God freed them from that necessity, giving them the oppor
tunity to continue trading of their own volition. The re
mainder of the text clarifies the destination of their jour
neys, explicates the grammar of the Qur'anic verse, and fi
nally provides the starting points for their journeys. 

On the issue of the fear and hunger from which the 
Quraysh were delivered, Tabari lists the possible culprits: 
raids, wars, and leprosy. Faced with scant evidence, he 
comes to the sensible conclusion that the text should be ac
cepted as saying exactly what it says and nothing more: 

.. For one's enemy is fcarc.!d and leprosy is feared, yet 
God did not specify whether he delivered them from their 
enemy and not leprosy or from leprosy and not their enemy. 
His words arc general in this respect. The correct intcrprcn
t1on is that the passage is all-encompassing. as is the glory 
of his commendation. for it is said that he delivered them 
from both hardships .. [ 17]. 

If we restate the issues touched upon in the verse 
as questions, we find that Tabari has provided a clear-cut 
answer to only one of them - he states unequivocally that 
the lam indicates wonderment at the miraculous blessings 
bestowed upon the Quraysh by God, not a connection 
with the previous sura. On the meaning of Ila/; the precise 
nature of the journeys, and the hunger and fear, he is 
not nearly as clear. His grammar-based argument on the 
l/iif implies that the Quraysh received some sort of divine 
assistance that allowed them to conduct their trading 
journeys in relative security. Yet the exact nature of the 
journeys remains elusive, and the fear and hunger men
tioned at the end of the sura arc left at face value. Despite 
these ambiguities, it seems reasonable to infer conclusions 
from the text when possible, as was done above in the dis
cussion of the journeys. 

2. Zamakhshari. Abu al-Qasim al-Zamakhshari was 
born in 1075. His taf.i"lr is "among the most noted and most 
quoted of Qur'anic commentaries" [ 18]. His approach 
differs from Tabari's in that he was an adherent of the 
Mu'tazilite school. His commentary is a fine example of 
al-ta/sir bi-1-ra '.v - interpretation through opinion - as 
opposed to the more traditional a/-tafslr bi-I-ma 'thur -
interpretation through received tradition. Much of Za
makhshari's commentary is based on the explication of 
grammatical points with references to classical poetry. 

Zamakhshari's commentary on sura I 06 opens with 
an assertion that the opening phrase, Ii-I/ii/ Quraysh, is 
linked to the ensuing injunction to worship the "Lord of 
this House". He adds that even if the Quraysh remained 
impassive in the face of countless other blessings of Allah, 
they should have been moved to worship Him by this single 
boon - the Ila/ of the two journeys. Zamakhshari also 
notes that the introductory lam indicates wonder: "And it 
has been said that the meaning is 'marvel at the I/ii/ of the 
Quraysh'" [19]. 

On the subject of whether or not the sura is connected 
to the preceding verse, Zamakhshari introduces a concept 
from poetry: "This resembles the principle of linked con
tent (manzalat al-taqmln) in poetry, where the meaning of 
a verse is connected to the verse that precedes it in such 
a way that it cannot be understood independently" [20]. 
In addition to the idea of linked content, he cites Ubayy's 
version of the Qur'an [21], in which the two suras are 
printed as one, and 'Umar, who read the two suras as one in 
the prayer at sunset. Since the only evidence Zamakhshari 
presents supports a connection between the two suras, 
one must assume that the author believed that they were, 
indeed, connected. 

Zamakhshari briefly discusses sura I 06 in light of the 
preceding sura, which describes the destruction of an anny 
headed by the "lords of the elephant". The "lords of 
the elephant" are commonly interpreted as having directed 
their campaign against Mecca [22]; the Quraysh were the 
caretakers of the Meccan &ariim, and consequently enjoyed 
Allah's protection: 'They were secure in their journeys, for 
they arc the people of the shrine of Allah and the caretakers 
of his House" [23]. Zamakhshari mentions in passing 
that, thanks to this divine protection, the Quraysh were able 
to travel without fear to Yemen in the winter and Syria in 
the summer. 

On the meaning of the term Ila/; Zamakhshari quotes 
a line of poetry: Min al-mu 'Ii/Qt al-rahw ghayr al
awiirik [24]. This rather confusing line apparently refers to 
the attributes of a camel - mu '/if[iit] is absent in Lane; 
a footnote to Zamakhshari [25] compares it to the word 
mu 'tad and interprets the phrase as a description of a she
camcl with a swift, light gait. Zamakhshari then provides 
several variant readings of lliif followed by another quote 
from the poetry, a satirical verse mocking those who would 
liken themselves to the Quraysh. The verse states that the 
Quraysh possess ii/; while others do not. Lane attributes it 
to Musawir lbn-Hind, a minor, eight-century Kufan poet, 
and interprets the term ii/as "the safeguard of God" [26]. 

Zamakhshari's final comment on Ila/ is to quote 
'lkrima's variant reading of the sura's opening line, where 
li-llii/ is read as Ii-ya 'la/a. Tabari also cites 'lkrima, al
though he reads Ii-ta 'al/u/ in place of Ii-ya '/aja (probably 
a consequence of orthographical imprecision). What, then, 
does I/ii/ mean in Zamakhshari's commentary 9 Once again, 
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in the absence of additional clarification from the commen
tator, I would opt for the most obvious reading. The implica
tion of the second poetic excerpt is that lliif is some sort of 
blessing or safeguard related to Qurayshi trading journeys. 

Zamakhsharl then turns to the genealogy of the 
Quraysh and the origins of their name. He traces their heri
tage to al-Na<;Ir ibn Kanana and states that their name 
is derived from qirsh, a shark. Zamakhsharl tells how 
Mu'awiya asked Ibn 'Abbas about the Quraysh; the latter 
replied with a line of poetry: "For the Quraysh are dwellers 
of the deep from which the Quraysh derive their 
name" [27]. Another possibility is that the Quraysh ac
quired their predatory name because of their success as 
traders and their ability to tum a profit: "For they profited 
from their trading ... " [28]. 

Zamakhsharl makes a few minor grammatical points -
ri&la has been read as ru&la ("destination"); khawfandjaw · 
appear without the definite article in order to underscore 
their intensity - and then concludes his commentary with 
a few remarks on the fear and hunger from which the 
Quraysh were delivered. The fear is depicted as having sev
eral possible causes: the lords of the elephant, raiders, or 
leprosy. The only source cited is a prayer: "And this was all 
said in Ibrahim's prayer" [29]. The idea that the Quraysh 
feared the caliphate might pass to another tribe is dismissed 
as "one of the commentaries' spurious innovations" [30]. 
Zamakhsharl does not specify the cause of the famine af
flicting the Quraysh but describes it as so intense that they 
were forced to eat carrion. Once again, the commentator 
provides his readers with a variety of possible explanations 
rather than a single orthodox interpretation. Interestingly, 
Zamakhsharl expressly discards the only interpretation with 
political overtones. 

To summarize Zamakhsharfs interpretation of the 
verse: he openly states that the lliifis a boon from Allah and 
implies that it means safeguard; he implies that the siira 
is connected to the preceding verse; he briefly mentions 
that the Quraysh travelled to Syria in the summer and to 
Yemen in the winter; he explains the origin of the tribe's 
name; and he describes the intensity of the famine that 
gripped the Quraysh and the possible sources of their fear, 
discounting in this regard the loss of political power within 
the Islamic community as a cause for their fear. For the 
most part, his views are not buttressed with isniids and 

I. General question of liim 
A. Issue of connection to preceding siira 

mains, but with excerpts from the poetry and grammar
based arguments. 

There are a total of seven references (none of which 
contain isniids) to sources other than the poetry: one to 
Ubayy and one to 'Umar on whether siiras 106 and 105 are 
connected; one to Tabarl and one to 'Ikrima on variant 
readings oflliif; one io Mu'awiya's asking Ibn 'Abbas about 
the origins of Quraysh; one to Ibrahim's prayer in the 
Qur'an [31 ]; and, finally, a Prophetic statement on the 
benefits of reading siira 106. These references complement 
and support Zamakhsharfs analysis without determining its 
structure and flow. In keeping with al-ta/sir bi-1-ra J'. his 
text consists, for the most part, of his own analysis. 

3. AI-Razi. Razl was born in approximately 1149 in 
what is today Tehran. Although he travelled extensively in 
Central Asia, he spent most of his life in Herat, which is lo
cated in modem Afghanistan. He was man of passionate 
opinions and "intemperate irascibility" [32]. His tafslr is 
notable for its organization as well as its content - the 
analysis of each verse is divided into issues (masii 'ii) which 
are then further broken down into various aspects ( wujiih ). 
Although his taj~·/r is anti-Mu'tazilite and traditionalist, his 
interests were far-ranging, and his commentary is "packed 
... with philosophical and theological erudition". Mcauliffe 
notes that "the closest, near-contemporary Western parallel 
to al-Ta/sir al-kablr would be the Summa Theologiae of 
Thomas Aquinas" [33]. 

Razfs commentary on siira 106 is quite extensive - he 
devotes eight pages of text to the verse's four lines. Conse
quently, this summary will be somewhat more perfunctory 
and diagrammatic than the two preceding summaries. I will 
analyze Razfs method of argumentation in detail with ref
erence to his interpretation of the introductory liim; the 
remainder of his commentary will be treated in more gen
eral terms. 

On the subject of the introductory liim, Razl isolates three 
main aspects of the issue (wujiih): the liim indicates a connec
tion to the preceding siira, or to the text that follows it, or 
only to the word /Iii/ These three possibilities are systemati
cally explored - an outline of the passage reveals several 
nested levels of argumentation. The entire eight-page text can 
be reduced to outline form quite nicely, as is indicated by the 
following representation of his opening lines: 

I. al-Zujaj and Abii 'Ablda: siiras connected; possible objection to this claim 
a. refutation of objection 

One can imagine the ease with which his students fol
lowed his lectures. 

As the outline indicates, Razl first cites al-Zujaj and 
Abii 'Ablda to the effect that the Abyssinians were routed 
thanks to divine intervention for the benefit of the Quraysh: 
"God destroyed the lords of the elephant so that the 
Quraysh might prevail and continue to make their journeys 
in the winter and summer" [34]. He counters with three 
arguments the possible objection that the Abyssinians were 
routed simply because they were unbelievers. First, God 
reserves the punishment of unbelievers for the Day of Res
urrection (mu 'akhkhar li-1-qiyiima); second, even if their 
unbelief led to their destruction, God can act with more 
than one purpose; and third, even if God smote them for 

their unbelief alone, it is possible to view the Abyssinians' 
fall "for the lliif of the Quraysh" because the Quraysh bene
fitted from it even if that was not God's express intention in 
the matter. Having refuted this objection, Razl restates his 
view that the Abyssinians were routed for the lliif of the 
Quraysh (for their benefit). 

He then mentions the view that the liim is a contraction 
of ilii and that the /Iii/' is a blessing bestowed upon the 
Quraysh by God. Razl cites al-Farra' (751-822) to the 
effect that all divine boons are equal: "A blessing of God is 
a blessing, and all blessings are equal" [35]. 

Razl then turns to various views on the issue of 
whether siira 106 is connected to the siira that precedes it, 
the siira of the Elephant. While some have insisted that 
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they arc independent of each other, Ubayy ibn Ka'b's text 
merges them: furthermore, 'Umar read them together in 
the evening prayer. RazT notes, however, that their related 
content docs not indicate that they are one s1/ra. In fact, the 
entire Qur'an reinforces and confirms itself throughout as 
though it were a single verse. 

In the next paragraph, RazT asks why the defeat of the 
Abyssinians should be a reason (sahah) for the lliif of the 
Quraysh. Noting that the lack of agriculture in Mecca made 
it necessary for the Quraysh to secure food and clothing 
through trade, he explains that as keepers of the (wram they 
enjoyed the respect of the kings with whom they transacted 
business. Had the Abyssinians been allowed to ransack 
the !wram, the Quraysh would have lost their prestige as 
the keepers of the shrine (ahl al-hay/). Consequently, God 
brought about the defeat of the Abyssinians so that the 
glory of the Quraysh would grow rather than diminish. 

RazT then argues that the proof of a connection between 
the s1/ras lies in the fact that the injunction to worship the 
"Lord of this House" is an allusion to the preceding s1/ra, 
which describes an attempt to destroy that House. He con
cludes that "this shows a connection between the beginning 
of this stlra (i.e. sura 106 - D. K.) and the preceding 
stlra" [36]. On the possibility of a connection to the re
mainder of the verse, RazT cites without comment the views 
of STbawayhi (second half of the 8th century, d. ca. 796), 
the eminent Basran grammarian, and al-Kham (d. ca. 791), 
a grammarian with whom STbawayhi studied, who asserted 
that the Quraysh are being urged to worship the "Lord of 
this House" as a sign of gratitude for the I/ii{ 

The discussion of the liim ends with the possibility that 
it is connected only to the word I/ii{ Al-Kisa'T (737-805), 
al-Akhfash [37], and al-Farra' (751-822) arc cited as say
ing that this is the liim of wonderment at God's having led 
the Quraysh from their former state of sinful idolatry to 
their current nobility. Once again, there is no authorial 
comment. 

Clearly, RazT believes that there is a tie between stlra 
l 06 and the preceding verse. He carefully investigates sev
eral justifications for this view and rejects those he finds 
unconvincing. Although dissenting opinions are presented 
at the conclusion of the section, their effectiveness is dimin
ished by the bulk of the preceding material and by the au
thor's support for reading the s1/ras in conjunction with one 
another. They arc not rejected, however: nor is it incon
ceivable that the liim can perform all three functions. 

RazT does not limit himself to intricate discussions 
of technical matters. As indicated by his comment on the 
essential unity of the Qur'an as a self-reinforcing text, he 
is interested in the philosophical implications of his theo
logical commentary. I will briefly discuss some of his phi
losophical digressions after a condensed summary of the 
remainder of his commentary on s1/ra I 06. 

After explaining the role of the liim, RazT analyses the 
Ila/; arriving at a meaning that combines "accustoming to" 
and "preparation for". He discusses the nature of the lliif" 
and the distinction between protection from harm and pro
curement of benefit in the framework of the tribe's relation 
to God. He discusses four possible origins of the name 
"Quraysh" - the shark, success in trade, tribal unity, and 
care of the shrine and its pilgrims. No aspect of the verse is 
left untouched - there is a discussion of the journeys, the 
nature of worship, the role of the house, and the hunger and 
fear from which the Quraysh were freed. 

Two philosophical digressions merit special attention: 
one on the nature of the earth, the other on the metaphor of 
nourishment. In the first case, RazT explores the role of God's 
beneficence - the bestowal of food upon the Quraysh 
(i{ 'iimuhum) - when the earth has already been created for 
man: "He created for you all that is on earth" [38]. In re
sponse, he urges his readers to consider the things that 
make up the world beyond the satisfaction of their most 
basic needs. These include the stars, the heavenly bodies, 
the four elements, and the unity of the limbs amid the di
versity of their forms and representations Uumlat a/-aq 'ii' 
'a/ii-khtiliif" ashkiiliha wa-.yuwariha ... ). Consequently, 
God's bestowal of food upon the Quraysh should not evoke 
obedience in the manner of animals, as cattle obey the mas
ter who provides their fodder, but sublime worship. 

The most fascinating element of the preceding passage 
is that it betrays the influence of Greek philosophical con
cepts and a preoccupation with the deeper implications of 
religious commentary. Mcauliffe writes that Raz! was 
"conversant with the Islamic philosophical tradition as rep
resented by, among others, al-Farabi" [39]. Al-FarabT 
(870-950) wrote commentaries on Plato and Aristotle, and 
it is perhaps through him that we encounter Platonic and 
Aristotelian imagery in RazT's commentary on sura l 06. 

Finally, in a passage on the view that God brought se
curity to the Quraysh by introducing them to Islam, RazT 
notes that before the arrival of the Prophet, the people of 
Mecca were boorish and ignorant. It was Mu~ammad's re
ception of the divine revelation that helped them to surpass 
the Jews and Christians in wisdom. Raz! concludes that 
"the bestowal of food that nourishes the body evokes 
thanks, while the bestowal of food that nourishes the spirit 
is truly no reason for thanksgiving!" [ 40]. The greatness of 
God's beneficence is thus underscored by His willingness to 
bestow spiritual nourishment without any expectation of 
recompense. 

4. AI-Qur~ubi. Ququbl begins his commentary on sura 
l 06 with a discussion of whether the sura is connected to 
the verse that precedes it, dealing first with those who see 
a connection between the two s1/ras before turning to dis
senting opinions. In support of a link, Qur!ubl cites Ubayy's 
edition of the Qur'an, an imam who read the two suras to
gether, 'Umr al-Khanab, the grammarian al-Farra', and Ibn 
·Abbas. In support of the opposing view, QuqubT notes that 
the two suras arc separated by the hasmala, the traditional 
first line, and that the liim may be connected to the later in
junction to worship the "Lord of this House". Ququbl cites 
al-Kham to the effect that the stlras arc not connected. Fi
nally, al-Kisa'T and al-Akhshaf arc quoted as saying that the 
liim is the liim of wonderment. 

In the absence of direct authorial comment, the order of 
presentation and the authorities cited would seem to indi
cate Qur!ubT's endorsement of the view that s1/ra 106 is 
a continuation of stlra l 05. Furthermore, he manages to 
link the two stlras without eliminating other avenues of in
terpretation, implying that the Qurayshi flight to Yemen in 
the face of Abraha's onslaught helped to accustom them to 
the ways of the road: "Allah did this for the I/ii/" of the 
Quraysh, that they grow accustomed to journeying. and that 
no one dare [attack] them" [41]. 

Qur!ubT turns next to a discussion of various readings 
of the term Ila/; citing readings endorsed by lbn ·Amir 
(/i-i '/ii/), Tabar! and al-A 'raj (Ii-ya/a/), 'Ikrima and Ibn 
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Mas'ud's edition of the Qur'an (Ii-ya 'la.fl, and certain Mec
cans (/i-Tliij), as well as the consensus reading (f/ii/) put 
forward by "the rest" (a/-biiqiin) [42]. QuqubT seems undis
turbed by the divergent opinions - the point of the passage 
is not to indicate a single correct reading, but rather to con
vey the plurality of readings among estimable authorities. 
On the coexistence of contradictory opinions, Gatje writes 
that "for the later Muslim exegetes, the contradictions re
solve themselves in part by the fact that differing interpreta
tions are accepted alongside one another as admissible and 
correct" [43]. This acceptance of contradictory material 
characterizes much of Ququbl's commentary on si/ra 106. 

QuqubT then presents a number of explanations for the 
origin of the term Quraysh - it is derived from a root 
meaning "profit" (faqrf.sh = iktisiib) and indicates that they 
were successful traders; or it points to their unification 
after years of dispersion (iqtiriish = tajammu '); or it is 
based on their role as caretakers of the Meccan ~ariim 
(qarsh = taftlsh); or it underscores their might by likening 
them to a fearsome beast of the sea, the shark (qirsh). Al
though the range of authorities cited is quite rich - ranging 
from poetic excerpts to Prophetic traditions - once again, 
no interpretation is singled out as demonstrably superior. 
The intent appears to be both to convey a range of opinion 
and to introduce anecdotal information that demonstrates 
the tribe's high standing in Arabian society. 

Turning to the si/ra's second line, QuqubT treats, in 
turn, variant readings of the second occurrence of Tlaf: the 
meaning of the term, the reason for the journeys, and their 
destination. As in previous instances. he does not establish 
a single orthodox interpretation, prefen'ing instead to pre
sent a variety of opinions. Two aspects of this section de
serve special attention - a specific definition of the term 
Tlaf: and an extended story about the origins of the Qurayshi 
journeys. 

In the section on Tabar!, I noted that both Lane and 
the Lisiin al- 'arab treat Tliif as a technical term referring to 
a contract of protection for a trading journey (see above). 
Citing al-Harawl "and others", QuqubT identifies four 
brothers as holders of the Tia{ and defines iilafa as "to 
guard" [44]. He is quite clear on the last point. quoting 
al-Azharl: "fiiifis protection with guards" [45]. 

On the origin of the Qurayshi journeys. QuqubT tells 
an engaging, if odd, story of deprivation. When a family 
was afflicted with extreme hunger. they would sequester 
themselves in a tent and prepare for death. This practice 
was called i 'tifo,d. defined by the Lisiin al- 'arab as follows: 
"When a man shuts himself in and requests nothing until he 
dies from hunger" [ 46]. 'Amru b. · Abd Miniif, a Qurayshi 
leader, had a son. Asad. who played with a boy from 
an impoverished family. When his playmate warned Asad 
that his family was about to undertake the i 'tifad. a tearful 
Asad ran to his mother, who obligingly passed some food 
along to the starving family. When · Amru heard of this. he 
gathered together his tribe, reminded them of their high 
standing as caretakers of the shrine, broke bread for a broth 
to feed the starving (thereby acquiring the sobriquet 
Hclshim - "he who breaks"), and organized two trading 
journeys - one to Yemen in the winter and another to 
Syria in the summer [47]. 

Having established the origin of the journeys. QuqubT 
turns to their destinations. He offers two possibilities, 
both familiar: that the winter journey was lo Yemen and 
the summer journey to Syria, or, according to lbn ·Abbas. 

that the Quraysh spent winters in Mecca and summers in 
al-Ta'if. A line of poetry in support of the latter view is 
quoted before the commentator moves on to other issues. 
Once again, QuqubT states no clear preference for one in
terpretation over another. 

QurtubT then isolates four issues and discusses each one 
in turn: whether the first word of siira 106 is connected to 
what precedes it in siira 105, the calendar, the seasons, and 
the interplay of Allah's blessings and the times of the year. 
QuqubT quotes a jurist - Abu Bakr b. al-'ArabT - and 
"others" in support of a connection between siiras 105 and 
106 before launching into a discussion of the proper tech
niques of reading [48]. The commentator stresses the innate 
superiority of poetry to prose and the necessity of pausing 
at certain times to maintain the rhythm of the poetry: 

"The Qur'anic rhymes arc among the beauties of po
etry, and whoever makes them apparent by pausing reveals 
their beauty. Omitting the pauses hides their beauty and 
makes the poetry like prose. which fails to do justice to what 
is being read" [49). 

Calendrical issues then occupy QuqubT for a time. He 
discusses the appearance of the Pleaides as a sign of win
ter's departure and summer's arrival, various intricacies of 
the Coptic calendar, the fact that there are two seasons 
rather than four, and, finally. the appropriateness of the 
Qurayshi journeys to the season in which they take place. 

The brief discourse on reading shores up Qurtubl's ear
lier hint that silras 105 and 106 can be read in conjunction 
with one another. while the calendrical digressions embroi
der the journeys and their destinations with myriad details 
and justifications. The final line of the section underscores 
both the wisdom of and common sense of the journeys: 

"[It is] possible that a man may move freely between 
two places at two different times. where each location is 
better (lit. more blessed - D. K.) than the other. as when 
one is in the north during the summer and in the south dur
ing the winter, like windows for ventilation and sackcloth to 
keep one cool and felt and riiniisa to keep one warm" [50). 

QuqubT treats the injunction to worship the "Lord of 
this House" as a reminder of the countless blessings be
stowed upon the Quraysh, among which the Tliif' of the 
journeys should be the ultimate cause of their devotion to 
God. On the description of God as the "Lord of this 
House", QuqubT singles out for special mention His deliv
erance of the tribe from idolatry and His ennoblement of 
the Quraysh by appointing them keepers of the Meccan 
shrine. Thus. the Quraysh should accustom themselves to 
worshipping God just as they have grown accustomed to 
travelling in the summer and winter: Ay Ii-ya '/afu 'ibiidat 
rabb al-ka'ba. ka-mii rn '/afuna al-ri~latayn [51 ]. 

The final section of the commentary is devoted to the 
fourth line of the siira. and opens with quotes from siiras 2 
and 28 (see n. 31) on Ibrahim's prayer and the Meccan 
shrine. QuqubT then relates that the Meccans did not imme
diately accept MuI:iammad's message. which caused the 
Prophet to call a famine down upon them. When the 
Quraysh finally accepted MuI:iammad's message. God 
inspired the Ethiopians to load ships with provisions to feed 
the starving Meccans, whose land then began to bloom. The 
story is presented without sources or comment. Immedi
ately after. al-QaI:iI:iak, al-Rabi', Sharlk, and Sufyan arc 
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quoted as saying that the Quraysh were delivered from the 
fear of leprosy. Two other possibilities are that, according 
to al-A 'mash, the Quraysh feared leprosy or, according to 
·All, that they feared losing the caliphate. No interpretation 
is singled out as correct. 

Qur\ubl's commentary is characterized by frequently 
detailed digressions - on the Coptic calendar and the con
stellations, for example - and elaborate stories - on the 
practice of starving to death in isolation. He does not pre-

sent isniids, preferring to cite only the original source. Al
though there is a great deal of detailed information, much 
of its is mutually contradictory and some of it is entirely 
baffling; throughout, the contradictions are allowed to co
exist without authorial intervention. Although Qur\ubT does 
indicate his own opinion at one point - in a digression on 
the proper technique of reading poetry - the overriding 
impression is one of impressive erudition unleavened by 
discriminating analysis or firm organization. 

III. Comparison 

Because of the volume of text involved, an exhaustive 
comparison of the four commentaries lies beyond the scope 
of this study. Instead, I will concentrate on the authors' 
treatment of two specific issues - the meaning of the term 
/Iii/ and the destinations of the journeys. Although the small 
number of commentaries analysed here precludes the ad
vancement of a bolder thesis, I intend to show in this section 
that there is a general trend toward greater elaboration in the 
later commentaries. This tendency is evident both in the 
commentaries on /Iii/ and on the journeys. The implications 
of this phenomenon will be discussed in the final section. 

1. The meaning of lliif. Tabar! presents six mains that 
deal directly with the meaning of //ii( it is interpreted once 
as an indication that the journeys undertaken by the 
Quraysh were not difficult, four times as a blessing, and 
once as a sign of unity and amity among the Quraysh [52]. 
In the first five of the six mains, a complete isniid is pro
vided; only the last item is ascribed to ha'<./ ah/ al-ta 'II'//. 

ZamakhsharT devotes scant attention to the meaning 
of /Iii{ He provides a rather basic definition based on the 
root - iilafiu al-mak(/11 1/lifi1hu lliif[an]: idhii iilafiuhu, 
fi1-anii 11111 '/if - quotes a few variant readings (including 
Tabarl's), and cites two passages from the poetry [53]. No 
isnclds are provided. 

RazT's treatment of/Iii/ is more detailed - he considers 
it a separate issue (mas 'ala) consisting of three aspects 
( ll'ujtlh ). The first issue concerns various readings based on 
the roots 'fl and l=m; the second presents the meaning as 
God's establishment of amity among the Quraysh and refers 
to a well-known prophetic tradition [54]; finally, he dis
cusses the meaning put forward by the grammarians al
Farra' and lbn al-'ArabT - preparation and outfitting [55]. 

Qur\ubT begins by quoting Mujahid to the effect that 
the journeys did not present special difficulties for the 
Quraysh [ 56]. He quickly moves on. however, to the talc of 
the four brothers who were the holders of the /Iii{ Herc, fi
nally, we encounter the specialized definition of /Iii/ found 
in Lane and the Lislln al- 'arah (sec above). 

2. The journeys. Tabarl's commentary on the journeys 
of the Quraysh, reproduced in Appendix and analysed in 
detail above, is a classic example of isniid-matn prcsenta-

tion. The basic conclusion is that the Quraysh travelled to 
Syria in the summer and to Yemen in the winter. 

Zamakhsharl abridges Tabarl's conclusions, omitting 
the lengthy isniids; he gives the same destinations, states 
that the journeys were undertaken to promote trade and ob
tain provisions, and adds that, as keepers of the shrine, the 
Quraysh did not have to fear raiders. 

Raz! embellishes this dry talc of commercial expedi
tions with details about the origins of Qurayshi wealth. He 
introduces the story of Asad's playmate and the practice of 
starving to death in isolation when afflicted by a lack of food. 
Quf!ubT reiterates the familiar destinations of the journey. In 
his discussion of their origin, however, the story encountered 
first in Raz! appears with further embellishments. 

3. Conclusion. The limited comparison conducted 
above highlights most of the major differences between the 
commentators. Tabar! is extremely straightforward - he 
seldom strays from issues directly tied to the text and pre
sents his findings in the traditional isniid-matn format. 
Zamakhsharl is more concise - he illuminates a narrower 
range of opinions than Tabar! and does not provide full 
isniids; he also sprinkles his text with frequent references to 
classical poetry. Raz! is more elaborate - his commentary 
is intricately organized and bristles with philosophical di
gressions and detailed stories. Like Zamakhsharl, Raz! does 
not provide full isnclds, preferring instead to cite only 
the original source. Finally, QuqubT is even more prone 
to bouts of story-telling than Raz!, although he lacks the 
former's penchant for philosophy. At certain points, he pro
vides full isniids, while at other times he notes only the 
original source. 

The basic progression is from limited commentary 
with fully indicated sources to heavily embroidered com
mentary with scant attributions. Tabar! employs relatively 
few technical terms in his isniid-ladcn text. Later com
mentators prune the isniids even as they embellish their 
texts with new terms. The story of the Qurayshi practice 
of isolated starvation in times of deprivation is indicative 
of this trend. It is entirely absent in the two earlier com
mentaries, appearing for the first time in Raz!; by the time 
QuqubT repeats the talc, he uses a technical term for the 
practice - i 'tifad. 

IV. Tafsfr as a historical source 

Referring to the commentaries on stlra I 06, Patricia 
Crone flatly states that the "tradition says nothing that can
not be inferred from the text of the stlra itself' [57]. But 
drawing inferences from a text is not like extracting ore 
from the earth - there is no single scientifically perfected 

method that surpasses all others in efficiency. The shifting 
intellectual climes of recent centuries have wrought numer
ous changes in what we infer from a text and how we infer 
it; the changes that have taken place since Tabar! wrote his 
taf.~ir arc far greater and more complex. 
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Consequently, the inferences drawn by Crone and 
Tabari from a four-line verse of the Qur'iin arc bound to 
~ontlict, but the sparks thrown off by their friction may cast 
a dim light on the chasm that separates the modern secular 
historian from the tenth-century Muslim commentator. And 
somewhere at the bottom of that chasm may lie the key 
to unlock the maddeningly elusive texts of TabarT's age. So 
even if Tabari tells us nothing other than what he infers 
from the text, he tells us a great deal. 

What, then, docs he tell us? In an attempt to find out, 
I will compare the architecture of his text to Patricia 
Crone's chapter on sources in which she so artfully demol
ishes taf.5Tr as a historical source. Her chapter is a fine ex
ample of concise, well-ordered, late twentieth-century aca
demic prose. She clearly states her thesis at the outset, she 
buttresses it with twenty pages of meticulously documented 
examples, and then reiterates her thesis at the end with 
a brief comment on its implications. The form of her chap
ter dovetails perfectly with the expectations of her field. 
Whether or not her readers agree with her, the entire debate 
takes place within the current discourse of academic in
quiry, and is perfectly intelligible even to her most dedi
cated opponents [58]. 

Tabari's text does not fit so nicely into our labelled 
boxes. To begin with, the discourse of Qur'anic commen
tary is relatively foreign to this writer, who is expressing 
his thoughts in terms more similar to Crone than Tabari. 
Y ct if we operate on the assumption that an organizational 
principle docs indeed underlie Tabari's text and that his text 
was written with the expectations of his readers in mind, 
something should emerge from an analysis of its compo
nent parts. 

He does not begin with a thesis, nor docs he close with 
one. Rather, he proceeds methodically through the verse, 
examining each phrase (and sometimes each word) in turn. 
For the most part, he presents the attributed views of others, 
venturing his own opinion at only three points in the com
mentary. He appears content to provide his readers with 
a range of conflicting opinions without always clarifying 
his own stand on a particular issue. Arc there perhaps 
guideposts embedded in the text which would have clari
fied for his readers those sections which today seem hope
lessly opaque'' 

In a text that consists almost entirely of attributed nug
gets of information - mains and isniids - the order of their 
presentation and the exact nature of their attribution would 
appear to be the only possible indications of the author's un
stated opinion. In my analysis of Tabarfs commentary, 
1 concluded that his section on the journeys (sec Appendix) 

can be read as a coherent description of Qurayshi trading 
practices. That conclusion was based on the order of pres
entation rather than on the nature of attribution. A detailed 
study of the isniids, with reference to any biographical in
formation we may possess, is another way of approaching 
the passage. Recent work with prophetic traditions may 
provide useful techniques for the analysis of seemingly 
opaque isniids [59]. 

Docs any of this bring us closer to answering the origi
nal question of Quranic commentary's usefulness as a his
torical source" Despite my reluctance to answer a concrete 
question with an equivocating digression, 1 feel compelled 
to do so. Although this paper has delved into four texts that 
contain information about Qurayshi trading practices, there 
is scant evidence presented here to suggest that a revision 
of Crone's conclusion is either viable or necessary. Where 
did the Qurayshi really go in those summers and winters" 
On the bm•is of Tabari, Zamakhshari, Qur!ubi, and Riizi, 
1 cannot answer that simple question in terms that would 
satisfy a professional historian. 

Still, I find Crone's wholesale rejection of the taf.5Tr as 
a historical source premature. While taj.5Tr should not 
be used as an independent historical source, this study has, 
I hope, demonstrated the possibility of working with the 
commentaries on their own terms rather than dismissing 
them for failing to fulfil our expectations. Translated into 
specific suggestions for the employment of Qur'anic com
mentary as a historical source [60], my conclusions read as 
follows: (I) more detailed attribution and a comparative 
lack of embellishment render earlier texts preferable as 
sources, (2) all of the commentaries are governed by a so
phisticated and comprehensible internal dynamic that can 
infonn the modern reader of the author's opinion even when 
that opinion is not explicitly stated, (3) taken in conjunction 
with other sources and treated with the requisite caution, 
the commentaries can enrich our inquiries. 

Finally, I refer the reader to Juynboll and Lassncr for 
examples of how techniques suggested by the preceding 
conclusions function in practice. Juynboll's isniid analyses. 
cumbersome and time-consuming though they may be, can 
be applied to information presented in Tabari just as easily 
as to prophetic !wdlth. The textual analysis upon which 
Lassner relies for his insights into Abbasid propaganda 
can also ha\'c a clarifying effect on the frustratingly opaque 
taf.5Tr. I hope I have shown that the commentaries discussed 
in this paper merit fresh attention along the lines suggested 
above, and that Patricia Crone's rejection of taj.5Tr as a his
torical source is not the last word on the mysterious move
ments of those Qurayshi traders so many years ago. 

Appendix 

I. Ibn 'Abbas_, 'Ali_, Mu'awiya _, Abii ~alil:i _,'Ali: 
in saying "their having grown accustomed to the journeys in the winter and the summer", He 
says: they [the journeys] were a necessity. 

2. Ibn 'Abbas_, Abii Ubayy _, Ubayy _, 'Amma--+ Abiyy--+ Mul:iammad b. Sa'd 
"for the accustoming of the Quraysh", He forbid them the journey, ordering them to worship 
the Lord of this house. And they had enough provisions. Their journeys were in the winter and 
the summer, and they had no rest in the winter or in the summer. And so He delivered them from 
their hunger and their fear. They gr~w accustomed to journeying and travelled or remained in one 
place depending upon their desire, and this was one of God's blessings upon them. 
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3. 'lkrima---> Dawiid---> lbn 'Abd al-A'lii---> Muhammad b. al-Muthanna 
the Quraysh had frequented Busra and Yem~n. going to one in the winter and the other in the 
summer. ··worship then the Lord of this House", and He ordered them to settle in Mecca. 

4. Abii ~ali~ ___, Isma'II ___, Sufyan ---> Mihran ___, Ibn f:lamid 
"For the accustoming of the Quraysh. for their having grown accustomed", they were traders. 
and God knew that they were fond of Syria. 

5. Qatada---> Mu'mar---> Ibn Thawr---> Ibn 'Abd al-A'la 
··For the accustoming of the Quraysh". it was the custom of the Quraysh to make a journey in the 
winter and in the summer. 

6. al-Qa~~ak ___, • Abid ---> Abii Mu'adh ___, al-f:lusayn 
"For the accustoming of the Quraysh". they had grown accustomed to journeying in the summer 
and in the winter. 

7. Ibid. (assumed) 
ihl/ihim is in the genitive case by ellipsis. as though the passage read "/i-ilii/Quraysh li-lliifihim 
[my emphasis] ri(1/at a/-shitii · 11·-a/-.10_1:('. As for ri(1/a. it is in the accusative case because it is 
the object of ilii/ihim. 

8. lbid. (assumed) 
"Their journey in the winter and in the summer". The Quraysh made two journeys, one to Syria 
in the summer. and another to Yemen in the winter. 

9. lbn Zayd ---> Ibn Wahb---> Yiinis 
"Their journey in the winter and in the summer''. They made two trading journeys: to Syria in 
the summer. and to Yemen in the winter. During the winter, Syria was too cold for them, and 
their winter journey was to Yemen. 

10. Sufyan ___, Mihran ___, lbn f:lamid 
"Their journey in the winter and in the summer". They were traders. 

11. al-KalbI---> Mu'mar---> Ibn Thawr---> Ibn 'Abd al-A •ta ---> Sufyan ---> Mihran ---> Ibn f:lamid 
"Their journey in the winter and in the summer". They took two journeys, one to Yemen in the 
winter. and one to Syria in the summer. 

12. lbn 'Abbas ---> Sa'Id b. Jubayr ---> Ubayy ---> KhaHab b. Ja'far b. al-Mughira ---> •Amir 
b. Ibrahim b. al-A~bahanI ___, 'Umrii b. 'AII 

"Their having grown accustomed to the journey in the winter and in the summer''. They would 
summer in Mecca and winter in al-Ta'if. 
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ORIENTAL MANUSCRIPTS 
AND NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES 

A. Bazarov, S. Syrtypova, Of. Rinchinov, Kh. Garmaeva 

THE THOR BU GROUP OF TIBETAN BOOKS AT THE INSTITUTE 
OF MONGOLIAN, BUDDHIST AND TIBETAN STUDIES: 

CREATING A DATABASE* 

Electronic information systems create new technical oppor
tunities both for inventory-making and the preservation and 
scholarly investigation of various objects of culture. written 
sources in particular. However. the creation of an electronic 
database for Tibetan manuscripts and block-prints faces 
many difficulties. The modem computer equipment neces
sary to create a high quality electronic catalogue is often 
lacking. Also, any researcher who wishes to create a man u
script database. must first of all possess an excellent knowl
edge of the Tibetan language for the correct comprehension 
of Tibetan texts, which are frequently illegible either be
cause of decayed. poor quality paper or poor print quality. 
Moreover. the large number of Tibetan manuscripts and 
block-prints (about 15. 000) in the repository of the Institute 
of Mongolian. Buddhist and Tibetan Studies of the Siberian 
Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Ulan-Ude) 
renders the task very time-consuming [I). 

The electronic cataloguing of the so-called thor 
hu group of books (sec below) in the Department of 
Written Texts of the Institute began in 1998 as a continua
tion of the general cataloguing of Tibetan sources stored 
here since the I 920s-30s. The non-electronic catalogue 
relied on 3--4 parameters of description. A card should 
contain: (i) composition title: (ii) book size; (iii) type of 
edition (manuscript or block-print); (iv) name of author 
(when possible). 

The new electronic catalogue presumes 24 text charac
teristics [2). An electronic card-description that provides 
a." of this information would be the fullest possible descri p
t1on of a book. We note that the established tradition of 
storing Tibetan texts in the Department of Written Texts 
classifies texts according to formal polygraphic data. Texts 
arc classified as (a) serial. (b) pertaining to a set class, or 
(c) individual editions. This classification matches the liter
ary divisions within Tibetan Buddhism. First, there arc: 

I. works of the Tibetan Buddhist Canon, which in
cludes (i) the Kanfur (Tib. hKa · "grnr). and (ii) the Tanjur 
(Tib. hsTan "grnr); 

2. sumhums (Tib. gSung 'hum) - complete sets of 
works by Tibetan or Mongolian authors; 

3. thor hu books (Tib. thor hu) - individual editions. 

The contents of the Tibetan Buddhist Canon (Kanjur 
and Tanfur) and the canonical collections of works by noted 
Buddhist authors are quite well known thanks to existing 
catalogues of the Buddhist Canon and traditional bibli o
graphic reference-books (Tib. dkar chag) on sumbums [3]. 

Special historical circumstances and political events in 
Russia in the twentieth century made the Tibetan collection 
at the Institute of Mongolian, Buddhist and Tibetan Studies 
one of the largest in the world. Now that catalogues of the 
Buddhist Canon [ 4) and bibliographic reference-books on 
sumhums have been published. more attention can be di
rccted toward the thor bu group of books, which constitute 
a large portion of the lnstitute's Tibetan collection and can 
be regarded as a characteristic feature of this Tibetan co 1-
lcction. Individual (thor hu) books may include some works 
of interest to all specialists on Tibetan literature. 

The thor hu group of the collection includes individual 
siitras or tantras of the Kan fur as well as authored books 
printed separately or extracted from the Tanjur and 
sumbums. Moreover. among them one finds works not 
included, for various reasons, in the officially printed 
sumhums, works by anonymous authors (usually compila
t10ns), texts on religious ritual, texts by authors who 
did not compose sumhums of their own, and, finally, 
apocryphal wntmgs (terma. Tib. gTer ma "store-place", 
"treasure-house'', "hidden and secret books"). The latter 
arc traditionally ascribed to some outstanding author of 
the past, most often Guru Padmasambhava (Tib. Pad ma 
'byung gnas). 

In the present issue, we give two samples of electronic 
description of the thor bu books from the Institute's collec
tion (see figs. I and 2). 

Apart from the books described above, certain other 
texts and comments on secret tantra practices can be 

* The present paper was made with the financial support of the Russian Humanitarian Scientific Fund. 
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included in the thor bu group, represented by extremely rare 
manuscripts or editions not available for general readers. 

The bulk of thor bu books in the Institute's Tibe
tan collection (about 7, 000) are small-size editions 
(22.0 x 7.0 cm). These books were printed in large quanti
ties by Buryat monastery printing-houses for everyday needs. 
The small-format books were convenient to use, and the 
Buryat call them uhur nom which denotes a book kept close 
to the bosom under an article of clothing called a degel. 
There are also books of average size (37.0X8.0 cm) and even 
of large format (60.0X 11.0 cm). As a rule, they are extracts 
from the Buddhist Canon or sumbums. The Russian govern
ment maintained strict control over and censored all editions 
which appeared in Buryat monasteries. To cite only one ex
ample, according to "Resolution No. 280 of the General 
Meeting of the Transbaikal Regional Administration of July 
21/22, 1884", adopted in response to a petition submitted by 
delegates of the Buryats of the Hori Buryat district to the 
Governor of the Transbaikal region, five Hori Buryat datsans 
were permitted "to print prayer-books by means of wooden 
boards and under all necessary censorship" [5]. 

While the texts of the Canon (Kan.fur and Tanjur) 
and the collections of works by famous Buddhist authors 
(sumbums) were bought in large Tibetan monasteries and 
printing-houses, popular texts for everyday use (ritual, 
educational, etc.) were printed in Buryatia. In 1884, the list 
of publications contained 158 titles (7. 786 folios). In 1911, 
a report by the office of Khambo-lama (the religious leader 
of Transbaikalia's Buddhists) contained I, 696 titles printed 
at 32 printing-houses [6]. As for large-format thor hu texts, 
which are usually extracts from sumhums, they were 
printed in the most famous monasteries of Tibet - Sera 
(Tib. Se ra), Dreypung (Tib. 'Bras spung), Labran (Tib. Bia 
brang), and others. 

Many texts on ritual were printed in Buryat monaster
ies (datsans) (i) for temple services (prayer-books, rah.mis 
for worshipping higher deities and khangals for evil dei
ties); (ii) for worshipping at home (san-choga, serzhem, 
zhahtuy, etc.); (iii) for individual religious practices (mani, 
megzem, zhahdo, duhtahs, magtals). The monastery print
ing-houses (the largest were in the Tsugol and Gusinooz
ersk datsans) printed philosophical literature for educa
tional purposes - on miidhyamika (Tib. dbu ma), 
abhidharma (Tib. mngon pa), praj1iiipiiramitii (Tib. phar 
phyin), etc. Literature on medicine - /hanthahs (additional 
reference-books), jars (books of prescriptions), and so 
on - was usually printed at the monastery of Aga, where the 
faculty of medicine (Tib. sman gn-va tshang) was located. 

It should be noted that since the Tibetan language 
fonned the basis of the educational system in Buryat 
Buddhist monasteries, primers and textbooks on Tibetan 
grammar were also printed in abundance [7]. 

Sadhana literature forms one of the largest groups of thor 
hu books. It serves as guide to meditation practices related 
to various tantric deities, vidams of those who follow the 
Gelukpa [8]: Vajrabhairava: Guhyasamaja, Cakrasambara, etc. 

There are many reprints of the most popular siitras 
among the thor hu books: Vajracchedikii, Suvar!Japra-bhiisa, 
Pmicariik!fii, etc. The Tibetan collection of the Institute 
contains a large number of various editions of these siitras. 
For example, Vajracchedikii (Tib. rdo rje bead pa) was 
printed in several monasteries: in the Zagustaevsk datsan 
(a book of 55 folios), Yangazhinsk datsan (75 folios), 
Uchetuevsk datsan (76 folios), Jidinsk datsan (two books 
of 65 and of 69 folios respectively), Burgultaevsk datsan 
(a book of 71 folios), Olykhonovsk datsan (64 folios), 
Bultumurovsk datsan (72 folios), etc. Apart from these edi
tions, there are numerous manuscript copies of this siitra, 
which entered the collection either from the libraries of 
large monasteries or from the small private libraries of 
Buryat monks and ordinary believers. The texts of some of 
these manuscripts are written on black polished paper in 
calligraphic handwriting, seven sorts of ink being used. 
They are also decorated with miniatures depicting deities 
and have bindings trimmed with silk. 

When cataloguing Tibetan texts, modem scholars use 
various Tibetan terms to indicate scattered texts similar to 
those we term thor hu. For example, to catalogue such kind 
of books in the Tibetan collection of the Peking library, 
Chinese scholars use the term kha thor sna tshogs [9], 
while at Otani University (Japan) the term sna tshogs 
phyogs bsdus is used [IO]. In our view, the term thor bu is 
preferable since it corresponds to the living Tibetan tradi
tion [ 11] and reflects the current project to create an elec
tronic catalogue of the Institute's collection. 

The following results had been achieved by the end of 
1999: 

I. description standards were adopted for cataloguing 
Tibetan texts; 

2. about 3,000 Tibetan texts of the thor hu group were 
processed and entered into the database; 

3. a database of more than 200 Tibetan book seals was 
converted into electronic format; 

4. an information system was developed which func
tions under DBMS MS Access and provides the user with a 
set of forms for data input into the database; 

5. a set of SQL queries was created for performing ba
sic functions of data searching and retrieval. It will serve as 
the basis for an information system available both through 
the Department's local network and the Internet. 

The importance of the current project derives from the 
scholarly value of the materials in the Institute's Tibetan 

collection. Thor hu texts are a rich source of reliable 
information about the development of Buddhism in 
Buryatia. Hence these texts are of interest to any modem 
specialist in the field. The database will make information 
for advanced study of Buryat Buddhism much more acces
sible, aiding, among other things, the establishment of 
closer contacts with scholarly centres in Central and East 
Asia. 

Notes 

1. On the collection of Tibetan books in the repository of the Institute of Mongolian. Buddhist and Tibetan Studies seeR. E. Pubacv 
"Study of the Tibetan collection in Buryatia ". in Tihetan Studies: Proceedings <~l the 5th Seminar <f the !11tcr11atio11al Association j(n: 
Tiheta11 Studies, Narita /989 (Narita. 1992). ii. pp. 687--90. 

2. This method was developed within the framework of the Asian Classics Input Project (ACIP) to produce a universal approach to 
desrnbm~ Tibetan boob. For details._ sec V. L. Uspcnsky. 'Two years of cataloguing of the Tibetan collection in the St. R?tersburg 
Branch of the Institute of Oncntal Studies: some problems and perspa:tivcs", Ma1111scripta Oric11talia. II I 1 ( 1996). pp. 51- -3. 
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3. Sec, for example. Bod kri hsran bcos khag gi mtshan hyang dri med she/ dkar phreng ba (Rosary of Pure White Crystal, Being 
a Catalogue of Tibetan Collected Works) (Xining, 1980). 

4. For example, A Catalogue o/the Tohoku Unil'ersity. Collection a/Tibetan works on Buddhism (Sendai, 1953). 
5. State archive of the Chi ta area, stock I, note I, folder 2028. 
6. '"Catalogue of printing blocks of Buddhist monasteries in Transbaikalia", in Four Mongolian Historical Records of'Prof.' Dr. Rinchen 

(New Delhi, 1959), pp. 71-121. - SPS, vol. 11. 
7. For example, ri ge thoh nrer mkho (the edition of the monastery of Tsugol, 3 folios); also hod vig gsal hyed gsum bcu dbyangs 

rig ld1i dang hcas pa (the edition of the monastery ofTsugol, 2 folios). 
8. The main branch of local Buddhism. 
9. See China Tihetologv, I ( 1988), pp. 67-9. 

10. See Index to the Catalogue o/Tihetan Works Kept in Otani University Library (Kyoto, 1985), p. 214. 
11. Since the term thor Im is used to indicate individual works in the collected works ofGanzhurva. Catalogue o/Tihetan Works Kept 

in Otani Unii·ersitr Lihrarr (Kyoto, 1973 ), p. 345. 



PRESENTING THE MANUSCRIPT 

T. A. Pang, G. Stary 

ON THE DISCOVERY OF A PRINTED MANCHU TEXT 
BASED ON EUCLID'S "ELEMENTS" 

Matteo Ricci's Chinese translation of the six books of 
Euclid's "Elements" has rightly been considered a mile
stone in the history of the so-called "cultural exchange" 
between Europe and China. Published under the title 
Jige yuanben ~fil)JJj{~. this work attracted the attention of 
historians, mathematicians and linguists, and has recently 
become the object of a detailed study by the Dutch scholar 
Peter M. Engelfriet [ l ], to which we owe all bibliographical 
references. 

The Manchu translation from the Chinese text was 
generally supposed to have been made by the Jesuit Ferdi
nand Verbiest (1623-1688) on order of the Kangxi Em
peror, who evidently preferred to have access to such a 
complicated topic through his mother tongue. which seems 
to prove the supposition that, at least in Emperor's younger 
years, Manchu was more familiar to him than Chinese [2]. 
It was also supposed that only one copy of the Manchu ver
sion was made (that for the Emperor's personal use), which 
could explain the very few researches on the topic were car
ried out both in China and Europe. In Europe, only one ar
ticle entitled "Euclide en chinois et mandchou" by 
L. Vanhee was published in 1939 [3]. The author devoted 
just a few lines to the Manchu version: 

"Verbiest. profcsseur de l'cmpcreur K 'ang-hi, mit en 
Mandchou Jes six premiers livres d'Euclide. d'aprcs le 
chinois. Plus tard Bouvct ct Gerbillion cxpliqucrcnt cga~
mcnt la gComCtric a K 'ang-hi. Bouvct (Portrait historique 
de I 'Emperrnr de la Chine. p. 129). parlant des Elements. 
Ccrit: 'Nous Jes avons composes en tartan:'. Ccs traductions 

sont rcstCcs manuscritcs" [4]. 

Similar conclusions are also found in an earlier note by 
Chen Yinke published in I 93 I [5], which refers to the only 
known manuscript kept in the Library of the former Impe
rial Palace in Peking [6]. This manuscript entitled Gi ho 
yuwan ben bithe and subdivided to three fascicles is now 
kept in the Library of the Palace Museum ( Gugong bml'U
yuan tushuguan); the second, if incomplete, copy is found 
in the National Library of Inner Mongolia (Nei Menggu 
zizhiqu tushuguan) [7]. The copy in the Library of the Pal
ace Museum is jealously guarded, and it is not accessible to 
"outsiders". An idea of its format can be taken only from 

c T. A. Pang. G. Stary. 2000 

the article by Li Zhaohua, which gives a reproduction of the 
two pages. quite illegible though [8]. The other two pages 
of the copy. in excellent colour reproduction, are found on 
p. I 3 7 of the book Liang chao yu/an tushu [9]; its chief 
compiler, Zhu Jiajin, ascribes the authorship not to Verbiest 
but to the French Jesuits Joachim Bouvet and Jean-Frarn;ois 
Gerbillon. in contrast to the general opinion that the author 
was Ferdinand Verbiest, as stated - among others - in 
the authoritative works of Louis Pfister [I OJ. Zhu Jiajin 
also gives the year 1690 as a probable date of the work's 
compilation. Doubts concerning Verbiest's authorship have 
been also expressed by Noel Golvers, quoted by Engelfriet 
as follows: 

"Vcrbicst. in one of his letters. wrote that Kangxi 

wanted a Manchu translation of Euclid. If this transhtion 
was c\·cr made. it could not have been made lxforc 1675. as 
before that period V crbicst did not master Manchu. On the 
other hand. H. Bemard-Maitre mentions that around 1673 
Ferdinand Verbiest prepared a translation into Manchu on 
the request of Kangxi. It could be that the date is incorrect. 
but it seems Yery doubtful that V crbicst eYcr made such 
a translation'" [ 11 ]. 

Some interesting information, which, unfortunately, 
adds more confusion, is found in Gerbillon's writings. As 
one can judge from his texts published by Du Halde. on 
March 8, 1690, Gerbillon - together with Bouvet, Pereira 
and Thomas - had to bring to the Emperor some pages 
from Euclid translated into "Tartar" and to explain to him 
the first proposition. Next day. during the explanation of 
the second proposition to the Emperor, a dignitary 'Tchao 
laoge" came in and informed the Emperor that Ricci's 
Chinese translation of Euclid's first six books had already 
been translated into Manchu some years ago; he also said 
that by consulting this Manchu translation it would be 
easier to study the subject. especially if the translator would 
be called for consultation. The Emperor agreed with what 
he was proposed and gave order to bring that translation to
gether "with the translator" [12]. Unfortunately, Gerbillon 
failed to mention the name of the translator, who. however. 
could not be Verbicst, the latter died in 1688. Who. then, 
was that translator still alive in 1690 9 
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The available sources provide no answer to this question. 
The only possible translator may be Yerbiest, but, if so, we 
have to assume that a mistake in dating the event was made 
or to consider the reference to the translator, called to the 
emperor, to be a historical inaccuracy. Anyway, we know 
that the lessons of geometry took place again on 24 March, 
and this time Gerbillon suggested to prepare an excerpt of 
the "most necessary and useful" parts of Euclid's "Ele
ments" to facilitate the Emperor's studies. The latter agreed 
with enthusiasm [ 13]. This information is also confirmed 
by Bouvet. who wrote that the Emperor " ... repassoit sou
vent sur les propositions d'Euclide les plus importantes. [ ... ] 
Nos les luy avians composez en Tartarc, & nous y abions 
mis toutes les propositions neccssaires & utiles, qui sont 
dans les livres d'Euclide & d'Archimede, avec leurs dem
onstrations" [14]. 

After these brief historical remarks on the Manchu 
translation of Euclid and its problems, we tum now to the 
copy kept in the Library of the Palace Museum in Peking. 
Its mention in a few publications indicated, as well as rather 
scarce comments on them of the authors, unfortunately, did 
not allow us to make any substantial conclusion concerning 
the contents of the manuscript. It was therefore a real sur
prise to discover - among several new and not yet filed 
works - during a new cataloguing of the Manchu holdings 
in the Manuscript Department of the St. Petersburg Branch 
of the Institute of Oriental studies by Tatiana A. Pang, 
a printed Manchu version entitled Gi ho _nnvan ben bithe. 
First it seemed to Tatiana Pang, the author of this discov
ery, that this Manchu version was Ricci's translation of 
Euclid, entitled Jihe yuanhen. The collation of the two 
pages published by Zhu Jiajin with fols. 99a-100a of the 
St. Petersburg copy showed that both texts coincide, which 
gave us the grounds to conclude that both copies were 
identical. The feature of the Peking copy is the presence of 
some linguistic corrections and additions of Chinese char
acters in red ink: these linguistic corrections were repro
duced in the printed edition. The geometrical figures in the 
printed version were drawn (engraved?) anew as is evident 
from the different direction of the punctuated lines to indi
cate the figures' shadow. From all this we may conclude 
that the St. Petersburg block-print is identical to the Peking 
manuscript. But when collating their contents with Ricci's 
Chinese version of Euclid's "Elements", we were surprised 
to find that we had before us two complete(v different texts, 
which had nothing in common except the title. This led us 
to the second conclusion that the texts represented by Zhu 
Jiajin's manuscript and by the St. Petersburg block-print, 
are not a translation of Ricci's Chinese version of Euclid, 

as was previously supposed. It was clear that both texts 
were rather based on some other Western source. This 
source can be identified as Ignace Pardies's "Elemens (sic) 
de geometrie", published in Paris in 1671 [15]. It was the 
very same work of Pardies which was used by both Bouvet 
and Gerbillon, and, according to Pfister, Gerbillon trans
lated it into Manchu in order to have it published "on order 
of the Emperor" in 1690 - " ... Geometrie pratique et 
theorique, tiree en partie du P. Pardies, ecrite en tartare et 
traduite en chinois par ordre de l'empereur, qui l'a fait 
imprimer a Pekin, 1690" [ 16]. The fact that there existed 
two Manchu texts of Euclidian geometry, of which one was 
supposedly translated by Verbiest from Ricci's Chinese 
translation, and was never printed and is evidently lost now, 
seems to explain the above-mentioned lack of clearness in 
the circumstances surrounding the translation of Euclid's 
"Elements" and the presence of rumours concerning the 
translators. 

The fact that both Verbiest and Gerbillon (with his con
fathers) worked with the Kangxi Emperor on Euclid's 
"Elements" is confirmed by Gerbillon himself, who, ac
cording to Yves de Thomaz de Bossierre, wrote: "Tandis 
qu'il se faisoit expliquer a nouveau ... ce que le P. Yerbiest 
luy avoit autrefois enseigne de geometrie pratique et des 
autres parties de mathcmatiques, ii nos ordonna de luy 
expliquer dabord en tartare les elemens d'Euclide, qu'il 
avoit desire d'apprendre ii y avoit longtemps" [17]. It 
should be added that Yves de Thomaz de Bossierre, in her 
research on Antoine Thomas, ascribed to his pen a "Traite 
d'algebre", of which she writes that it is an edition "en trios 
volumes, fait en mandchou a un seul exemplaire destine 
a l'Empereur K'ang-Hi, en 1696, chaque feuillet est muni 
du sceau du monarque. Existe+il encore a Pekin? Nous 
l'ignorons" [18]. The reference to three volumes might in
dicate our St. Petersburg copy, but the date 1696 and the 
absence of the "imperial seal" in that copy prevent us to 
make this assumption. Thus, the only printed edition identi
cal to the only hand-written copy may be Gerbillon's trans
lation which was published by a "court writer" [ 19]. This 
conclusion agrees with Pfister's note, and we can state that 
the only printed copy known is found in the Manchu collec
tion of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Oriental Institute. 
The copy in three fascicles - in excellent condition -
forms one tao with a fourth fascicle on geometry entitled 
Suwan fa yuwan hen bithe, another copy of which is pre
served in the Toyo Bunko, Tokyo [20]. 

Let us tum now to the text. The first fascicle begins on 
fol. I a- I b with a brief anonymous and undated foreword: 

Gi ho yuwan ben hithe.uju. jai. ilaci. duici.fiyelen 

[la] ujuifivelen: Sioi. 
Gi ho yuwan hen (ton-i sekiyen sere gisun:) bithe serengge. eiten jaka-i ton kemun 
be hodoro miyalire amba .fulehe. abkai fo na-i giyan-i jergi babe tacire da sekiyen: 
_vaya toro be tacire de. urunakii neneme ja ci deribufi. mangga de isinambi: jergi 
tangkan be fekurak1/. ilhi aname kiceme sithiime ohode. ini cisui fomin somishiin de 
dosinambi: tul/u o.fi Gi ho yuwan ben bi the de. ja emteli arbun bejuleri. jursu .Sa.Saha 
arbun be amala. juwe adalifora dimu-i dorgi tacire kimcire de. [lb] ja ningge be 
_juleri. manggangge be sirame obufi. jergi tangkan banjibufi. niyalmai ilhi aname 
tacire de acabuhabi: geli jergi tangkan be songkolome. arbun nirugan-i turgun giyan 
gebu hacin be tucibume. sure giyangnara be bairakii obume. getuken /eo/en be ujude 
arahabi: 
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This undated and anonymous foreword present in the 
St. Petersburg printed copy of Euclid's "Elements" is im-

mediately followed on the same folio by the table of con
tents for all three fascicles: 

First fascicle: 

uju (fols. lb-2lb containing 34 propositions); 
jai fiyelen: ere .fiyelen de i/an ho.fonggo arbun-i harangga be gisurehebi. (fols. 22a-36b containing 
14 propositions); 
ilaci .fiyelen: ere .fiyelen de duin jecen-i arbun ci deribume geren jecen-i arbun de isibume gisurehebi. 
(fols. 37a--49b containing 17 propositions); 
duici .fi.velen: ere fiyelen de muheren-i harangga arbun be gisurehebi. (fols. 50a-86b containing 
24 propositions); 
sunjaci.fiyelen: ere.fiyelen de go/min. onco. jiramin. ilan hacin-i du-i beye-i harangga babe gisurehebi. 
(fols. 87a-l 2 lb containing 31 propositions). 

Second fascicle: 

ningguci.fiyelen: ere.fiyelen de duibulen-i giyan be gisurehebi. (fols. la-165b containing 90 propositions). 

Third fascicle: 

nadaci fiye/en: ere .fiyelen de gisurehengge. julergi ninggun .fiyelen de leolehe babe arara arga. 
(fols. la-93b containing 53 propositions). 

As for the fourth fascicle kept in Toyo Bunko, it com
prises the Suwan fa yuwan ben bithe, with a foreword 
(fols. la-2b) followed by the text containing 75 proposi
tions (fols. 3a-123b). 

The envelope of the tao itself has a yellow label with 
the Chinese title Manzhou suanfa yuanben illi!i~Jtl:Wi*W-· i.e. 
the title of the fourth fascicle found in the tao. The omis
sion of the .Jihe yuanben on the tao may explain why this 
unique work, a real jewel in the Manchu holdings of the 

St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental studies, 
lay without notice and remained unknown so far. 

Now, the general opinion the Peking manuscript to be 
"the sole Manchu copy of Euclid's Elements existing world
wide" [21] must be corrected after the discovery of its 
printed edition in St. Petersburg. Moreover, its text is based 
not directly on Euclid but on "Elemens de geometrie" by 
Ignace Pardies, published in Paris in 1671 and translated 
by Gerbillon with the probable assistance of Bou vet. 

Appendix 

A textual comparison of fols. 99a-100a of the St. Petersburg 
block-print to the Peking manuscript• 

St. Petersburg block-print 

[fol. 99a, last line] susaijakuci. 

[fol. 99b] giru adali hacingga beyei arbun-i 
dorgi meni meni I emu duwali beyei arbun 
be ishunde duibulerengge. erei I dorgi 
tulergi horiha. horibuha giru adali beyei I 
arbun-i meni meni emu ishunde teisu/ehe 
jecen de I araha durbejengge beyei arbun 
be ishunde duibulere I duibulen-i adali ombi: 
duibuleci I bing gj_. ding sin sere I 
durbeiengge beyei arbun de horibuha g1j•a, 
i sere ljuwe muhaliyan beyei arbun be 
ishunde duibulerengge. I muhaliyan be horiha 
bing gj_. ding sin serejuwe durbejengge I 
[fol. lOOa] beyei arbun-i u gi. geng sin sere emu 
ishunde teisulere juwe jecen de araha ljin u. 
gui geng serejuwe durbejengge beyei arbun 
be ishunde duibulere I duibulen-i adali ombi: 
adarame seci. ere.fiyelen-i susai suniaci I 
meyen de hacinggajecen-i arbun-i dorgi 
meni meni emu duwali giru adali arbun be 

Peking manuscript 

llsusaijakuci. 

giru adali hacingga beyei arbun-i 
dorgi meni meni emu duwali I beyei arbun 
be ishunde duibulerengge. erei dorgi 
tu/ergi I horiha. horibuha giru adali beyei 
arbun-i meni meni emu I ikiri 
jecen de araha durbejengge beyei arbun 
be ishunde I duibulere duibulen-i adali ombi: 
duibuleci I bing ["4] [c. gi] ding [ r) [¥sin] sere I 
durbejengge beyei arbun de horibuha giya ['1'] 
i [z.] sere juwe I muhaliyan beyei arbun be 
ishunde duibulerengge. muhaliyan be I horiha 
bing ("4] [c. gi] ding [ J] [¥sin] sere durbejengge 
beyei arbun-i 11 gi. II geng sin sere emu 
ikiri ju we jecen de araha Jin u. 
gui geng sere ju we durbejengge beyei arbun 
be ishunde duibulere I duibulen-i adali ombi: 
adarame seci. ere.fi_velen-i susai I .mnjaci 
meyen de hacingga jecen-i arbun-i dorgi 
meni meni emu duwali giru adali I arbun be 

*Given the Peking manuscript reproduces the page not completely. we give here in bold the text reconstructed according to the 
St. Petersburg copy; underlined words show the text divergences in both copies. -
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ishunde duibulerengge. duibulere arbun-i 
dorgi tulergi horiha horibuha giru adali 
arbun-i meni meni emu ishunde teisulere 
jecen de araha necin derei duin durbejengge 
arbun be ishunde duibulere duibulen-i 
adali sehe songko( !ere giya. i sere ju we 
muhaliyan beyei arbun be ishunde 
duibu/erengge. giya. i sere muhaliyan 
beyei arbun be horiha [fol. IOOb] bing gj_ 
ding sin sere juwe durbejengge beyei 
arbun-i emu ishunde teisu/ehe u gi. geng 
sin sere juwejecen de araha Jin u. gui 
geng sere ju\\'e durbejengge beyei arbun 
be ishunde duibu/ere duibu/en-i adali ojoro 
be ini 

ishunde duibulerengge. duibu/ere arbun-i 
dorgi tu/ergi horiha horibuha giru I adali 
arbun-i meni meni emu ikiri 
jecen de araha necin derei duin durbejengge 
arbun be I ishunde duibulere duibulen-i 
adali sehe songkoi !ere giya. ['!'] i [z.] sere ju we 
muhaliyan beyei I arbun be ishunde 
duibulerengge. giya ['!'] i [z.] sere muhaliyan 
beyei arbun be horiha bing [i>i] [c gi] 
ding [ J ] [¥sin] sere I juwe durbejengge beyei 
arbun-i emu ikiri u [1.<] gi [c]. geng [~] 
sin[¥] serejuwejecen de arahajin ['f] u [1.<]. gui [~]I 
geng [~] sere juwe durbejengge beyei arbun 
be ishunde duibu/ere duibulen-i adali ojoro 
be ini 
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V. Germanov 

GEORGY NIKOLAEVICH CHABROV (1904-1986) AND HIS WORKS 

G. N. Chabrov was born on January l 9, l 904 in St. Peters
burg. In l 927, he completed the Faculty of Linguistics 
and Material Culture at Leningrad (today St. Petersburg) 
University. His closest teachers at the University were 
A. A. Andreev and S. N. Valk. 

Between l 927-1930, Chabrov worked in various insti
tutions in Leningrad, Sverdlovsk, Yaroslavl, and Tashkent. 
The year l 936 marked a turning point in his life, since 
in this year his career as a scholar and pedagogue began. 
In l 936, he joined the staff of the Republic Museum of Arts 
in Tashkent as a research fellow and academic secretary. 
For some time after l 94 l, he held the post of director of 
the history section at the USSR Nizami State Pedagogical 
Institute in Tashkent, but in l 943, he entered the active 
army. After the end of the Second World War, he started his 
work as academic secretary of the Uzbek SSR Academy of 
Sciences Institute of History and Archaeology. From 1948 
on, Chabrov was a senior lecturer in the section (kabinet) of 
history of the USSR and head of the sector of museum stud
ies at Central Asian State University of Tashkent. Between 
1966 and 1971. he stood at the head of the sector of bibliog
raphy at the USSR Nizami State Pedagogical Institute in 
Tashkent. Beginning with the organization of the Tashkent 
State Institute of Culture in 197 l, and until his retirement 
in 1980, he headed the sector of the history of the USSR 
at that institution. He died on January 22, 1986. 

In 1946, Chabrov defended his dissertation on the history 
of Central Asia - Ocherki istorii planirovaniia i stroite/'.stva 
russkikh gorodov dorevoliutsionnogo Turkestana (Essays on 
the History of the Planning and Construction of Russian 
Cities in pre-Revolutionary Turkestan), - and in 1966, his 
higher degree (doctoral) dissertation Izohrazitel'nye istoch
niki po istorii Srednei Azii i Kazakh.stana v XVIII - pervoi 
polovine XIX vv. (Depictive Sources on the History of Cen
tral Asia and Kazakhstan in the 18th - First Half of the 19th 
Centuries). During his nearly half-century of work on the His
tory Faculty of Tashkent State University, he developed and 
taught special courses on written sources for the history of 
Central Asia [I] as well as the history of engraving and Rus
sian art from the eighteenth to the early twentieth century. In 
1960, Chabrov organized at the main library of Tashkent 
State University a scholarly circle for studying the history of 
Central Asia and Uzbekistan. Until l 969, its sessions allowed 
many scholars in Tashkent to deliver over 1,000 papers on the 
study of Central Asia, the history of geographic discoveries, 
the history of book culture, and library science. 
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A scholar of vast interests - an historian and archivist, 
art historian, and expert on sources - Chabrov is, however, 
known primarily as an expert on books (together with 
N. A. Burov and E. K. Betger), whose pioneer investiga
tions on a history of book culture in Turkestan (and in 
the Soviet republics of Central Asia) were well known. 
Chabrov began his work as bibliographer with the article 
"Pervye litografirovannye izdaniia proizvedeniI Alishera 
Navoi v SredneI Azii" ("The first lithograph editions of 
works by 'All Shir Nawa'i in Central Asia"), which ap
peared in l 948 [2]. But the most significant analytical study 
on book history in Turkestan remains to this day his l 954 
work "lz istorii poligrafii i izdatel'stva literatury na mest
nykh iazykakh v dorevoliutsionnom Turkestane" ("On the 
history of polygraphy and the publishing of literature in 
local languages in pre-Revolutionary Turkestan") [3]. It 
provided the first synthetic overview of extensive archival 
information, and literary and other sources. 

In the first half of the 1960s, bibliographic science was 
enriched by the appearance of an entire series of scholarly 
articles by Chabrov: resting on a solid base of sources 
and analytically astute, they treated the history of books 
in Turkestan. The collections Kniga. lssledovaniia i materi
aly (The Book. Research and Materials) contained his arti
cles "Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Semenov kak knigoved" 
("Aleksandr Semenov as a book specialist") and "U istokov 
uzbekskoI poligrafii. Khivinskaia pridvornaia litografiia. 
1874--1910 g." ("The origins of Uzbek polygraphy. 
The Khlwan court lithography. 1874-1910") [4]. In the 
article "Khudozhestvennoe oformlenie turkestanskoI 
litografirovannoI knigi ( l 880-1917)" ("The artistic format 
of Turkestani lithograph books ( 1880-1917)") [5], 
Chabrov gave his analysis of the art and mastery of Uzbek 
lithographers, artists of the lithograph book who innova
tively combined in their creative efforts national traditions 
of the manuscript book with European and Russian methods 
of formatting printed books. The fundamental two-volume 
academic edition 400 let russkogo knigopechataniia 
(400 Years of Russian Book-printing) also contained 
sections by Chabrov on the history of book-printing in 
Central Asia in the late nineteenth - early twentieth 
century. Taking into account the conception and goals 
of the edition, Chabrov provides a general overview of 
the centuries-long book culture of Central Asia, casting 
light on the history of manuscript, lithograph, and type-set 
books. 



Georgy Nikolaevich Chabrov ( 1904-1986) and His Works 

Chabrov was the first to publish an article on Central 
Asian bindings in the Soviet literature on books. This work, 
which was published in I 964, still stands and is of interest to 
specialists in the subject [6]. His other articles "O natsionali
zatsii poligraficheskikh predpriiatii v Turkestanskol ASSR 
(I 9 I 8-1920 gg.)" ("On the nationalization of poly graphic 
enterprises in the Turkestan Autonomous Soviet Socialist 
Republic: 1918-1920") 171 and "Problemy izucheniia isto
rii uzbekskoi knigi" ("Problems in studying the history of 
the Uzbek book") [8], providing a theoretical basis for re
search on book history in the republic, at the same time cor
rectly the need to gather and provide a bibliography for all 
print and lithograph books. As he remarks, "To this day we 
do not have a list of lithograph editions, full lists of Uzbek 
type-set books issued in the pre-Revolutionary period and 
published in the Soviet period". He notes also that for these 
reasons it is absolutely necessary to compile a bibliography 
of all editions encompassed by the concept of the "Uzbek 
book". This remark remains valid today. 

A series of later works - "Knigoizdatel'skoe delo v 
dorevoliutsionnoi Srednei Azii (1871-1917 gg.)" ("Book
publishing in pre-Revolutionary Central Asia: 1871-
1917") [9], "Nachalo knigoizdatel'skogo dela v dorevoliut
sionnom Turkestane" ("The beginning of book-publishing in 
pre-Revolutionary Turkestan") 1101. "Problemy izucheniia 
istorii knigoizdatel'skogo dela v respublikakh Srednei Azii" 
("Problems in studying the history of book-publishing in 
the republics of Central Asia"), in which he notes future 
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avenues for approaching the history of the book in Central 
Asia in the Soviet period [ 11). "Ekslibris i ego mastera" 
("Ex libris and its masters") [ 12] and, finally, "Uzbekskii 
ekslibris" ("Uzbek ex /ibris") [ 13], which began the study 
of the Uzbek book graphics - greatly contributed to the 
developing of Central Asian book study. 

Chabrov, who taught from 1963 to 1983, first on the 
Library Faculty of the Nizami State Pedagogical Institute 
in Tashkent and later of the Tashkent State Institute 
of Culture, was also the author of a special course entitled 
'"The book in pre-Revolutionary Turkestan". Materials 
for this special course and his scholarly notes provided 
the basis for the work he wrote late in life; it was 
Kniga dore\'Oliutsionnogo Turkestana (The Book in Pre
Revolutionary Turkestan) I 141. which has unfortunately re
mained unpublished as have a number of other works of 
Chabrov 115). 

The major part of the scholars life was spent in Uzbeki
stan. now an independent state. He came to the country as 
a young man, and he was among those numerous Russians 
who did much to develop its humanities and sciences. He 
lived as an Orientalist in an ancient part of the Orient, the 
cradle of many Eastern cultures, and was wholly devoted to 
the main topic of his scholarly research - Eastern book 
history. A man of vast learning. he also did much to de
velop education in Uzbekistan, and he had many followers 
in studying Central Asian book culture who continue to 
advance his investigations in the field. 
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G. N. Chabrov 

ON THE STUDY OF CENTRAL ASIAN BOOK-BINDING 

The history of bookbinding has ancient roots. It became 
known in Europe in the first century A. D. The well-known 
Soviet Oriental studies scholar A. A. Semenov dates the 
appearance of bindings among the people of the Near East 
to the time of the Sassanids [I). It would seem that such an 
ancient art should have attracted substantial study. Indeed, 
foreign researchers have done a great deal of work on Iranian 
bookbinding of the sixteenth - eighteenth centuries, which 
attained a high level of sophistication [2); but virtually noth
ing has been done to study Central Asian bookbinding. Only 
recently have Soviet descriptions and photographs appeared 
of the most interesting examples of Central Asian binding art 
of the fifteenth - eighteenth centuries [3). 

Unfortunately, each Oriental studies scholar describes 
Central Asian bindings in his own fashion, although 
by 1939 A. A. Sememov had already developed a well
considered system for their description [ 4]. Semenov dis
tinguishes full leather bindings and half-leather. A full 
leather binding is a single piece of leather which encases 
the board covers of a manuscript. As concerns halt~leather 
bindings, it features boards lined with leather and fastened 
with a leather back. In Semenov's descriptions, he always 
notes the colour of leather, sometimes its type (shagreen, 
sawra). and the quality and condition of the binding 
("good". "old", "worn"). He always notes the presence 
and nature of imprints and the names of binders located 
within figured stamp marks applied with muhr stamps. But 
Semenov almost never notes the material and colour of the 
back, as well as the decoration of the book's fly-leaves. 
In the five-volume description of manuscripts at the Uzbek 
SSR Academy of Sciences edited by him and produced 
with his personal participation, in most cases only special 
bindings exceptional in form arc reviewed. In such cases, 
the descriptions arc accompanied by photographs (mono
chrome, unfortunately), the most interesting of which are 
photographs of a binding from plane tree boards (early 19th 
century) and a lacquered binding with extremely beautiful 
decorations of Central Asian origin dated to 1799 (both in the 
third volume). Of note in the fourth volume is a photograph 
of a luxurious binding of poured silver for a Qur'an made in 
Bukhara in 1841, and a lacquered binding from 1862. The 
latter is notable for its depiction of flowers borrowed from 
the adornments of Chinese porcelain, which was imported in 
large quantities to Central Asia beginning in the 1790s. 

Also, N. D. Miklukho-Maclay made no small contribu
tion to the description of Central Asian bindings; he drew 
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up an extensive "Description of Tajik and Persian manu
scripts of the USSR Academy of Sciences Institute of 
Oriental Studies", Moscow, 1955. Miklukho-Maclay calls 
bindings with board covers lined in leather "Eastern". 
Among their varieties he identifies Central Asian bindings 
of the muqawwii · type. These arc the same as the bindings 
that A. A. Semenov terms "half-leather". In his descrip
tions, Miklukho-Maclay always notes the binding material, 
and often adds information on the quality or condition of 
the leather in the binding ("smooth", "soft", "old"). But the 
colour of the leather is quite otien omitted. In other cases, 
without giving information on the quality of the leather, the 
description notes the presence of imprints (simple and 
"with gilding"). The colour and type of leather in backs is 
never indicated. Descriptions of fly-leaves arc extremely 
rare; the presence of flaps and names of craftsmen in 
imprints are usually given. 

The descriptions of A. T. Tagirdzhanov [5) also discuss 
Eastern bindings (leather, board); he considers Central 
Asian muqawwii' bindings one of their varieties. In these 
descriptions, the colour of the leather is always indicated, 
and there is sometimes information on its quality. Also 
listed are the presence of imprints and names of craftsmen 
in stamps. But fly-leaves arc here described only in excep
tional cases. 

Binding descriptions by the Orientalists of Tajikistan 
are unfortunately extremely schematic [6). They distinguish 
two types of bindings: Eastern and Central Asian (avoiding 
the term muqawwii '). "Eastern" bindings are described 
without an indication of their material. As concerns 
"Central Asian" bindings, their description is frequently 
accompanied by terms hardly comprehensible to the non
specialists such as "usual", "ordinary", "local". In charac
terizing "Central Asian" bindings, the compilers limit 
themselves to general information on the material (leather, 
lacquer), but say nothing about the colour or type of leather 
in backs, although they give detailed information on the 
colour of leather in bindings: dark green, yellow-green, 
greenish, dark crimson, bright red, etc. Information on how 
the leather was processed and the presence of binders' 
names in stamps is given only in exceptional cases; the 
same is true of the processing of fly-leaves. 

What conclusions can we draw from these varied de
scriptions? In our view, descriptions of bindings should 
necessarily include infonnation on the type of binding 
("Eastern", m11qa1nl'ii ', lacquered), the material, and the 
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colour of the covering and back, as well as how the covers 
and fly-leaves of the book were processed. Only then will 
catalogues and manuscript descriptions of Eastern manu-

* * * 
A. A. Semenov noted that Central Asian bindings are 

worthy of the most scrupulous study: "Later Central Asian 
bindings," he writes, "fashioned only in the Bukharan 
and Khiiqand khanates (that is, in the cities of Bukhara, 
Samarkand, Khiiqand, Tashkent, and others) were excep
tionally original; there is nothing like them elsewhere in the 
East" [7]. Which characteristics are typical of Central Asian 
bindings of the eighteenth - nineteenth centuries, when 
binding art achieved in Central Asia a remarkable degree of 
originality? Primarily, this is the ubiquitous presence of 
muqawwa' bindings covered in coloured leather with red 
and green covers and an imprint. Brown, variously toned 
red, and green leather was pasted on the board base of 
bindings. (A KhTwan innovation of the eighteenth century 
was bindings of black leather, unknown elsewhere.) Book 
covers were made from red, and also "specially processed 
blue (green-blue) bumpy leather from male donkey" 
(A. A. Semenov). Such leather was called saura or sal\'ra. 
The tops and bottoms of backs ended in small scraps of 
leather so that one could easily remove a book from the 
shelf by taking hold of one of these scraps. 

As before, the eighteenth century also witnessed the 
production of bindings from a single piece of brown leather 
with no decoration. In such books, imprints adorned only 
the fly-leaves, which were made from the same leather 
(No. 2777) [8]. At the same time, we also know of bindings 
from brown leather with red backs; such bindings could 
be adorned with embossed stamps between which were 
located embossed decorations reminiscent of bows 
(No. 2071 ). Bindings from red leather with green-blue 
backs were also decorated with embossed stamps. These 
stamps differed in colour from the bindings: they were not 
red, but dark brown. A relatively simple red binding of this 
type could have a magnificent fly-leaf of red leather with 
embossed floral ornamentation (No. I 0565). 

But the colouration of embossed stamps was not the 
only distinguishing characteristic of ornamentation on 
eighteenth-century bindings. Stamps might include "prints 
of binders' seals" with their names. Such stamps were lo
cated on the upper and lower board twice: at top and bot
tom, usually with a significantly larger stamp filled with 
floral ornamentation between them. Stamps with the names 
of binders also came in colours. On one binding of green 
leather with a red back, the name stamps are cherry
coloured and the middle stamps are red-gold (No. 3064 ). 
Curiously, name stamps were not located at a standard dis
tance from the ornamental stamp. If the distance from the 
ornamental stamp to the upper name stamp was 3 cm, then 
it was only 2.5 cm to the bottom stamp. The frequent use of 
this device indicates that it was not an accidental mistake, 
but a conscious aesthetic effect. Binders of the eighteenth 
century developed several other methods to enrich the ap
pearance of books. A. A. Semcnov notes, for example, that 
a leather border of a different colour could be pasted 
around the edges of a monochrome binding "some three 
millimetres from the edge" [9]. 

Half-leather bindings with multicoloured backs pre
dominated in Central Asia in the eighteenth century. In rare 
cases, we also find lacquered bindings of extremely crude 

scripts contain sufficient information for Orientalists and 
art historians who study the bindings of Central Asian 
manuscript books. 

work. Neither in the eighteenth century nor later do we find 
the "lovely lacquered bindings of papier-miichc with a sur
face covered in painting" described by V. Dolinskaya [IO]. 
But their existence is confirmed by photographs in one of 
the volumes which describe the collection of the Uzbek 
SSR Academy of Sciences [ 11 ]. They were apparently 
produced in limited quantities. 

Unlike their Persian counterparts, Turkestani lacquered 
bindings never contain depictions of living things (birds, 
animals). Such are the distinguishing characteristics of 
Central Asian book bindings of the eighteenth century. 

In studying nineteenth-century bindings, we observe the 
further development and enrichment of methods invented in 
the eighteenth century. At the same time, we witness a fairly 
significant difference between bindings produced in the first 
half of the century and those produced after Central Asia 
became part of the Russian Empire. In both halves of the cen
tury. one still encounters bindings made from single pieces of 
coloured leather decorated with embossed stamps which fre
quently tell us the names of the binders. But muqainn/ '-type 
bindings clearly predominate: they cost far less and at the 
same time better satisfied the aesthetic requirements of buy
ers. In this period, muqall'wa '-type bindings were also made 
of yellow leather. Methods invented in the eighteenth century 
to colour stamps in hues which differ from the colour of the 
binding were further developed and enriched in the first half 
of the nineteenth century. Red bindings then generally fea
tured green stamps and black bindings gold stamps. which 
were unknown in the eighteenth century. Bindings in yellow 
leather had red stamps. 

The decoration of bindings with borders should be con
sidered an innovation developed by nineteenth-century 
craftsmen. Borders were made up of embossed line decora
tions and edging of various widths. The space closer to the 
edge of the binding was usually filled with lanccolate cle
ments or. more rarely, wavy lines. We know of cases where 
the border consists of a single line made up of lanceolate 
clements. In addition to embossed borders, there arc also 
painted borders: red on brown bindings, green on red. and 
brown on green. 

In books from the first half of the nineteenth century. 
leather is no longer used to decorate fly-leaves. Paper fly
leaves of grey or green tinted paper appear. One notes the 
fly-leaf of a manuscript from the first third of the nineteenth 
century on violet paper with traced designs: brown "grasses" 
and white and blue "fruits" (No. 3465). On some fly-leaves, 
the covers of Indian litho6>Taphs were used for decoration. 

Research on bindings from the second half of the nine
teenth century is made easier thanks to the work of Russian 
scholars. Curious members of the Russian intelligentsia, for 
whom Turkestan became a second homeland. carefully 
studied the works of local artists. They were especially in
terested in local bookbinding. The first museum in Turkestan, 
opened in Tashkent in 1876, included among its exhibits 
"examples of the natives' book-binding art" [ 12]. 

The book-binding mastery of Samarkand craftsmen was 
also studied by the folklore specialist Yu. 0. Yakubovsky. 
In 1896. he published the article "Bookbinding craft of the 
natives of Samarkand" [ 13]. The materials gathered by 
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Y akubovsky arc of great interest. He indicates that bindings 
of paperboard covered in leather and "multicoloured paper 
of its own hue" were made in Samarkand. Three colours 
were favourites for leather and paper for bindings at that 
time: red, yellow. and green. Bindings continued to be 
decorated with imprints in the form of borders and stamps. 
The latter were applied with a muhr stamp made of yellow 
brass in Khiiqand. The stamp was placed over the freshly 
pasted leather or paper of the cover and applied with blows 
of an iron pestle (kumi) with broad flat ends. For linings, 
craftsmen used ordinary Russian paper, pasted it on, and 
then coloured it red. green, and sometimes blue with lac
quer oil paint. Craftsmen also knew of special Russian 
binding paper, but were not cager to use it; it was not as 
strong as paper processed in the manner just described. 

Residents of Khiiqand were considered the best book
binders during Yakubuvsky's time. They were the ones who 
produced simple binding tools for their colleagues, which 
were difficult to obtain in Samarkand. Yakubovsky is the 
only person to provide us with information on the cost of 
bindings: "An average Sart binding costs from one to two 
trnga. 15-30 kopecks". But one master-binder informed 
Yakubovsky that his workshop could also fashion expen
sive bindings "with decorations based on metal''. Such 
bindings cost around four rubles. 

There is interesting infonnation on book-binding in 
Bukhiirii in the special chapter "Bookbinding and items 
from papicr-machc" from an ethnographic study by 
0. A. Sukharcva [ 14 ]. There, in the capital of the Bukhiiran 
khiinatc. binders were called smrnd or muqawwiisiiz. They 
lived not far from the Ghiiziyiin quarter. Book-sellers also 
bound their wares. Craftsmen lined the board covers of 
bindings with paper usually coloured a swampy green. The 
traditional means of decorating a binding - imprints -
was widely employed there as well. In speaking of papicr
machc items. Sukharcva mentions only qalamdiin boxes for 
writing instruments, saying nothing of lacquered bindings. 
This art had apparently already been lost in Bukhiirii. In the 
dictionary of Bukharan craft terms drawn up by Sukharcva, 
we find the leather types klmukht or .)·iighrl (shagrccn). 
made from the hide of a horse's or donkey's croup by 
klmukhtgar craftsmen. 

Of course, the great mastery of Central Asian book
binders in the second half of the nineteenth century is 
confirmed by the artful objects they produced. A typical 
example of a manuscript binding from this period presents 
a binding in red leather lined along the edges with a strip of 
green smvra. The back is of brown leather and the binding 
is also edged in brown leather. Interesting is the decoration 
of a border in which one edge is filled with tear-shaped 
decorations (No. 3762. scc/ig. /). 

During this period. lacquered bindings were made 
only in Khiiqand and Khlwii. One of the Khiiqand bindings 
from the 1870s is decorated in paint on a red background. 
The board is surrounded on all sides by a relatively wide 
border. The central part bears traditional figured stamps 
and brown "bows" (No. 3806). Very effective is a Khlwan 
lacquered binding with a back of black leather. The covers 
of the binding arc decorated in floral designs, filling several 
parallel rows of strips. They alternate with strips of text 
embossed on a black background. The rich fly-leaves of 
this book arc executed in the same fashion (No. 2858, see 
figs. 2 and 3). 

Evidence of a conscious return to eighteenth-century 
methods can be seen in a number of more recent bindings 
produced either in the early twentieth or very late nine
teenth century. One such binding, of brown leather with 
a red back and lined along the edges with sawra, is deco
rated only with a plain border of very simple design 
(No. 4150). The binding of a book made in I 90 I success
fully reproduces older methods of decoration. The brown 
leather which covers the book is decorated only with em
bossed stamps. The same modest style marks the book's 
fly-leaves of brown, undressed leather (No. 3620). 

A few observations can be added concerning book
binding format. For the eighteenth - early twentieth cen
turies, a binding height of 24-27 cm and width of 17-
18 cm can be considered the dominant format. Formats of 
18.0X 11.0 cm were employed as well. Large-format 
books (height 30--45 cm and width 27-28 cm) are com
paratively rare. Such formats arc typical only for a few 
types of "luxurious" lithograph books. The stamps which 
decorate bindings of the eighteenth - early twentieth 
centuries arc relatively uniform. Small stamps come in 
variations of a shield filled with floral ornamentation or 
text with the binder's name. Large stamps, which Russian 
binders often termed sredniki (lit. "middlers", or so-called 
medallions - eds.), were more diverse in form, ranging 
from an extended oval to whimsically cut shields. The 
formats for stamps are unusually diverse, although 
one can identify regularities. For example, small stamps 
are usually of the following dimensions: I .8X 1.5 cm, 
2.0X 1.5 cm, and 2. 9X3.0 cm. The height gradually 
increases; stamps with a height of 3 to 9 cm should be 
considered large. The width of such stamps varies from 2 
to 6.5 cm. Books of 18.0X 11.0 cm had small stamps no 
higher than 2 cm; large ones ranged from 3 to 7 cm. 

When the only lithograph books available in Central 
Asia were of Iranian and Indian origin, the bindings of litho
graph books were the same as the bindings of manuscript 
books. But at the very end of the nineteenth century and 
beginning of the twentieth, local lithograph production 
underwent impressive development and the bindings of 
lithograph books diverged entirely from traditional book 
bindings [ 15]. A. A. Scmcnov fonnulated the overall tenden
cies to simplify lithograph book bindings as follows: "In 
place of the complex work of a ~a!J!Jiil (bookbinder -
G. Ch.), which included providing the binding with 
a leather back, lining the edges of the board covers with 
leather, and pasting in and colouring paper to cover them; 
in place of all this, they began to print ready paper covers 
for bindings either glossy green or matte blue in colour. 
Leather was no longer required for the back; ordinary 
calico would do" [16]. 

Semenov's observations are entirely correct. One should 
only note that this evolution was gradual: it was only at the 
beginning of the twentieth century, when the most powerful 
enterprise in the pre-Revolutionary national printing trade, 
Guliim l:lasan Arijanov's Tashkent lithography, established 
itself on the book market, that half-leather bindings were 
completely supplanted by bindings pasted over in paper such 
as those described by Semenov. We add to his remarks that 
designs on new print covers frequently imitated old book 
bindings, even bearing traditional stamps printed in bronze. 
On such covers, local traditions were whimsically combined 
with a wide array of European type-set ornaments. 
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Fig. J 
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Fig. 2 
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Fig. 3 
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Sciences of the Tajik SSR). vol. I, ed. by and with the participation of A. M. Mirzoev and A. N. Boldyrev (Dushanbe, 1960). 
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Uzbekistan). manuscript held in the Fundamental Library of Tashkent State University, Tashkent, 1948, fol. 8. 
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of Oriental Studies in Tashkent. 
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Illustrations 

Fig. I. A nineteenth-century bookbinding of sa11ra with a border edge, filled with 
tear-shaped decorations. 

Fig. 2. A KhTwan lacquered binding with a back of black leather. The covers of the 
binding arc decorated in floral designs. filling several parallel rows of strips. 
They alternate with strips of text embossed on a black background. 

Fig. 3. Another sample of a similar binding. 
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Radnabhadra. "Lunnyl svet". Jstoriia rabdzham Zaia
pandity. Faksimile rukopisi. Perevod s olratskogo 
G. N. Rumiantseva i A.G. Sazykina. Transliteratsiia tek
sta, predislovie, kommentarii, ukazateli i primechaniia 
A. G. Sazykina. Sankt-Peterburg: izdatel'skil tsentr 
Peterburgskoe Vostokovedenie, 1999, 176 str. 

Radnabhadra. "Moonlight". The Story of Rabjam Zaya 
Pandita. Facsimile of the manuscript. Translation from 
the Oirat by G. N. Rumiantsev and A.G. Sazykin. Trans
literation of the text, introduction, notes, and indices by 
A.G. Sazykin. St. Petersburg: "Peterburgskoe Vostoko
vedenie" Publishing Centre, 1999, 176 pp. - Texts of 
Eastern Culture: the St. Petersburg Scholarly Series, VII. 

One of the most important tasks of Oriental studies is 
to make the main literary texts and historical sources 
from the manuscript collections of libraries and archival 
collections of various scholarly centres accessible to 
a broader circle of scholars and those interested in the 
East by publishing critical and facsimile editions and trans
lations. The older generation of Russian and Soviet Oriental 
studies scholars considered this an extremely impot1ant 
matter. But as a result of the objective factors, which 
l!ITIMtid RUl!Bil!l1 edmlmhl]J 111 thll 19HOs-1990e, this 
trnd1titi11, l!lit11bli1ihl!d itt th11 11itrnh~11111h ~1111tufY, l'll~lid i,irnv11 
thrn11111, At 1h111 1i11w, 11 i,irnu]J tlf d11dil!lll1id s~htilllfs -
ttlltlllily, Vu, A. 1'11trnsy1111, (J r, Aktmuiihkitt, L A, Ali11mv, 
V. N. Otit'eglU1d, B. I. K.ych1111tiv. L. N. Mcttshlktiv. 
E. N. Temkin, 0. I. Trofimova, and A. 8. Khalidov - took 
it upon themselves to continue the grand tradition of 
Russian Orient al studies, and in 1993 founded the series 
"Texts of Eastern Culture: the St. Petersburg Scholarly 
Series" at the Publishing Centre "Peterburgskoe Vostoko
vedenie". Its purpose is to introduce into scholarly circul a
tion new texts of Eastern written culture - manuscripts, 
documents. xylographs, etc. - as well as new editions of 
texts when fonncr publications do not meet contemporary 
scholarly requirements. 

1 note here that the broadest possible completion of 
this "important task" in Oriental studies is complicated by 
a number of objective factors. Many years of painstaking 

work are required to prepare a critical edition of a text, 
an academically viable translation of a manuscript or xylo
graph relevant to scholars, and a thorough study of the 
material and detailed commentary on it. The volume of 
medieval Eastern literature is significant, and the number of 
qualified specialists on ancient and medieva 1 literature and 
history with access to the written material is comparatively 
limited. As a result, the comprehensive study of even 
the basic literary texts and historical sources encounters di f
ficulties. In our case, the series has only published seven 
books over seven years. They include the "Story of Rabjam 
Zaya Pandita" under review here. 

The Oirat Zaya pandita Namkhai-Jamtso ( 1599-1662) 
was an outstanding personality. a talented literary figure, 
creator of Oirat writing. author of a large number of tr ansla
tions from the Tibetan, he also made a notable mark on the 
society and political life of the Oirats in the first half of the 
seventeenth century. Luckily, we possess valuable inform a
tion about the life and work of this Oirat advocate of 
enlightenment. At the end of the seventeenth century. one 
of his closest disciples, Radnabhadra. wrote a biography of 
Zaya pandita. An indisputable virtue of the biography is its 
detail and great veracity in describing the deeds of Zaya 
pandita, as well as military and political events in the 
Jul1!,lllf khli111111! 111 lhll Sl!V1ltll1!1!tllh l!tltllUfY, 

th11 Ju11g11f khll1111h1, tlf Otrnt llllllli (I M5- I BM), 
Wl!S !Ill! 111111 ]JtlWl!fful tltlltHld lilllll! itt !hi! hlsltlt}' tit' C'l!ttlrnl 
A1ii11: lie hlsltlfY Iii ~ltie1.1ly littklid ltl th111 tif thll K11z11khs, thii 
Mtittgtils tif K~shgh11f, the Utbiiks tif M11w11rn111111ht, 1111d thii 
Kirghiz of Tien Shan. Hence. a biography of Zaya pandita 
is an extremely important source not only for the history of 
the Western Mongols (Oirats), but also for the many Turkic 
peoples of Central Asia. Zaya pandita's biographer some
times provides unique accounts missing in other known 
sources. For example. only in the "Story of Rabjam Zaya 
pandita" do we learn the season and year of the Kazakh 
khan Jahanglr's (Yangir) death: the winter of 1652 (year 
of the Dragon)'. Thanks to information provided by 
Zaya pandita's biographer. the publisher and translator of 
Churas's "Chronicle". 0. F. Akimushkin. succeeded in 
specifying the year in which the Oirats seized the Yarkend 
khanate and managed to establish an accurate reading of the 

1 For additional details. sec T. I. Sultano\'. l\ochnye f'lc111c1w Priara/'ia 1· .\"I· XI ii \T. (Nomadic Trihes in the Aral Region in 
the 15th - 17th Centuries) (Moscow, 19~2). Appendix: Materials on the chronology and genealogy of the Ka1akh khans (15th 17th 
centuries), pp. 120- I. 
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Oirat commander's name. Sumer. which is rendered inaccu
rately in Arabic writing both in the "Chronicle" by Churiis 
and in the Tiir"ikh-i Kiishghar '· 

Until now. there had been no full scholarly edition of 
the biography of Zaya pandita or academically viable trans
lation. that is. a translation that conveys the content of the 
work as accurately as possible. Specialists in Mongolian 
studies used various copies of the biography. often make
shift and incomplete. while specialists in other fields such 
as historians of Eastern Muslim countries used the unedited 
Russian translation (a rough draft) of the biography 
prepared in 1938 by G. N. Rumiantsev on the basis of 
an incomplete Oirat original '. 

The edition of the Zaya pandita's biography prepared 
by A. G. Sazykin is based on an irreproachable manuscript 
of the work. It is the most complete of all known manu
scripts and also contains additional information on the 
history of the Oirats for the period from 16 78 to 1691. 

This manuscript. acquired by A. V. Burdukov in 1910 in 
Western Mongolia. is today held at the St. Petersburg 
Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies (call number 
C 413). For the new translation into Russian. a "line-by
line. entirely unedited" translation by G. N. Rumiantsev 
from the Orientalists' Archive (at the St. Petersburg Branch 
of the Institute of Oriental Studies) was used. 

Thanks to the careful labours of Russia's most promi
nent Mongolian specialist. Aleksei Sazykin, we now have 
a full scholarly edition and reliable Russian translation of 
one of the most important texts of seventeenth-century 
Oirat literature. the "Story of Rabjam Zaya Pandita" by 
Radnabhadra. 

It is our hope that the Publishing Centre "Peterburg
skoe Vostokovedenie" will follow this book with new 
editions as relevant in theme and impressive in execution. 

T. Sultanov 

'Shah-Mahmi"1d lbn Mirza Fadil Churas. l\lmmika (Chronicle). Critical text. translation. commcntro·ics. study. and indices by 
0. F. i\kimushkin (Moscow. 1976). Sec Commentaries. pp. 307-8. 324. 

'Biogra/iia Zaia-/)(JJidity Pen.Tm/ s kolmykskogo ia:yka (Biography of Zaya pandita. Translation from the Kalmyk Language) 
Oricntalists' i\rchi\c al the St. Petersbur.~ Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies. su:tion 11. inv. I. itcm 345. 

Osmanlt devleti ve medeniyeti tarihi, ed. E. ihsanoglu, 
vol. ii. istanbul: 1998, XXXVI, 849 pp., 250 ills. -
Osmanh Devleti ve Medeniyet Tarihi Serisi, 2; 

Osmanlt matematik literatiirii tarihi - History of 
Mathematical literature during the Ottoman Period, 
haz1rlayanlar E. ihsanoglu, Ramazan Se~en ve Cevat 
izgi, ed. E. ihsanoglu, vols. i-ii. istanbul: 1999, CVI, 
720 pp. - him Tarihi Kaynaklan ve Ara~t1rmalan 
Serisi, 8. Osmanh bilim tarihi literatiirii, No. 2; 

H. Sahillioglu. Studies on Ottoman Economic and 
Social History. istanbul: 1999, 221 pp. - Ottoman 
History and Civilization Series, 3; 

The West and Islam: Towards a Dialogue, ed. 
D. Abuhusayn and M. I. Waley. Istanbul: 1999, 152 pp., 
20 ills. - Lecture Series, I. 

The present review examines the latest publications of the 
Turkish Centre for Research on Islamic History. Art and 
Culture (islam Tarih. Sana! vc Kiiltlir Ara~tmna Merkczi). 
founded in 1980 at the initiative of its current director. 
Prof. E. ihsanoglu within the organizational framework of 
the Islamic Conference. These publications arc extremely 
diverse and reflect the entire spectrum of the Centre's inter
ests. which stand out in the context of similar organizations 
by virtue of their excellent scholarship, outstandingly 
executed publications. and broad range of interests. 

Osmanlr devleti ve medeniveti tarihi is the second vol
ume of a broad-based collecti~e monograph on the history 
of the Ottoman state and civilization (first published 
in 1994) written by a group of Turkish scholars under the 
direction of Ekmclcddin ishanoglu, head of the Centre for 

( B. l\onk. 2000 

Research on Islamic History and Culture. The book consists 
of several parts: Language and Literature, Religion, Educa
tion and Science, Art and Architecture. Each of these sec
tions provides comprehensive information on the given 
topic. For example. the chapter on literature does not fail to 
treat the so-called "Indian" style, which influenced Turkic
language literature. It also lists the names of a great many 
literary figures who lived during the Ottoman Empire. their 
chief works. and major poetic anthologies (tezkere). The 
main events in literary life throughout Ottoman history are 
examined as well. The history of music in the empire also 
receives detailed attention: the scope is exhaustive, ranging 
from various types of musical works to musical instru
ments. This detailed exposition is complemented by 250 
illustrations: photographs of manuscripts, buildings, por
traits. miniatures. musical instruments (for a list of illustra
tions. see pp. Xlll-XX). These illustrations are all the 
more important because they were taken from rich Turkish 
collections which remain insufficiently familiar to Euro
pean scholarship to this day. The book is augmented by ex
cellent indices and a useful bibliography (pp. 569-648). 
Written in the best scholarly traditions by a group of the most 
competent Turkish specialists (one of whom, Dr. Esin Atil, is 
a member of the Free Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Institution; 
the others work in Turkish universities and research centres). 
is undoubtedly worthy of becoming an encyclopaedia, or at 
least an important reference source, for the history of culture, 
art, and architecture in the Ottoman Empire. The virtues of 
this collective monograph render it of interest not only to 
specialists and students in Ottoman studies, but also to any
one with a knowledge of the Turkish language. 

The publication of the two-volume Osmanlr matematik 
literatiirii tarihi was timed to coincide with the 700-year 
anniversary of the Ottoman Empire. This thorough, profcs-
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sional reference work on the history of mathematical litera
ture in the Ottoman Empire includes the names of 491 
mathematicians who lived between the fifteenth and twen
tieth centuries. The names of these scholars arc arranged by 
the dates of their death. Each name is followed by brief 
biographical information (when available), as well as a list 
of works on mathematics (in Arabic script and Latin tran
scription) and manuscript copies arranged in chronological 
order by the date of their copying. 

We note the accuracy with which the reference work 
was prepared: nearly all manuscript collections in Turkey 
were scrutinized, an enormous number of articles and 
monographs consulted, and a multitude of manuscript col
lection catalogues studied. Published in Turkish and issued 
on excellent paper, the book also features a convenient 
scholarly apparatus and a detailed bibliography. Thanks to 
these features, it is easy and pleasant to use this reference 
work. In Russian scholarship, one finds a close parallel in 
the three-volume work prepared by G. N. Matvievskaya 
and 8. A. Rozcnfcld, which is, unfortunately, not cited by 
the authors of the publication under review 1. 

There can be no doubt that this publication of the 
Centre for Research on Islamic History, Art, and Culture 
from the series "The History of Ottoman Scholarly Litera
ture" is a notable contribution to creating a multi-faceted 
histo1y of Muslim scholarly thought. 

The economic history of the Ottoman Empire in the late 
medieval period is the subject of a collection of articles by 
Prof. Hali! Sahillioglu entitled "Studies on Ottoman Eco
nomic and Social History". The author is a professional his
torian and economist who has for many years conducted far
ranging research on various aspects of the economic and so
cial histo1y of the Ottoman Empire. The eight articles gath
ered together here (seven in English, and one in French) re
flect the most important part of his investigations. Basing 
himself on a wide airny of diverse sources, the author exam
ines such important questions in the histo1y of the Ottoman 
Empire as the problem of moncta1y circulation, treasrny re
ceipts and expenditures, and the economic and social aspects 
of the institution of slavc1y. The chronological framework is 
from the fifteenth to the eighteenth century. 

Of special interest, in my view, is his work on the in
ternational circulation of money and precious metals in the 
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history of monetary circulation within the Ottoman 
Empire from 1300 to 1750 (pp. 27-64 ). In their entirety, 
the studies collected in the book are interesting not only for 
their sources, some of which arc unfamiliar to European 
scholars, but also for the reflection they provide of the 
views, positions and discussions now current in Turkish 
historical scholarship. In this connection, it is fruitful to 
compare the author's work with the research of his Russian 
colleagues 2. Without doubt, the book deserves the serious 
attention of specialists on Turkish history, as well as all 
those with an interest in or connection to the history of the 
Ottoman Empire. 

In recent decades, many European countries have en
countered the problem of increasing immigration from 
Muslim countries, which has led to a search for means 
of integrating these groups into the value systems and 
lifestyle of Western civilization. Another aspect of this 
problem lies in the area of international relations. What 
principles will underlie relations between Western and 
Islamic civilization '1 Will the West consider Islam an ide
ology which aims for world domination and, in this sense, 
as the inheritor of the communist idea'' Will Muslim coun
tries, in turn, view Western civilization as a direct threat to 
their independence'' Or will relations be based on mutual 
respect for the histo1y, culture, and traditions of one's 
own and other countries 'I "The West and Islam: Towards 
a Dialogue" focuses on a single idea: the necessity and 
importance of inter-civilizational dialogue. It presents the 
views of six prominent scholars and politicians from both 
East and West on the issue (also, five of the 12 publications 
that make up the book arc by Prof. E. ihsanoglu, director 
of the Centre). 

The book represents an attempt to outline means of 
solving the difficult problems of communication between 
civilizations through a more detailed examination of the 
role of Islam in histo1y and culture, as well as a comparison 
of two different mentalities: Eastern and Western. The ap
pearance of this collection cannot fail to arouse the interest 
of Russian specialists, as Russia today faces all of the issues 
noted above 1. 

B. Norik 

1 G. P. Matvievskaia, B. A. Rozenl'cl'd, Mare111aliki i a.1·1ro110111y 11111.\'ll/'111a11skogo srednel'ekov'iu i ikh /rudy (VI/I-XVII v1·.) (Mathe
maticians and Astronomers or the Muslim Middle Ages and Their Works: 8th-17th Centuries). Bibliographic reference work (Moscow. 
1983}, i-iii. 

1 Sec, for example, M. S. Meler, Osmanskaia imperiia \'XVI// v. Cherty strukturnogo kri=isa (The Ottoman Empire in the 18th 
Century. Aspects or Structural Crisis) (Moscow, 1991): Os111a11skaia 1111peniu ,. pen'oi chetverri XVII v. (The Ottoman Empire in the 
First Quarter of the 17th Century). A collection or documents and materials drawn up by H. M. lbragimbeyli and N. S. Rashba, ed. 
M. S. Meyer, (Moscow, 1984). 

1 Cl'. the materials or an international scholarly conference held in Zvenigorod (near Moscow) in I 992Isla111 i prohlemy 111e:h1si1·i/i
:a1sion11ogo \'Cai111odci.1·11·iia (Islam and Problems or Interaction between Civilizations). Theses of papers and reports (M<lCOW, 1992). 
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